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Awarding and Packaging Students


Understanding Awarding and Packaging Students


Important! Mass Change is a deprecated product. Support will be maintained for this product, but
no new development will be produced for Mass Change. It is strongly recommended that you use
Application Engine instead. For more information on PeopleSoft Application Engine, see PeopleTools:
Application Engine.


This section discusses early decision awarding, review of information relevant to awarding, awarding and
packaging financial aid, award notification, and award updating.


The terms awarding and packaging are often used interchangeably. In Awarding and Packaging
documentation, Awarding refers to manually offering one financial aid item type (award) at a time to a
student. Packaging refers to awarding multiple awards at one time to create a financial aid award package
for a student.


Early financial aid offers are made to students using award categories instead of specific awards. Award
categories give "early decision" students an idea of the types of financial aid that they might receive
without committing to exact awards. You define these award categories for your institution. For example,
you might have categories for loans, scholarships, work-study, and grants. For awarding actual financial
aid monies to the student, you use specific financial aid item types using one of the methods of awarding
or packaging.


Before selecting awards for students, you review information on aggregate aid limits, restricted aid
awards, and the student's status in the financial aid cycle. You can view aggregate aid information by
aggregate area, such as Perkins or Stafford. If your institution uses the National Student Loan Data
System (NSLDS) totals for the federal Stafford subsidized, unsubsidized, Perkins, Pell, and Student
Education Opportunity Grant (SEOG) programs, ensure that NSLDS data has been loaded and pushed to
the aggregate tables for direct use by the Awarding and Packaging processes. NSLDS totals are pushed to
a specific aid year and you can override them on the Incoming Aggregate Aid component. You can also
view a summary of aggregate aid for a student or look at aggregate information by institution.


You can use inquiry pages to monitor a process that awards restricted aid to students. Graduate
departments that award merit-based aid might use the Restricted Aid pages. These pages provide
information on the progress of the restricted aid awarding cycle; committee members can enter their
final decisions, including the restricted aid award amount. This information can then be used to enter the
restricted aid award for a student.


The Packaging Status Summary page contains information about a student's status in the financial aid
cycle, such as financial aid application status, institutional or federal verification status, Satisfactory
Academic Progress (SAP) status, and information related to packaging a student. You can use this page
to prevent the Awarding process from continuing if certain parameters are established. For example, you
might only award federal awards if the student is meeting SAP. To change a value on the Packaging Status
Summary page for a group of students, use Mass Change.
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The Packaging Status Summary page has links to other pages where you can review or sometimes
modify a student's information. These linked pages contain Financial Aid Term (FA Term) summary
information, ISIR data, database match information, the student's financial need calculated with federal
and institutional methodology (FM and IM), Pell processing information, Pell eligibility calculation
overrides, restricted aid information, and the current financial aid award package information.


After reviewing information, you can award and package students for financial aid manually or in one of
three automated ways:


• Manual Awarding is done online, one student at a time, entering awards one by one.


• Auto Packaging is done online at the student level and uses a packaging plan, a set of institutionally
defined rules for awarding.


After Auto Packaging generates a financial aid award package for the student, you can make any
manual changes to awards in the package before saving the information.


• Mass Packaging is a background process for packaging groups of students using one or more
packaging plans.


You select your student population, using either a query definition, an equation, or an external file of
students. Then the system assigns a packaging plan to each student based on the processing order and
selection criteria associated with each plan. Finally, you initiate the actual Mass Packaging routine,
which packages the students based on their assigned packaging plans. After each step in the process,
you can further define your targeted population by removing individual students from the selection or
packaging plan assignment process.


• Auto Select Packaging mimics Mass Packaging selection as the system evaluates both the Selection
Criteria and the Processing Order for each packaging plan, and assigns a packaging plan to an
individual student.


You can manually update the package before saving, validating, and posting.


Auto Packaging, Auto Select Packaging, and Mass Packaging use packaging plans to generate award
packages that appear on the same page you use for manual awarding. Packaging plans use rules
predefined by the United States Education Department (USED), your institution, or both. You can
manually modify any generated award package.


After packaging, a validation process verifies that all federal eligibility rules, aggregate aid limits,
fiscal fund balances and rules, award rules and limits, and packaging plan rules are met. For automated
processing, this is part of the final step when the award package is given to a student. For manual
awarding, you click the Validate button to initiate the validation process.


After validation, use a financial aid award notification (FAN) to notify students of their award packages.
To do so, you assign a communication to a student and use your choice of mail merge software. If awards
change for a student, you send multiple FAN letters.


If a student declines the financial aid offered or declines a category of aid, such as loans, you can use
mass actions to accept, cancel, or decline all or specific categories of aid.


Throughout the aid year, you can view summary information regarding the student's awards and the
disbursement of those awards.
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Related Links
Defining Packaging Plans


Prerequisites
Although you can award students manually, the most efficient way to package financial aid awards is
with Auto Packaging, Auto Select Packaging, Mass Packaging, or a combination of these three. You
are encouraged to set up the parameters needed for Auto Packaging and Mass Packaging to take full
advantage of the Financial Aid system.


For manual awarding—assigning individual awards to students, one student at a time—you must set up
your defaults (installation defaults and aid processing rule sets), financial aid item types, aggregate aid
limits, disbursement plans and disbursement split codes, award adjustment reasons, and award messages
for FAN letters.


Related Links
Using Equation Engine in Packaging
Creating Equity Item Type Groups
Creating Related Item Type Groups
Defining Packaging Plans
Establishing Defaults
Defining Financial Aid Item Types
Setting Up Aggregate Aid
Defining Disbursement Plans and Split Codes
Setting Up Award Messages
Preparing for Early Financial Aid Offers


Understanding Manual Awarding, Auto Packaging, and Auto
Select Packaging


The Award Entry component is used for manual awarding, Auto Packaging, and Auto Select Packaging.
Use the Student Aid Package page for online manual awarding and Auto Packaging. View how each
award affects unmet need and total aid amounts on the Need Summary page. Totals are updated on the
Need Summary page after Validation. View the student's Financial Aid Term and term budget information
on the Term Summary page.


Note boxes below field descriptions offer tips and directions for entering Pell Grants. If you set the award
offer amount to zero dollars, the system calculates Pell Grants when Validation is run.


This section discusses:


• Online manual awarding.


• Auto Packaging.


• Auto Select Packaging.


• Need summary.
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• Need summary validation.


Related Links
Awarding Pell Grants


Online Manual Awarding
To award manually, populate the tabs on the Student Aid Package page and insert additional rows of
awards as needed. To have the Validation process populate the offered amount for an award, leave the
Offered field at zero and validate the award. For example, to determine the correct Pell Grant amount
for a student, enter the Pell Grant financial aid item type, leave the offer amount at zero, and click the
Validate button; the Pell Grant amount is calculated based on the student's eligibility and institutional
rules and returned to the page with the scheduled disbursements.


After you enter all the awards for a student, run the Validation process before posting the awards to the
award tables. Validation checks that the student is eligible for the awards and that no packaging rules have
been violated. Validation includes edits for minimum and maximum award limits, aggregate limits, fiscal
fund availability, federal eligibility, and financial aid item type rules. Validation can reduce an award
amount or set an award amount to zero to comply with rules and limits. Validation must be successful
before you can run the Posting routine, the final step for manually awarding students.


You can combine manual awarding with Auto Packaging. If you do not want a manually entered award
to be discarded during Auto Packaging, select the Lock check box. Auto Packaging discards all unlocked
awards, and these same financial aid item types can be re-awarded if the award is included in the
packaging plan. However, for awards of a financial aid item type that have disbursement protection
activated and have been at least partially disbursed, Auto Packaging preserves these awards but reduces
the award amount to the amount that has been disbursed. Also, when the Packaging routine processes
awards in active/passive mode (such as multicareer packaging, multiple award period processing, or Pell-
only repackaging), Auto Packaging does not cancel awards processed in passive mode.


Auto Packaging
Auto Packaging assigns awards to a student based on the rules of the selected packaging plan so
your packaging plans must be established before you can use the Student Aid Package page for Auto
Packaging. Auto Packaging can be combined with manual awarding by changing the awards entered by
the packaging plan or adding additional awards.


Auto Packaging assigns awards and validates the awards all at once. Validation checks that the student
is eligible for the awards given and that no packaging or financial aid item type rules have been violated.
Validation includes edits for minimum and maximum award limits, aggregate limits, fiscal fund
availability, federal eligibility, and financial aid item type rules. Validation can reduce an award amount or
set an award amount to zero to comply with rules and limits. If you make no changes to the awards after
Auto Packaging, you can post the awards to the award tables directly. If you make manual changes to any
awards after Auto Packaging, you click the Validate button to ensure the student is still eligible for the
changed or new awards.
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Warning! If you repackage locked or disbursed awards using Auto Packaging, post that set of awards
(click the Post button) before performing any validation activity (click the Validate button). That is,
if you use Auto Packaging to repackage a student who has locked awards, disbursed awards, or both,
click the Post button first. Do not click the Validate button immediately after Auto Packaging. If you
manually change an Auto-Packaged set of awards, post before validating. If you click the Validate button
before posting a set of awards that was returned from Auto Packaging, it can potentially compromise the
synchronization between offer and accept amounts as well as produce a different award than anticipated.


Note: If the student does not have locked or disbursed awards, you can repackage that student using Auto
Packaging and then manually change the awards or validate without posting first.


Auto Select Packaging
Auto Select Packaging selects the packaging plan for an individual student and career by using the
selection criteria (equation) and processing order associated with your packaging plans. This is the same
selection criteria and processing order used by Mass Packaging.


When you leave the Packaging Plan ID field blank and click the Retrieve button, the system evaluates the
Packaging Plan table sequentially and assigns the first packaging plan for which the student qualifies. The
system next packages a set of eligible awards according to the packaging rules defined on the packaging
plan.


Note: Before using Auto Select Packaging, ensure that your processing order is correctly set in your
Packaging Plan table.


Related Links
Performing Mass Packaging Using Application Data


Need Summary
The Need Summary page displays the student's Cost of Attendance (COA), Pell COA, Alternate Pell
COA, Expected Family Contribution (EFC), federal and institutional need, federal and institutional award
totals, need-based aid award totals, federal methodology (FM) and institutional methodology (IM) special
need/cost aid award totals, unmet need, and unmet COA.


The Need Summary page displays the prorated EFC (federal) and institutional EFC values for a student
used to determine the student's need. When using different application data sources for packaging, it is
important to understand how the EFC and need are affected by different packaging data source selections.
For example:


Scenario 1: When the packaging data source on the Financial Aid Defaults page equals Fed Only,
Fed, Inst, or Inst, Fed and only federal data exists for the student, if you award a financial aid item
type with an institutional packaging methodology, the financial aid item type is awarded based on the
institutional need. But, if you do not have institutional application data and analysis, institutional need
equals institutional COA, because the institutional EFC is 0.00 USD. The Packaging routine awards
institutional financial aid item types up to the institutional COA.


Scenario 2: When the packaging data source on the Financial Aid Defaults page equals Inst Only, Fed,
Inst, or Inst, Fed and only institutional data exists for the student, if you award a financial aid item type
with a federal packaging methodology, the financial aid item type is awarded based on the federal need.
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But if you do not have federal application data and analysis, federal need equals federal COA, because the
federal EFC is 0.00 USD. The Packaging routine awards federal financial aid item types up to the federal
COA.


If your institution uses IM for early awarding—in October, as an example—and you want to include
estimated federal awards, set the Packaging Methodology field on the FA Item Type 2 page for your
federal financial aid item types to Institutional Methodology. This allows the Packaging processes to use
the same need calculation for all the awards; because you have only institutional data you use institutional
need. When the federal aid year begins on January 1, you must change the Packaging Methodology field
back to Federal for all your federal financial aid item types. You must also make sure that the student has
application data compatible with the packaging data source you indicated on the Financial Aid Defaults
page.


Related Links
Defining Awarding and Rounding Rules
Defining Installation Level Defaults


Need Summary Validation
Sometimes a manual change to the student's budget does not automatically propagate to the need
summary totals. In this case, if you create selection criteria that rely on need-related elements, such
as Unmet Need, Overaward Need, Unmet COA, or Overaward COA, the system is not using the most
current calculated values.


Run the Need Summary Validation process before performing online packaging (manual, Auto, or Auto
Select), Mass Packaging, online Repackaging (manual, Auto, or Auto Select), or batch Repackaging.
This ensures that need-related elements, which may be part of your selection equation or PS Query, are
updated and reflect the most recent changes to COA. You can run the batch Need Summary Validation
process at any time. After you run it on your population, you do not need to run it again unless you
make budget changes to several students using the Student Budget Maintenance component. To make a
single change online, use the Update Need Summary button on the Student Budget Maintenance page
(STDNT_TERM_BUDGET).


Related Links
Running the Need Summary Validation Process


Understanding Mass Packaging


Using Mass Packaging, you can award financial aid for groups of students. A Mass Packaging definition
can identify the group of students being selected for Mass Packaging. You can then associate one or
more packaging plans with that population. You can evaluate your selected population and the packaging
plan associated with each student before Mass Packaging takes place. The system selects the optimum
packaging plan for each student based on the combination of your packaging equations and the processing
order of the packaging plan. Then the system applies the packaging plan against those selected students,
awarding each student based on the defined packaging plan rules.


Three processes are run as part of Mass Packaging. The first process selects students to be included
for Mass Packaging evaluation. The second process assigns packaging plans to students. The third
process reviews the student's eligibility, the program rules, and other eligibility criteria and then awards
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financial aid to students using the assigned packaging plans. After the first two processes, you can
review the students being selected and the assigned packaging plans. You can also review the order in
which the students are packaged, again by packaging plan. Finally, you can delete unwanted students.
You can run the third process in live mode or in simulation mode to review expected packaging results.
Mass Packaging refers to this three-step process. The Mass Packaging process is the third step in Mass
Packaging.


Before using Mass Packaging, consider the results that you want the system to produce according to your
institution's packaging philosophies. Determine the student attributes to use in the packaging equations to
select the correct students for each packaging plan. Review the criteria each packaging plan uses to select
students. If some of the selected students cannot be matched to any of your packaging plans, review the
list of these students to determine why the they did not get matched. Adjust your equations to ensure that
these students are assigned correctly.


Note: Your packaging plans must be completely established before you begin Mass Packaging. After
you start Mass Packaging, do not make any changes to your packaging plans until you have run all three
processes. If you make changes to your packaging plans, rerun the Mass Packaging processes starting
with the selection process. Changing packaging plans after students have been selected or assigned to
packaging plans may produce incorrect or undesirable results during the Mass Packaging process.


Related Links
Defining Packaging Plans


Awarding Online


This section discusses how to:


• View need summary information.


• View term summary information.


• Use Auto Packaging and Auto Select Packaging.


• View award disbursement detail.


• Document award adjustments.


• Award students manually.


• Use professional judgement.


Pages Used to Award Online
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Need Summary STDNT_AWARD_NEED Financial Aid > Awards >
Award Processing > Assign
Awards to a Student > Need
Summary


View need summary
information for a student.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Term Summary STDNT_TERMDATA_SUM Financial Aid > Awards >
Award Processing > Assign
Awards to a Student > Term
Summary


View budget and Financial
Aid term information by term.
Each term has a distinct career
tied to it.


Student Aid Package STDNT_AWARD_ENTRY3 Financial Aid > Awards >
Award Processing > Assign
Awards to a Student >
Student Aid Package


Use this page for manual,
auto, or auto select packaging.
 Auto Packaging and Auto
Select Packaging can be
combined with manual
awarding in the same
awarding session.


Award Disbursement Detail STDNT_PKG_DISB_SEC Click theDisbursement
link on the Student Aid
Package page, Manual
Student Packaging page, or
Professional Judgement page.


View award disbursement ID
detail as well as create custom
split amounts and customize
loan fee amounts.


Packaging Message PKG_MESSAGE_SEC Click the Message link on the
Student Aid Package page,
 Manual Student Packaging
page, or Professional
Judgement page.


View the reason why a
particular financial aid item
type failed or was reduced by
validation or Auto Packaging.


Award Adjustment AWARD_ADJUST_SEC2 Click the Reason link on the
Student Aid Package page,
 Manual Student Packaging
page, or Professional
Judgement page.


Document award adjustments
by assigning an award
adjustment reason to any
adjusted award Action.


Manual Student Packaging STDNT_AWARD_ENTRY5 Financial Aid > Awards >
Award Processing > Assign
Departmental Awards >
Manual Student Packaging


Award students manually.
 Prohibits the use of auto
packaging.


Professional Judgement STDNT_AWARD_ENTRY4 Financial Aid > Awards >
Award Processing > Invoke
Professional Judgement >
Professional Judgement


Use professional judgement
to override all rules (including
federal and aggregate rules)
except for fiscal limits when
awarding financial aid. Award
students without a budget. All
item types awarded from this
component are set to locked.


Viewing Need Summary Information
Access the Need Summary page (Financial Aid > Awards > Award Processing > Assign Awards to a
Student > Need Summary).
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Image: Need Summary page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Need Summary page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


 Award Period View the different award periods  (Academic or Non-Standard)
by using the scroll arrows.


 EFC Status (expected family
contribution status)


Displays the status of the prorated EFC: Official, Rejected, or
Unofficial.


 Fed Year COA (federal year cost
of attendance) and  Inst Year COA
(institutional year cost of attendance)


The federal or institutional COA for the award period.


 Prorated EFC and Institutional EFC The prorated EFC and the institutional EFC are the EFCs
adjusted for the number of months from the Budget Duration
on the FM (Prorated) or IM (institutional) extension record—
entered on the Global and Federal Options page and the IM
Value Parms 1 page, respectively.


 Fed Need  (federal need) and  Inst
Need (institutional need)


The federal or institutional COA minus the EFC. This is the
student's financial aid need.


 Montgomery GI Bill/AmeriCorps Displays the amount you entered on the Veteran's Education
Benefits page. The same amount is entered in the federal and
institutional columns.


 N/B Aid (Fed/Inst)  (need-based aid
federal/institutional)


The amount of need-based aid awarded to the student. This is
determined by the Meet Need/Cost attribute of the financial aid
item type.


 Special Need/Cost Aid (Fed/
Inst)  (special need/cost aid federal/
institutional)


The amount of special need/cost aid awarded to the student.
 This is determined by the Meet Need/Cost attribute of the
financial aid item type. Special need/cost aid always reduces the
student's need first, then replaces the student's EFC.
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 Total Aid (Fed/Inst) (total aid federal/
institutional)


The total amount of aid awarded for federal and institutional
calculations. This is N/B Aid plus Special Need/Cost Aid.


 Unmet Need (Fed/Inst) (unmet need
federal/institutional)


The Fed/Inst Need minus Total Aid.


 Unmet COA (Fed/Inst) (unmet COA
federal/institutional)


This is the Fed/Inst Year COA minus Total Aid.


 Pell Year COA The student's COA calculated by adding up the budget items
that have an associated Pell category. This COA is used when
calculating Pell Grants using the Regular Federal Pell Grant
Schedule.


 Alt Pell COA The COA used when determining if a student's Pell award
should be calculated using the Alternate Pell Grant Award
Schedule. This COA is calculated by adding up budget items
that have associated Pell categories of Tuition, Child Care, and
Disability.


 Pell LTHT (Pell less than half-time) Displays the Pell less than half-time amount. The system
determines which Pell annual COA to use when calculating
each term Pell award. If the term enrollment is less than half
time, the system uses the less than half-time Pell annual COA to
determine the Pell award.


Viewing Term Summary Information
Access the Term Summary page (Financial Aid > Awards > Award Processing > Assign Awards to a
Student > Term Summary).
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Image: Term Summary page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Term Summary page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


The Term Budget group box displays the term and the corresponding career. Use the scroll arrows to see
each term within the aid year. The following fields are also displayed.


 Dependency Status Indicates whether the student is a dependent or independent
student.


 Academic Level The student's academic level for the term and career. Academic
level comes from the Financial Aid Term data.


 FA Load The financial aid load for the term and career shown. Financial
aid load can be full-time, 3/4-time, half-time, and less than half-
time.


 Housing Displays the housing option specified by the student on the
ISIR, like on campus or off campus.


 Residency Displays whether a student is considered a state resident or not.
 This value comes from the residency data in personal data.


 Inst Term COA (institutional term
COA)


This is the term-based institutional cost of attendance by career.


 Fed Term COA (federal term COA) This is the term-based federal cost of attendance by career.


 Total Aid This is the total of all disbursements for all awards within
the given term. This value is derived by adding all the
disbursements for different awards that fall in the same term.


The FA Term Data group box displays data for the term from the Financial Aid Term component. Use the
scroll arrows to see each term within the aid year.
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Related Links
Building a Financial Aid Term


Using Auto Packaging and Auto Select Packaging
Use the Student Aid Package page for Auto Packaging and Auto Select Packaging individual students.
You select the packaging plan for Auto Packaging and the system selects the packaging plan for Auto
Select Packaging:


• For Auto Packaging, select the packaging plan in the Packaging Plan ID field and then click the
Retrieve button.


• For Auto-Select Packaging, leave the Packaging Plan ID field blank and click the Retrieve button.
Using the processing order and selection criteria (equation) associated with packaging plan in the
Packaging Plan table, the system evaluates each plan and selects the first plan for which the student
meets the selection criteria.


Access the Student Aid Package page (Financial Aid > Awards > Award Processing > Assign Awards to
a Student > Student Aid Package).


Image: Student Aid Package page: Award tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Student Aid Package page: Award tab. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: Click the tabs in the scroll area to access multiple views of this page. Fields common to both Award
and Status views are documented first.


Common Page Information


Bundle 52


Added Attributes link to access User Variables set up using the Common Attribute Framework.


 Career The active career for the student to be used for packaging at
this time. If the student has only one career, it is defaulted into
the field. Choose from among the current valid careers for the
student—defined on the Financial Aid Term record, which you
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can change on the FA Term page—and careers for which the
student has received any financial aid awards.


After you select a career, do not change this field until after you
click the Post button or the Reset button. This prevents you from
changing awards for more than one career at a time.


Only the packaging plans and disbursement plans associated
with the active career are available during this awarding session.


Note: If the student has only one career for the aid year, that
career defaults into the Career field and you do not need to
select a career.


 Packaging Plan ID The packaging plan you want to use to package the student.
 Only packaging plan IDs that match the student's career are
available.


 Retrieve Click to run Auto Packaging or Auto Select Packaging. The
awards associated with the packaging plan appear in the Award
and Status tabs. If a student is not eligible for an award in the
packaging plan, the award amount is set to zero, and a Message
link displays. If nonzero awards are returned, a disbursement
link displays the scheduled disbursements for the award.


Awards that are not locked on the Student Aid Package page are
canceled when Auto Packaging is performed, with the exception
of already disbursed awards of a financial aid item type that has
disbursement protection activated.


Note: When you click the Retrieve button, you can receive the
following error message: The assignment to the specified field
failed. This indicates that one of the student's award amounts
exceeds the size of the Offered and Accepted fields. This error
can occur when the student receives the term limit maximum
999,999.00 USD for multiple terms in an aid year. The resulting
award amount (if two terms exist, 999.998.00 USD) is larger
than the field.


Attributes Click this link to access User Variables set up using the
Common Attribute Framework.


The Common Attribute Framework enables you to define a
common attribute and add the common attribute as a data field
to any Campus Solutions page. A user can then enter a value on
the page for the data field.


Use the Common Attribute Framework to create attributes for
the Student Awards feature. Create attributes using the Common
Attribute component (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions,
 Common Attributes Setup, Common Attribute) and then use
the Record Context component (Set Up SACR, Common
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Definitions, Common Attributes Setup, Record Context) to
associate attributes with the STDNT_AWARDS record.


See:


• "Defining a Common Attribute" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


• "Associating a Common Attribute to a Record" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community)


 Package Status This field is known as the Aid Processing Status field on
the Packaging Status Summary page (Financial Aid > View
Packaging Status Summary). Various financial aid processes
automatically update the packaging status. You can manually
change the package status after award posting, and you must
save your change before exiting the page. You can use the
package status to set the packaging status to a value other than
Completed after you have posted an award. For example, if a
department award is manually awarded and then you want to
use Mass Packaging, you would want to set the package status
from Completed back to Package.


Applied: The student has applied for financial aid. This value
is automatically populated when you load a financial aid
application such as an ISIR or a PROFILE application.


No App Rcd (No Electronic Application Received): No
electronic application has been received.


Completed (Packaging Completed): The student's award
package has been posted. The Posting routine automatically
updates the field to this value.


Review (Ready for Counselor Review): The student should be or
is currently being reviewed by a financial aid counselor.


Package (Ready for Packaging): The student is ready for
packaging.


Repackage: The student is ready for repackaging. Can be set by
the External Award Load process.


 Aggregate Source This field enables you to set the aggregate source to assess a
student's lifetime aggregate aid history during the Awarding
and Packaging process. You can set the aggregate source at the
financial aid installation default level and on the Packaging
Status Summary in addition to each of the award page
components.


Default: Directs awarding and packaging to use the Aggregate
Source value set at the FA Installation level.
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NSLDS: Directs the awarding and packaging to use NSLDS
aggregate totals that have been loaded and pushed into the
aggregate tables.


PS: Directs awarding and packaging to use aggregate
undergraduate and graduate totals that have been completely
maintained by the institution and Financial Aid packaging
process.


Note: An Aggregate Used field is also provided on the
Packaging Status Summary page. Aggregate Used captures
the exact aggregate source used in the most recent awarding or
packaging for this student.


 Award Period Provides the Packaging routine with the intended award period
processing mode for the award period that you are currently
packaging. The routine uses this information to determine
automatically which existing awards are active or passive.
 The award period you select functions like the packaging plan
award period attribute in the determination of passive/active
mode for existing awards. When the Packaging routine employs
passive/active mode processing, you can treat the awards in
one award period (academic) as passive awards while awarding
the other award period (nonstandard). The Packaging routine
does not modify or repackage passive awards; it preserves them,
 unlike active awards that are subject to change. However, the
Packaging routine still includes the award amounts of passive
awards in determining remaining annual aggregate limits or
other eligibility requirements and in updating need summary
balances.


After you select an award period, the Packaging routine
evaluates the disbursement plan/split code pattern for each of
the existing posted awards and determines whether the pattern
matches or falls within the selected award period mode. The
Packaging routine then makes the rows of passive awards
unavailable, indicating that these awards cannot be modified
by either you or the Packaging routine. All other awards can be
modified.


After you select the award period for a student, you must
complete your activity for the selected award period. Validate
and post the awards or click the Reset button to clear the results
before you can select a new award period for that student.


Both: You are currently packaging the student for both award
periods. This is the default value. The Packaging routine
reevaluates all existing awards, processing all awards as active
awards. When you select Both, all awards are available for
reevaluation.


Academic: You are currently packaging the student for the
academic award period (AAP) only. The Packaging routine
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reevaluates only existing awards whose disbursement plan/
split code patterns indicate that they are for the AAP or for
both award periods. The Packaging routine processes all other
existing awards as passive awards.


Non-Std (nonstandard): You are currently packaging the student
for the nonstandard award period (NSAP) only. The Packaging
routine reevaluates only existing awards whose disbursement
plan/split code patterns indicate that they are for the NSAP or
for both award periods. The Packaging routine processes all
other existing awards as passive awards.


 Validate Click this button during manual packaging to have the award
package checked by the Validation process after you enter
each award or after you enter all awards. During validation,
 all eligibility rules, aggregate limits, minimum and maximum
award limits, fiscal fund availability, and financial aid item type
rules are checked. To determine the maximum award limit, the
Validation process uses the lowest maximum award limit from
the maximum limits set at the item type, financial aid item type,
 aggregate aid limit, fiscal item type, and packaging plan levels.
 The Validation process uses the lowest minimum award limit
from the minimum limits set at the item type, financial aid item
type, and packaging plan levels.


The Validation process may cancel an award or lower the
award amount to comply with established rules and limits. If
validation fails on any award, a Message link appears in the
award row. Validation may also reduce an award amount or
set an award amount to zero. Any awards that are assigned a
zero dollar amount when you run Auto Packaging are removed
during posting. When you are manually packaging a student,
 you can have the Validation process populate the correct award
amount based on the student's eligibility and institutional rules
by entering a zero amount for the award. An award must be
successfully validated before you can post the award.


During manual packaging, the Validation process does not
impose restrictions on offering unsubsidized Stafford loans
before you award students their full subsidized Stafford
eligibility. You are responsible for offering students their full
subsidized Stafford eligibility before offering unsubsidized
Stafford loans.


 Post Click to save the award information and update the student
award tables. If any award fails to post, an error message is
displayed and none of the awards are posted. If you do not post
the student's awards before leaving the page, the awards are not
saved.
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Note: If you award two instances of the same item type where
one instance of the item type has aggregate levels associated
with it and the other instance does not have aggregate levels
associated with it, the Award Posting routine returns an error.
 For federal item types, you must cancel the instance that does
not have the aggregate levels associated with it and re-award
the instance with associated aggregate levels. For item types
that are not designated as federal, any award that has previous
matching aggregate level history is rejected if no matching level
limit record exists. You also receive this message, "No matching
aggregate level limit for a defined aggregate table." You must
then correct the error by either eliminating the aggregate history
for the level or by reestablishing level limits for that award.


 Reset This button refreshes the page with any previously posted
awards and removes any awards that you attempted to make
on the page before posting during the awarding session. Posted
awards are not removed. Click this button to validate new
awards and see what effect the new awards might have toward
the existing package before you post them.


 Nbr (number) The sequence number is automatically assigned in increments
of ten when awards are entered. Click in the field to modify the
sequence number and to change the number. You can control
the order of new or existing awards by using a sequence number
in between two existing sequenced awards. Duplicate sequence
numbers are not permitted. The sequencing of awards is always
preserved throughout the packaging session of the student.


All awards for the passive careers are sequenced to the top of
the packaging sequence. These passive awards are not changed
regardless of need or other changes in the student's record.


 Action Select the action being taken on the award. When initially
entering a new award, the values are B—Offer/Accept,  O—
Offer,  and X—Discard.


After an award has been posted, the values are A—Accept,  B—
Offer/Accept, C—Cancel, D—Decline, and O—Offer.


Any change to an award action is logged in the Award Activity
Log, which can be viewed on the Award Activity page.


A—Accept: Accepts an award that has been offered to the
student. If a student wants to accept less than the new offered
amount — for an item type that is not a loan — the student can
use the action A.


B—Offer/Accept: Use when you are initially offering an award
to a student for which an explicit acceptance from the student
is not needed (such as grants, scholarships, and so on). If you
select this option and modify the existing award, the system
automatically changes the accepted amount to the offered
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amount of the existing award. If you increase an existing award,
 the system replaces the accepted amount with the new offered
amount. Similarly, the same behavior takes place for reduced
awards.


C—Cancel: Cancels the award, but retains the award entry with
a zero amount in the list of awards for that student. If you cancel
an award, the award amount is reduced to zero, and the need
summary and related award and fiscal pages are updated.


D—Decline: Declines the award, but retains the award entry
with a zero amount in the list of awards for that student. If you
decline an award, the award amount is reduced to zero, and the
need summary and related award and fiscal pages are updated.


O—Offer: Offer the award to the student. The accepted amount
is zero.


X—Discard: Deletes the award row when validation is
performed if the award has not been posted. For example, you
would use this status if you entered an award in error or you
decided not to award the student a particular financial aid item
type.


 Career This field displays the career for which you made the award.
 This indicates which career is associated with each award.


 Item Type The financial aid item type ID for the award that you want to
award.


Award Tab
See the previous exhibit for an example of this tab.


 Description Description of the financial aid item type. This field is populated
when you move out of Item Type field.


 Offered The amount that you want to offer the student for this award. If
no amount is entered during manual packaging and the action is
O or B, the Validation process assigns an optimal award amount
based on the student's eligibility, the student's financial need, the
aggregate aid limits, and the financial aid item type limits.


For Pell Grants, leave the offered amount at zero dollars to
have the Validation process calculate the Pell Grant amount
for the student based on the latest ISIR transaction, Pell COA,
 Alternate Pell COA, nine-month EFC, and the student's FA
Load value for each term. If you enter an amount for a Pell
Grant, the Validation process may adjust it depending on the
student's eligibility.
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Note: To award a Pell Grant amount calculated using ISIR data
other than the latest ISIR, enter the amount in the Offered field.
 To ensure that your Pell processing information matches, go to
the Packaging Status Summary page and click the PELL link to
access the Pell Information page. On the Pell Information page,
select the transaction number and effective date that matches the
ISIR used to calculate the Pell Grant amount.


 Accepted This is the amount of the award the student accepts. If the action
was Offer/Accept, this amount is automatically entered and
matches the offered amount.


Note: You can decrease an award to an amount less than what
has already been disbursed by manually entering an amount in
the Accepted field that is less than the sum of the individual
disbursed amounts for the award. The Packaging routine then
determines a new set of scheduled disbursements based on the
defined even split option or disbursement percentage associated
with the award.


 Disb Plan (disbursement plan) Select a disbursement plan for the award. If the financial aid
item type has a default disbursement plan defined at either the
financial aid item type or the packaging plan level, that value is
defaulted in this field.


 Split Code Select a split code. Only split codes associated with the selected
disbursement plan are available. If the financial aid item type
has a default split code defined at either the financial aid item
type or the packaging plan level, that value is defaulted in this
field.


 Disbursement This link appears after you validate an award. Click to access
the Award Disbursement Detail page and view the terms,
 number of disbursement IDs, and amounts per disbursement ID
as well as create custom split amounts and customize loan fee
amounts.


Note: Before reinstating a previously canceled Pell Grant, you
must change the custom split code from XX to the designated
disbursement plan ID for the student. You can then click the
Validation button to have the Pell Grant amount recalculated.


 Message This link appears if a message is generated by validation or
Auto Packaging. Click to access the Packaging Message page
and view the reason why a particular financial aid item type
failed or was reduced by validation or Auto Packaging.
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Image: Packaging Message pagePackaging Message page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Packaging Message pagePackaging Message page.


Note: If you select a disbursement for three terms but have valid Financial Aid Terms for only two of the
terms, how the award is treated depends on whether you selected the Missing Term Enrollment - Split
evenly across valid term option for the financial aid item type. If you selected this option, then the system
splits the award equally among the valid terms. If you did not select this option, the system splits the
award amount as follows. (Similar calculations would occur for a four-term disbursement where only
two or three Financial Aid Terms were valid.) 1) The three terms would have disbursement splits of 20%,
40%, and 40%. The percentages associated with the valid terms are added together. For example, 20% +
40% = 60% 2) To calculate each valid term's award amount, the term disbursement split (20% or 40%)
is divided by the percentage calculated in #1 to get the percentage which is applied to the award amount.
For example, 20% divided by 60% = 0.3333 (33.33%) and 40% divided by 60% = 0.6667 (66.67%). The
award amount multiplied by 0.3333 = first term award amount and award amount multiplied by 0.6667
= second term award amount. If you want an award split equally between the two valid Financial Aid
Terms, select a two term disbursement plan.


Status Tab
Select the Status tab.


Image: Student Aid Package page: Status tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Student Aid Package page: Status tab. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


 PJ (professional judgement) This check box is selected if an existing award was added or
modified using professional judgement. This check box is
display only. You can manually modify awards that have this
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check box selected; if you use Auto Packaging, the award is not
modified.


See Using Professional Judgement.


Because professional judgement awards can be manually
modified on this page, anyone with access to this page—not
just those with access to the Professional Judgement page—can
modify professional judgement awards. Members of your staff
may not realize an existing award is a professional judgement
award unless they check the Status page. For example, when
reviewing a student's award package, a staff member sees
that the student has an existing 10,000.00 USD award. The
initial view of the Student Aid Package page does not indicate
whether this award was made using professional judgement.
 To determine whether the award was made using professional
judgement, the staff member should click the Status tab to see
if the PJ check box is selected before modifying the award. You
may want to address this issue during staff training, and advise
your staff members to proceed cautiously.


 EA (external award) Set automatically when the External Award Load process
successfully posts an external award. EA attribute is also
set if an existing award is update from an external award
loan transaction. For example, the External Award Load
processing updating the disbursed amounts for an existing
work-study award. When the EA attribute is checked, the award
is prevented from being overwritten by the Auto and Mass
Packaging and Repackaging processes.


 Lock Select to prevent the award from being overwritten by the
Auto Packaging or Mass Packaging process and to override the
financial aid item type level award amount limits. Manually
locking an award does not allow you to override the fiscal,
 aggregate, and equity limits, and any federal or legal rules or
limits. You can also set a global lock at the financial aid item
type level. Doing this always sets the award to locked when
performing Manual, Auto, or Mass Packaging. An example of
an award you might want to lock is an award from a private
source that should not be altered by another Packaging process.


 Need Override Select to prevent the system from changing the award amount
when the student's need changes. The check box is available
only for awards associated with the active career. When this
check box is selected, only fiscal limits and aggregate rules are
applied during validation. When this check box is selected, you
do not need to select the Lock or Override check boxes because
their functionality is effectively included when you select Need
Override.


 Override Select to allow the award amount to exceed the award amount
limits defined for this financial aid item type. The override does
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not allow award amounts to exceed legal limits, available fiscal
funds, or aggregate limits.


 Charge Priority Select the type of charge you want this award to pay. The list
contains the charge priority lists set up at your institution. If
your institution has defined a charge priority list for the financial
aid item type, it defaults in this field.


See "Defining Charge Priority List Rules" (PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions 9.2: Student Financials).


 Award Status The current status of the award. The award status can be
Offered, Accepted, Canceled, or Declined.


 Adjustment Reason If you adjust an award action, this link appears immediately
after the Award Status field. Click to access the Award
Adjustment page and enter the reason for the adjustment.


Warning! If you repackage locked and/or disbursed awards using Auto Packaging, we recommend
that you post that set of awards first (click the Post button) before performing any manual modification
activity requiring you to click the Validation button. In other words, if the student has a set of locked
or disbursed awards, and you repackage that student using Auto Packaging, click the Post button first.
Do not click the Validate button immediately upon returning from Auto Packaging, or manually change
the set of awards that was returned from Auto Packaging and click the Validate button. If you click the
Validate button before posting a set of awards that was returned from Auto Packaging, it can potentially
compromise that synchronization between offer and accept amounts as well as produce a different award
than anticipated.


Note: If the student does not have a set of locked or disbursed awards, and you repackage that student
using Auto Packaging, you can manually change that set of awards and click the Validate button
immediately after Auto Packaging without needing to post that set of Auto Packaged awards first.


Related Links
Defining Default Disbursement Plans and Split Codes
Processing Awards for Multiple Award Periods Employing Passive/Active Mode


Viewing Award Disbursement Detail
Access the Award Disbursement Detail page (click the Disbursement link on the Student Aid Package
page, Manual Student Packaging page, or Professional Judgement page).
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Image: Award Disbursement Detail page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Award Disbursement Detail page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


 Sequence The sequence number of this award.


 Item Type The financial aid item type of this award.


 Net Award Amount The award amount minus any fees, such as loan fees.


 Disbursement Plan The disbursement plan selected for the award.


 Split Code The split code selected for the award. If the Custom Split check
box is selected, or if this is an award that originated as multiple
entries with the same disbursement plan but different split
codes, or if this is a Pell Grant generated by a default Pell award
rule of FA Enrollment, FA Load, or FA Enrollment, this field
displays XX to indicate that a custom split is being used.


 Custom Split Select to manually define a disbursement split rather than use a
predefined split code. Then manually enter the offered amounts
for each term. The dollar amounts for each term cannot exceed
the total amount of the award. Validation must be run after any
custom split codes are entered so loan fees can be recalculated
and redistributed.


 Custom Loan Fee This check box appears if the award financial aid item type is
defined as a loan and the award has been accepted. Select the
check box to make the Offer Loan Fee and Net Disb Balance 
(net disbursement balance) fields available. Enter the custom
loan fee amounts in the Offer Loan Fee field for each term. The
Net Disb Balance changes based on the amount you enter in the
Loan Fee field.


When a custom loan fee is entered, it is preserved unless the
loan award amount changes. You do not need to use the Lock
or Override check boxes to ensure that the custom loan fees are
preserved.
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Note: If the offer amount or accept amount of a loan is changed
on an award entry page, the accept loan fee amounts are reset
to the default loan fee amounts by the Packaging routine. After
validating the new loan amounts, reenter the custom loan fee
amounts if you want to have custom loan fees for the new loan
amount.


Loan processing can also update an award's loan fee amount as a
custom loan fee if the loan fee returned by the Lender or trading
partner is different from the established fee for the loan. If loan
processing changes the loan fee amount, the Custom Loan Fee
check box is selected but is not available.


See Reviewing CL 4 Status and Phase Codes.


The following fields are displayed in the Disbursement Distribution group box. Some fields are available
for editing as noted.


 Disb ID  (disbursement ID) Identifies each separate disbursement for the award.


 Term The term in which the disbursement ID is disbursed.


 Award Period The award period, academic or nonstandard, of the term.


 Aggr Lvl  (aggregate level) The student's aggregate level for the disbursement ID.


 Offered The amount of the total offered amount scheduled for this
disbursement ID.


 Accepted The amount of the total accepted amount scheduled for this
disbursement ID.


 Offer Loan Fee The portion of the total loan fee, based on the total offered
amount, assigned to this disbursement ID. This field appears
only for loan financial aid item types and becomes available
when you select the Custom Loan Fee check box.


 Offer Rebate The portion of the Direct Lending loan interest rebate for the
offered amount assigned to this disbursement ID. This field
appears only for Direct Loan financial aid item types.


 Accept Loan Fee The portion of the total loan fee, based on the total accepted
amount, assigned to this disbursement ID. This field appears
only for loan financial aid item types.


 Accept Rebate The portion of the Direct Lending loan interest rebate for the
accepted amount assigned to this disbursement ID. This field
appears only for loan financial aid item types.


 Net Disb Balance  (net disbursement
balance)


The accepted amount for the disbursement ID plus the accept
rebate amount minus the accept loan fee for the disbursement
ID. If no loan fees or interest rebates exist, the net disbursement
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balance is the same as the accepted amount. This field becomes
available when you select the Custom Loan Fee check box.


 Disbursed The amount disbursed to the student for this disbursement ID.


Documenting Award Adjustments
Access the Award Adjustment page (click the Reason link on the Student Aid Package page, Manual
Student Packaging page, or Professional Judgement page).


Image: Award Adjustment page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Award Adjustment page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


You can use award adjustment reasons for reporting and statistical purposes. You define the award
adjustment reasons during setup.


 Adjustment Reason Select the appropriate reason from the list of reasons you
created on the Award Adjustment Reasons page.


 Loan Reason This field appears only if you are adjusting a loan. Enter a value
in this field only if you are adjusting a previously certified loan.
 Select a loan reason to explain the reason for the adjustment.
 Loan reasons are intended for use with CommonLine post-
guarantee adjustment processing, but the field is currently for
informational purposes only.


Canceled: The previously guaranteed loan was canceled.


Change: Indicates a change in the student's information as the
reason for adjusting the loan.


OverAward: Indicates a change in the loan to prevent an
overaward.


Re-Issue: A request to the lender to reissue a loan that was
previously reported canceled.


Withdrawal: Indicates the change to the student's loan amount is
due to the student's withdrawal from the institution.


Related Links
Setting Up Award Messages
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Awarding Students Manually
Access the Manual Student Packaging page (Financial Aid > Awards > Award Processing > Assign
Departmental Awards > Manual Student Packaging).


Image: Manual Student Packaging page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Manual Student Packaging page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


This page is identical to the Student Aid Package page except the Auto Packaging functionality is not
available.


Other departments on campus can use this page to enter students' departmental awards, such as academic
or athletic scholarships. Using item type security, you can limit the choice of financial aid item types
available for selection on the page.


Related Links
Using Auto Packaging and Auto Select Packaging


Using Professional Judgement
Access the Professional Judgement page (Financial Aid > Awards > Award Processing > Invoke
Professional Judgement > Professional Judgement).
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Image: Professional Judgement page: Award tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Professional Judgement page: Award tab. You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The fields on the Professional Judgement page correspond to those on the Student Aid Package page.
Awards that you enter or adjust on this page have the PJ check box selected on the Student Aid Package
and Manual Student Packaging page to indicate that the normal eligibility criteria and award limits were
not applied to this award.


See Using Auto Packaging and Auto Select Packaging.


The Professional Judgement page enables you to override the Packaging routine's edits—financial aid
item type rules, federal aggregates (annual and lifetime), federal eligibility rules—when awarding a
student. This override applies to awards that have the following actions taken:


• An award is manually entered on the Professional Judgement page.


• An existing award is changed on the Professional Judgement page.


• A change is made to an Auto Package award on the Professional Judgement page.


Because this page can be used to bypass all federal eligibility and awarding rules, careful thought should
be given when granting security for this page.


Awards that you enter or modify on this page cannot be modified on any award entry pages except the
Professional Judgement page.


Award Tab
See the previous exhibit for this tab.


Select the Award tab.


When you use the Award tab on the Professional Judgement page to add a new manual award or to
override the offered or accepted amount for an item type of an existing award, the system automatically
selects the PJ check box on the Status tab on the Professional Judgement page.
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Status Tab
Select the Status tab.


Image: Professional Judgement page: Status tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Professional Judgement page: Status tab. You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


When you add a new award manually or override an existing award, the system selects the corresponding
check box in the PJ column for the adjusted item type. You can clear this check box.


Performing Mass Packaging Using Application Data


This section discusses how to:


• Run Mass Packaging selection.


• Review students selected for Mass Packaging.


• Assign packaging plans to students.


• Review packaging plans assigned by query.


• Review packaging plans assigned by packaging plan.


• Process Mass Packaging.


Pages Used to Perform Mass Packaging Using Federal Application Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Mass Packaging Select RUNCTL_FA_BPKG Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > Select
Students > Mass Packaging
Select


Run mass packaging
selection, which selects the
students that you defined on
the Mass Packaging Select
Students page. This is the
first of the three processes for
Mass Packaging.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Mass Packaging by Students FA_BPKG_STDLIST Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > View
Results by Students > Mass
Packaging by Students


Review a list of the student
selected using the Mass
Packaging selection definition
in the Mass Packaging
Student Select process.


Mass Packaging Assign RUNCTL_FA_BPKG_ASN Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > Assign
Plans > Mass Packaging
Assign


Assign packaging plans by
running the second step in
Mass Packaging, associating
a packaging plan (or series
of packaging plans) with
the students who have been
selected for Mass Packaging.


Mass Packaging Plans
Assigned


FA_BPKG_PLANQRY Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > View
Results by Query > Mass
Packaging Plans Assigned


Review the packaging plans
assigned to students, who are
sorted by ID. You can also
view students not assigned a
packaging plan.


Mass Packaging Students by
Plan


FA_BPKG_STDPLAN Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > View
Results by Plan > Mass
Packaging Students by Plan


Review the packaging plans
assigned to students sorted by
the Sort Field field designated
on the Mass Packaging Assign
page. This page displays one
packaging plan at a time.


Mass Packaging Process RUNCTL_FA_BPKG_PRC Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > Process
Mass Packaging > Mass
Packaging Process


Process mass packaging.
 Initiate the eligibility review
and award calculation routine,
 which is the third and last
step in the Mass Packaging
process.


Running Mass Packaging Selection
Access the Mass Packaging Select page (Financial Aid > Mass Packaging > Awards > Select Students >
Mass Packaging Select).


Selection of students is based on the Selection Tool criteria defined in the query, equation, or external file.
No other assessment is used to filter students for the Mass Packaging process.


Population Selection
Population selection is a method for selecting the IDs to process for a specific transaction. The Population
Selection group box is a standard group box that appears on run control pages when the Population
Selection process is available or required for the transaction. Selection tools are available based on the
selection tools that your institution selected in the setup of the Population Selection process for the
application process and on your user security. Fields in the group box appear based on the selection tool
that you select. The fields behave the same way from within the group box on all run control pages and
application processes. If your institution uses a specific delivered selection tool (PS Query, Equation
Engine, or external file) to identify IDs for a specific transaction, you must use it.


See "Using the Population Selection Process" (PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community).
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Selection Tool Displays if Population Selection check box is selected. Select
from: Equation Engine, PS Query, or External File, or enter a
tool that your institution created to select the IDs to assign to
the student group. Additional parameters are displayed for your
selected tool.


Query Name Displays only when PS Query is selected in the Selection Tool
field. Select a PS Query that uses one of these bind records:


• Use SFA_BPKGX_BIND if your criteria is not career-
dependent.


• Use SFA_BPKG_BIND if Career is a criteria element.


Equation Displays only when Equation Engine is selected in the Selection
Tool field. Select an equation that is defined with the application
prompt Mass Packaging Selection.


Parameters
 Institution  and  Aid Year Enter the institution and aid year for which to run Mass


Packaging.


Reviewing Students Selected for Mass Packaging
Access the Mass Packaging by Students page (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging > View
Results by Students > Mass Packaging by Students).


 Process Status Indicates whether the student is packaged with this batch of
students in the next two steps of Mass Packaging.


Invalid: The student is not included in this Mass Packaging run.


Valid: The student is processed during this Mass Packaging run.


You can delete the student's row or change the Process Status to Invalid to remove any students you do
not want to be included in this packaging batch. If students have multiple careers, a row exists for each
career for which they are packaged.


Assigning Packaging Plans to Students
Access the Mass Packaging Assign page (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging > Assign Plans >
Mass Packaging Assign).


Select the Mass Packaging Selection Definition that you are using to select your students for the current
Mass Packaging run.


In the Packaging Plan Parameters group box, select one or more packaging plans the system should apply
against the current group of students selected for Mass Packaging.


 Career The career you select here determines the packaging plans
available in the Plan ID field.
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 Plan ID The ID of the packaging plan to apply to eligible students in
this Mass Packaging run. Only packaging plans associated with
the selected career are available. It does not matter in what
order you list the plan IDs on this page. If you list multiple
packaging plans, the packaging plans are applied against the
selected students based on the processing order defined for each
packaging plan in the packaging plan setup. You can review the
students and the packaging plans that have been associated with
them after you run the process.


 Sort Field Select a field on which to sort students within each plan. You
must then choose to sort the students in either ascending or
descending order. For example, you could sort students based on
ascending EFC or descending federal need. The third step of the
Mass Packaging process evaluates students in the order in which
they are sorted. The fields by which you can sort students are:


• ADJ_PAR_CONTRIB (Adjusted Parent Contribution)


• AGI_PAR (Parents' Adjusted Gross Income)


• AGI_STU (Students' Adjusted Gross Income)


• EMPLID (Employee ID)


• FED_EFC (Federal Effective Family Contribution)


• FED_NEED (Federal Need)


• FED_PARENT_CONTRB (Federal Parent Contribution)


• FED_STDNT_CONTRB (Federal Student Contribution)


• INST_EFC (Institutional Effective Family Contribution)


• INST_PARENT_CONTRB (Institutional Parent Contribution)


• INST_STDNT_CONTRB (Institutional Student Contribution)


• PRORATED_EFC (Prorated Effective Family Contribution)


• TRANS_PROCESS_DT (Transaction Process Date)


Do not use FED_EFC for packaging plans that have a non-
standard award period. FED_EFC represents the PRIMARY
_EFC, which is the 9–month EFC that is synonymous with
the academic award period. Therefore, all non-standard award
period FED_EFC values equal 0.00. If you sort by FED_EFC
for non-standard plans, the system defaults the sort order to
EMPLID.


 Asc (ascending) Select this option to have the students sorted in ascending order.


 Desc (descending) Select this option to have the students sorted in descending
order.
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 Run Run the Mass Packaging Plan Assignment process 
(FAPPKASN) when you are ready to assign packaging plans.


Reviewing Packaging Plans Assigned by Query
Access the Mass Packaging Plans Assigned page (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging > View
Results by Query > Mass Packaging Plans Assigned).


To identify each packaging plan, the page displays three fields from the Mass Packaging Assign page
—Packaging Plan ID, Academic Career, and Sort Packaging by— and the Plan Order from the packaging
plan setup. The plan order is the processing order for the packaging plan. Use the scroll arrows to view
the other packaging plan IDs used for this Mass Packaging session.


For each packaging plan, the page displays the students selected for the packaging plan in ascending ID
order. The list provides the student's ID, name, and value for the field identified in the Sort Packaging by
field (the name of the third column changes to match this field). Click Remove to remove a student from
the list and prevent the student from being packaged during the final step of the Mass Packaging process.


Reviewing Packaging Plans Assigned by Packaging Plan
Access the Mass Packaging Students by Plan page (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging > View
Results by Plan > Mass Packaging Students by Plan).


To identify each packaging plan, the page displays three fields from the Mass Packaging Assign page
—Packaging Plan ID, Academic Career, and Sort Packaging by—and the Plan Order from the packaging
plan setup. The plan order is the processing order for the packaging plan.


For each packaging plan, the page displays the students selected for the packaging plan, sorted by the
field identified in the Sort Packaging by field. The list provides the student's ID, name, and value for the
field identified in the Sort Packaging by field (the name of the third column changes to match this field).
Click Remove to remove a student from the list and prevent the student from being packaged during the
final step of the Mass Packaging process.


You can view students who were not assigned a packaging plan by selecting a career but no packaging
plan when you open the page.


Processing Mass Packaging
Access the Mass Packaging Process page (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging > Process Mass
Packaging > Mass Packaging Process).


Selection Definition Select the name of the student group defined on the Mass
Packaging Select page.


Methodology Select which need analysis methodology to use: Federal,
Institutional, or Both.


This is an optional field where Federal is the default value. It is
an information-only field that allows users to define with which
Methodology the batch was packaged.
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Live Select this mode to run the process and commit the awards
to the database. This includes tables such as student awards,
 student disbursements, student aggregate history, loan
information, fiscal item types, and the award activity log.


Note: Oracle recommends that you run in Simulation mode at
least once before running in Live mode.


Simulation Select this mode to simulate and view results. You can then
refine your repackaging plan rules and rerun Batch Repackaging
Simulation to produce the desired award amounts. When
you are satisfied with the Simulation results, rerun Batch
Repackaging in Live mode.


Select Simulation or Live as the mode for which you want to run this Mass Packaging. If you select
Simulation, you can review the results before deciding to update all award tables. If you select Live, the
process updates all award-related tables.


Note: It is highly recommended that you run the Mass Packaging process in Simulation mode at least
once before running it in Live mode.


A student can receive one, none, all, or some of the awards defined in the packaging plan assigned to
them. The system applies your financial aid item type rules, federal eligibility rules, fiscal limits, and
aggregate aid rules to determine whether the student receives a particular award as part of their package.
The Mass Packaging process also determines award amounts, disbursement plans, and split codes for each
award.


When you run the third step of the Mass Packaging process in Live mode, the process updates various
tables including student awards, student disbursements, student aggregate history, loan information,
fiscal item types, and the award activity log. If the Mass Packaging process encounters an error, the
Posting process provides a message regarding the reason the student was not packaged and the student is
displayed on the Mass Packaging Errors page. The Mass Packaging process continues packaging students
and writing errors to the Mass Packaging Errors page until it reaches the number of errors allowed by the
Background Errors Allowed field on the Financial Aid Defaults page. When the allowed errors limit is
reached, the Mass Packaging process stops.


Note: Students whose award record encounters posting errors during Mass Packaging Live mode appear
on the Mass Packaging Details component (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging) as well as
the Mass Packaging Errors page. However, these students have not actually been packaged. The Mass
Packaging Details pages displays the awards the student would have received if there were no posting
errors.


Run the Mass Packaging process (FAPPKBKG) when you are ready to package students.


Reviewing Mass Packaging Results


You can use these pages to view detailed information regarding the student's financial aid eligibility, need
information, and specific award information. You can also view a list of students who were not packaged
because they did not meet the selection criteria for any of the packaging plans used in the Mass Packaging
process.
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This section discusses how to:


• Review Mass Packaging summary information.


• Review student eligibility and need information.


• Review student award information.


• Review Mass Packaging errors.


Pages Used to Review Mass Packaging Results
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Mass Packaging Summary PKG_BATCH_SUMM Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > View
Mass Packaging Summary >
Mass Packaging Summary


Review the number of
students selected for each
packaging plan and those
students packaged by the
Mass Packaging process.


Eligibility/Need PKG_BATCH_STDNT Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > View
Mass Packaging Details >
Eligibility/Need


Review a student's financial
aid eligibility and need
information based on the
results of the packaging
plan. This page displays
information for a single
packaging plan.


Awards Detail PKG_BATCH_AWD Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > View
Mass Packaging Details >
Awards Detail


Review detailed information
about the awards that were
packaged for a student as a
result of the Mass Packaging
process.


Mass Packaging Award
Message


PKG_BATCH_MSG_SEC Click the Message link on the
Awards Detail page.


View the reason why the
student did not receive this
award.


Mass Packaging
Disbursement


PKG_BATCH_DISB_SEC Click the Disbursement link
on the Awards Detail page.


View scheduled disbursement
detail for an award.


Mass Packaging Errors PKG_BATCH_ERR Financial Aid > Awards >
Mass Packaging > View
Mass Packaging Errors >
Mass Packaging Errors


Review students who were not
packaged by any packaging
plan and an explanation of
why they were not packaged.


Mass Packaging Error Detail PKG_BATCH_ERR_SEC Click the Detail link on the
Mass Packaging Errors page.


View the error message
associated with the error
code displayed on the Mass
Packaging Errors page.


Reviewing Mass Packaging Summary Information
Access the Mass Packaging Summary page (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging > View Mass
Packaging Details > Mass Packaging Summary).
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 Batch Number The number assigned to the batch of students when you run the
Mass Packaging process.


 Batch Date Time The date and time you ran the Mass Packaging process or
Institutional Mass Packaging process for this batch of students.


 Live vs. Simulation Indicates whether you ran the Mass Packaging process in live or
simulation mode.


Live: The Mass Packaging process updated all award-related
tables.


Simulation: You can review the results of the Mass Packaging
process, but award-related tables were not updated.


Methodology Displays which need analysis methodology was specified during
the mass packaging run: Federal, Institutional, or Both.


 Packaging Plan ID Identifies the packaging plan used in the Mass Packaging run.


 Total Selected The total number of students assigned this packaging plan.


 Total Packaged The total number of students who were successfully packaged
using this packaging plan.


 Total Not Packaged The total number of students who were assigned this packaging
plan but did not receive any awards because of one or more
errors.


Reviewing Student Eligibility and Need Information
Access the Eligibility/Need page (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging > View Mass Packaging
Details > Eligibility/Need).
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Image: Eligibility/Need page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Eligibility/Need page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


This page displays information for a single packaging plan. To see other students packaged using the
selected packaging plan, use the top set of scroll arrows. Use the bottom set of scroll arrows to view the
information for each student by award period.


 Sequence The sequence number indicates the order in which students were
packaged during Mass Packaging.


 Federal Dependency Status Indicates whether the student is dependent or independent under
federal methodology.


 Institutional Dependency Status Indicates whether the student is dependent or independent under
institutional methodology.


 Federal PELL Eligibility Indicates whether the student is eligible to receive a Pell Grant.


 Received First Bachelor Degree Indicates whether the student has already received his or her
first bachelor's degree.
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 Title IV Eligibility Indicates whether the student is eligible to receive federal Title
IV aid.


Related Links
Viewing Need Summary Information


Reviewing Student Award Information
Access the Awards Detail page (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging > View Mass Packaging
Details > Awards Detail).


Image: Awards Detail page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Awards Detail page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


All awards in the packaging plan are displayed for each student. The page displays zero and nonzero
awards—nonzero awards display the scheduled disbursements.


 Student Packaging Sequence The sequence number indicates the order in which students were
packaged during Mass Packaging.


 Sequence The sequence number automatically assigned in increments of
ten when awards are entered.


 Item Type The financial aid item type of the student's award.


 Disbursement Plan The disbursement plan assigned to the student's award.


 Split Code The split code of the student's award, which indicates how the
award is split for disbursement to the student.


 Offer Amount If the Offer Amount for an award is 0.00, then the student was
not eligible for that particular award or it was an unlocked,
 preexisting award which was set to 0.00 by Mass Packaging.
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The awards with a zero Offer Amount are no longer visible after
the student's award package is posted.


 Message Click to access the Mass Packaging Award Message page and
view the reason why the student did not receive this award.


 Disbursement Click to access the Mass Packaging Disbursement page and
view scheduled disbursement detail for an award.


Reviewing Mass Packaging Errors
Access the Mass Packaging Errors page (Financial Aid > Awards > Mass Packaging > View Mass
Packaging Errors > Mass Packaging Errors).


Only students who had serious errors (such as students who had their Financial Aid Term deleted) during
the actual Mass Packaging run are in this list. Generally, no students should be listed on this page. If
students are listed, look beyond the packaging plan for the reasons for the error.


 Batch # (batch number) The batch number identifies the particular Mass Packaging
session.


 Batch Date Time The date and time the Mass Packaging session was run.


 Total Not Pkgd (total not packaged) The total number of students who were assigned to the
packaging plan but were not packaged due to an error.


 Pkg Plan (packaging plan) The packaging plan with which the system tried to package the
listed students.


 Error Sequence Key by which the error data is sorted.


 ID The ID of the student who was not packaged.


 Error The message number that identifies the error that prevented the
student from being packaged.


 Detail Click to access the Mass Packaging Error Detail page and view
the error message associated with the displayed error code.


Mass Packaging Error Messages
The following table lists and explains possible Mass Packaging posting error messages:


Message Number Message Text Message Explanation


108 The Disbursement ID Table entries have
no terms associated with them.


The disbursement plan's Disbursement
ID Table either has no entries or the
entries do not have terms specified. Enter
Disbursement ID table entries or update
the existing entries with valid terms.
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Message Number Message Text Message Explanation


111 There is no Student Award Period record
for the awarded period.


The student does not have a Student
Award Period record for the period being
awarded.


112 The maximum number of Term records
is exceeded.


The limit to the number of Term records
that can be associated with an award
period is exceeded by this disbursement
plan. Either reduce the number of terms
or contact your technical resource to
increase the maximum number of term
records permitted in an award period.


113 The maximum number of Student Award
Period records is exceeded.


The limit to the number of Student
Award Period records that can be
associated with a student for the award
period is exceeded by this student. Either
eliminate some of the Student Award
Period records or contact your technical
resource to increase the maximum
number of Student Award Period records
permitted.


114 There is no Set ID for this Institution's
item types.


The institution does not have an "Item
Type" Set ID in the Set Control Group
Table. The Set ID is used to determine
which group of item types is valid for
this institution. Determine the correct
Set ID for this institution's item types
and create an Item Type record in the Set
Control Group Table for this institution.


115 The Item Type is Invalid. The transaction's financial aid item type
is not valid.


132 The Transaction has a custom split code
but no Award Disbursements.


The transaction has a custom split
code of 'XX' which requires award
disbursement records to be associated
with the transaction, but there are
none. Either supply the missing
disbursement records or specify an
existing disbursement plan.


140 The existing Student Award has no
disbursement records.


The existing Student Award has
no disbursement records. All
Student Awards are required to have
disbursement records. Contact technical
support and report this error.
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Message Number Message Text Message Explanation


141 The existing Student Award's
Disbursement Records maximum is
exceeded.


The existing Student Award has
more Disbursement Records than are
supported by the FAPAWPST program.
 The FAPAWPST program can be
modified to support more Distribution
Records; this transaction cannot post
until the program is modified.


152 No CPS school code for this Institution. There is no CPS school code specified
for this transaction's Institution, Aid
Year, Academic Career combination.
 Either the combination is invalid or
the CPS school code needs to be added
to the database for this Institution, Aid
Year, Academic Career combination.


155 No Student Aid Attribute Record was
found for this transaction.


No Student Aid Attribute Record was
found for this transaction.


156 No Award Summary Information was
found for this transaction.


No Award Summary Information was
found for this transaction.


158 An error was encountered when
processing aggregates for this student.


An error was encountered when
processing aggregates for this student.


159 No Student Award information was
found for this student.


No Student Award Information was
found for this student.


160 No Student Award Summary was found
for this transaction.


No Student Award Summary was found
for this transaction.


161 No Disbursement Information was found
for this transaction.


No Disbursement Information was found
for this transaction.


162 No Disbursement Summary information
was found for this transaction.


No Disbursement Summary information
was found for this transaction.


163 Disbursement ID was not found in
Disbursement Plan for this transaction.


Disbursement ID was not found in
disbursement plan for this transaction.


165 Maximum number of Disbursement
Plans was exceeded.


Maximum number of disbursement plans
was exceeded.


166 Term not found in Disbursement Plan for
this transaction.


Term not found in disbursement plan for
this transaction.


9328 (Generic Message) Student failed the batch Posting process.
 The Awards were not posted.


Student failed the batch Posting process.
 The Awards were not posted.
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Message Number Message Text Message Explanation


9330 Student failed Batch Posting. Awards
not posted. Multiple Disb Plans for Non-
Canceled Item Type.


Student's package contains multiple
instances of the same financial aid item
type that have not been canceled where
the disbursement plans are different.


9331 Student failed Batch Posting. Awards not
posted. Multiple Disb Plans - Loan in
transit.


Student's package contains multiple
instances of the same loan financial aid
item type in transit that have not been
canceled where the disbursement plans
are different.


9332 Student failed Batch Posting. Awards not
posted. Multiple Disb Plans - Loan was
originated.


Student's package contains multiple
instances of the same loan financial
aid item type (at least one originated)
that have not been canceled where the
disbursement plans are different.


9333 Failed Batch Posting. Awards not
posted. Multiple Disb Plans - Auth/Disb
balances greater than 0.


Student's package contains multiple
instances of the same financial aid item
type that have not been canceled where
the disbursement plans are different.
Authorization/disbursement has occurred
and the authorization/disbursement
amount is greater than zero.


9334 Student failed Batch Posting. Awards not
posted. Offer available is negative (Item
Type Fiscal).


Award offer amount can never be
negative on the Assign Fiscal Limits
page.


9335 Student failed Batch Posting. Awards
not posted. Accept available is negative 
(Item Type Fiscal).


Award accept amount can never be
negative on the Assign Fiscal Limits
page.


9336 Failed Batch Posting. Awards not posted.
 Multiple Aggregate Levels for same
Career & Item Type.


Student cannot have multiple aggregate
levels for the same financial aid item
type and same career


9337 Student failed Batch Posting. Awards
not posted. Unable to update Award
Aggregates data.


Error detected while trying to update
aggregate information for this student.
 Batch Posting process failed; award not
posted.
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Processing INAS


Defining Federal and Institutional Methodologies


This section provides an overview of IM and FM and discusses how to:


• Define global and federal options.


• Use EFC proration options.


• Define FM budget durations.


• Define IM budget durations.


• Define IM tax and assessment parameters.


• Define EFM yes and no options.


• Define IM value parameters 1.


• Define IM value parameters 2.


• Define IM yes and no options.


• Define minimum student contribution.


• Define asset options.


• Define home and asset projections.


• Define minimum parental contribution.


• Define budget options.


For more information, see the INAS Users Manual.


Understanding IM and FM
IM is based on The College Scholarship Service—Institutional Methodology formula. College Board
CSS Profile users should refer to the College Board's Financial Aid Services Information Center
(https://groups.collegeboard.org/fas) for supporting documentation, including the IM and FM tables and
worksheets.


Note: With the exception of the first page, all pages in this component are related to IM specific
processing.


For federal methodology, you use this component to set EFC proration options and budget durations.
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Note: Numeric values in screen shots used to document Global Processing Options are examples only.
For information regarding Aid Year specific settings, College Board CSS Profile users should refer to the
College Board's Financial Aid Services Information Center (https://groups.collegeboard.org/fas) for tables
and worksheets for IM/Alternate IM and FM.


Pages Used to Define FM and IM


Note: The navigation paths for the pages listed in the following table are for aid year 20nn-20nn. Oracle
supports access for three active aid years.


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Global and Federal Options INAS_LCL_PLCY1_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > Global and Federal
Options


Define your global policy
options for the majority of
your student population. You
can override these options on
a student-by-student basis.
 The options affect your INAS
calculations. The system sets
the CSS Base Rules/Values by
default. You can enter values
for additional INAS rule sets
developed by your institution.


EFC Proration Options 
(expected family contribution
proration option)


INAS_FM_PRORTN_SEC Click the EFC Proration
Options link on the Global
and Federal Options page.


Define your proration
parameters.


FM Budget Durations INAS_FM_DUR_SEC Click the FM Budget
Durations link on the Global
and Federal Options page.


Define global options
for federal academic and
nonstandard budget durations.


IM Budget Durations INAS_IM_DUR_SEC Click the IM Budget
Durations link on the Global
and Federal Options page.


Define global options for
institutional academic and
nonstandard budget durations.


IM Tax/Assess Parms 
(institutional methodology tax
assessment parameters)


INAS_LCL_PLCY2_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > IM Tax/Assess
Parms


Define IM INAS calculation
options for parents and
students


EFM Yes/No Options 
(estimated federal
methodology yes/no options)


INAS_LCL_PLCY3_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > EFM Yes/No
Options


Define EFM INAS calculation
options for parents and
students.


IM Value Parms 1 
(institutional methodology
value parameters 1)


INAS_LCL_PLCY4_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > IM Value Parms 1


Define IM INAS calculation
options for parents and
students.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


IM Value Parms 2 
(institutional methodology
value parameters 2)


INAS_LCL_PLCY11_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > IM Value Parms 2


Define value parameters for
multi-college enrollment to
define treatment for more than
one student in college.


IM Yes/No Options 
(institutional methodology
yes/no options)


INAS_LCL_PLCY10_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > IM Yes/No
Options


Define IM INAS calculation
options for parents and
students.


Minimum SC Income 
(minimum student
contribution income)


INAS_LCL_PLCY5_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > Minimum SC
Income


Define the minimum
institutional student
contribution values for
dependent students and
independent students.


Asset Options INAS_LCL_PLCY6_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > Asset Options


Define options and limitations
for assessing parent and
student assets other than the
home.


Home/Asset Projections INAS_LCL_PLCY7_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > Home/Asset
Projections


Define options and values
for assessing home equity for
parents and students. Define
asset assessment rates.


Minimum PC Range 
(minimum parental
contribution range)


INAS_LCL_PLCY8_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > Minimum PC
Range


Define institutional minimum
parental contribution values
based on income ranges.


Budget Options INAS_LCL_PLCY9_nn Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS 20nn–20nn Global
Options > Budget Options


Define allocation of total
parental contribution to
children on the basis of
educational costs.


Defining Global and Federal Options
Access the Global and Federal Options page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > Global and Federal Options).


Note: The system always makes available the three most recent Aid Year versions of the INAS Global
Options component.
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Image: Global and Federal Options page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Global and Federal Options page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use this page to set INAS calculation options for ISIR records or Profile records.


 INAS Rule Set Select the INAS rule set.


The INAS rule set value enables full flexibility to determine
how need analysis is processed for different academic careers
or academic programs; it is linked to a specific academic
career or program through the valid careers for aid year and
valid programs for aid year tables. Your institution can create
additional INAS rule sets. The INAS rule set refers to the INAS
base rules delivered with the Financial Aid system. Values are:
CSS Rules/Values, Health Professional, and Undergraduate/
Graduate.


Global
Use the Global group box to define the parameters that control general processing options related to
methodologies used.


 INAS Data Source Select the INAS data source for the INAS process to use to
retrieve student information. Select:


Both F/I (both federal and institutional) to use both sets of data
to calculate INAS for either Profile or ISIR records.


Federal to use only federal data to calculate INAS for ISIR
records only.


Institutnl (institutional) to use only institutional data to calculate
INAS for PROFILE records only.


 INAS Calc Type (INAS calculation
type)


Select the INAS calculation type:
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FM (federal methodology) to calculate INAS for ISIR records
only.


FM & IM (federal methodology and institutional methodology)
to calculate INAS for either PROFILE or ISIR records.


IM (institutional methodology) to calculate INAS for PROFILE
records only.


Federal
Use the Federal group box to define how INAS processes federal ISIR data.


 Calc Fed Tax - Student (calculate
federal tax - student)


Select to calculate and display federal tax for the student as
defined by INAS.


 Calc Fed Tax - Parent (calculate
federal tax - parent)


Select to calculate and display federal tax for the parent as
defined by INAS.


 Calc PC For Independent (calculate
parental contribution for independent)


Select to calculate a parental contribution for independent
students if parental data is available. Parental contribution is
calculated but not added to the EFC.


 FM Budget Durations Click this link to access the FM Budget Durations page, which
shows academic and non-standard durations for both dependent
and independent students.


 EFC Prorations Options Click this link to access the EFC Proration Options page.


Institutional
Use the Institutional group box to define how INAS computes your IM.


 Use Which EFC Select a value to determine the institutional EFC displayed
on the Need Summary page and used in the Award Entry
component. Values are:


Est Fed (estimated federal methodology): Select to display and
use the EFM-EFC.


Greatest: Select to compare base, IM with options, and
estimated federal EFC, and then use the greatest EFC value of
the three.


Inst W/Opt: Select to use the IM-EFC as a result of the
calculation of IM with options.


Inst: Select to use the IM-EFC as a result of the base IM
calculations.


 Application Source Select an application source. Values are:


FT CSL (full-time Canada Student Loan): Used in Canadian
Need Analysis.
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Inst App (institutional application).


PT CSL (part-time Canada Student Loan): Used in Canadian
Need Analysis.


Profile.


 State Select the state in which your institution is located. INAS uses
this field to determine a student's budget requirements.


Using EFC Proration Options
Access the EFC Proration Options page (click the EFC Proration Options link on the Global and Federal
Options page).


Image: EFC Proration Options page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the EFC Proration Options page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


 EFC Proration Method Select one of the following:


Adjust Based on Total EFC: If you select this option, the system
displays the Non-Standard Months field. The system adjusts
the EFC based on the total number of budget duration months
for the academic and nonstandard award periods. You can
use the default functionality by selecting FA Term Based for
Non-Standard Months or force the use of leading or trailing
months to determine the nonstandard award period contribution
regardless if the nonstandard term leads or trails.


Proportion Monthly Share: If you select this option, the system
uses the total EFC based on the total number of budget duration
months for academic and nonstandard and distributes the EFC
proportionally between the award periods.


Use Monthly EFC: If you select this option, the system uses
the actual monthly EFC based on the total number of budget
duration months for each award period. For example, if
academic budget duration is set to 9 and nonstandard is set to 2,
 then the system uses the actual 9-month EFC for academic and
the actual 2-month EFC for nonstandard. No calculations are
performed to subtract one or the other from the total EFC.
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Note: Using this method might cause your total EFC to exceed
the 12-month EFC.


 Non-Standard Months The system uses this field in conjunction with the EFC Proration
Method, Adjust Based on Total EFC. Select from:


FA Term Based: Determines which award period leads based
on terms set in FA Term and award period designation in Valid
Terms for Careers.


Leading Months: Treats the nonstandard term as leading
regardless of nonstandard term designation in FA Term.


Trailing Months: Treats the nonstandard term as trailing
regardless of nonstandard term designation in FA Term.


Defining FM Budget Durations
Access the FM Budget Durations page (click the FM Budget Durations link on the Global and Federal
Options page).


Image: FM Budget Durations page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the FM Budget Durations page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Dependent Students
 Academic Enter the number of months for the academic term to be


considered during need analysis for dependent students.


 Non-Standard Enter the number of months for the nonstandard term to be
considered during need analysis for dependent students.
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Independent Students
 Academic Enter the number of months for the academic term to be


considered during need analysis for independent students.


 Non-Standard Enter the number of months for the nonstandard term to be
considered during need analysis for independent students.


Defining IM Budget Durations
Access the IM Budget Durations page (click the IM Budget Durations link on the Global and Federal
Options page).


Image: IM Budget Durations page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the IM Budget Durations page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Dependent Students
 Academic Enter the number of months for the academic term to be


considered during need analysis for dependent students.


 Non-Standard Enter the number of months for the nonstandard term to be
considered during need analysis for dependent students.


Independent Students
 Academic Enter the number of months for the academic term to be


considered during need analysis for independent students.


 Non-Standard Enter the number of months for the nonstandard term to be
considered during need analysis for independent students.
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Defining IM Tax and Assessment Parameters
Access the IM Tax/Assess & Parms page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > IM Tax/Assess Parms).


Image: IM Tax/Assess & Parms page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the IM Tax/Assess & Parms page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the aid year and institution.


Institutional
 Use Parent AGI (use parent adjusted
gross income)


Select how the parent AGI is represented. Values are:


CSS Deflt (CSS default)


Use Cmptd (use computed)


Use Rptd (use reported)


Use TaxRtrn (use tax return)


 Adjust IPA/MMA Regional COL
(adjust income protection allowance/
monthly maintenance allowance
regional cost of living)


Select to adjust the cost of living calculation based on regional
COL differences for an independent student or for the parent of
a dependent student. Values are:


No


Stu/Par (student/parent)


Yes Par (yes parent)


Yes Stu (yes student)
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 Adjust ERA Regional COL (adjust
emergency reserve allowance regional
cost of living)


Select to adjust the emergency reserve allowance for both
students and parents, for independent students, or for parents
only. Values are:


No


Yes-Both


Yes-Indep (yes independent)


Yes-Parent


 ASG Total Income Percentage
(annual savings goal total income
percentage)


Select a value to determine an appropriate ASG total income
percentage. This percentage is used as an allowance against
income.


Values are:


• Private


• Pub/Priv


• Public


Note: College Board CSS Profile users should refer to
the College Board's Financial Aid Services Information
Center (https://groups.collegeboard.org/fas) for supporting
documentation.


Select Available Income Table Select a value to determine which Available Income Assessment
Rate table to use. Values are:


• Alternate


• Standard


Student Assets as Family Assets
(student assets as family assets)


Select 5%-25% to have the EFC calculation process assess
student assets at 5 percent and the student's trust funds at 25
percent when calculating the student contribution portion of the
EFC.


Select All Assets to have all of the student's assets count as
parent assets. Student assets are summed in the parent column.
 These calculation adjustments occur:


1. Family Total Net Worth (FTNW) FTNW = Parents' Total
Net Worth (NW) + Student's Total NW.


2. Family Discretionary Net Worth (FDNW) FDNW = FTNW
- Asset Protection Allowances.


3. The Asset Conversion rate is then applied to the FDNW to
produce the family contribution from assets (FCA) where
PC (parental contribution) = PCI (parent contribution from
income) + FCA, and TFC (total family contribution) = PC +
SCI (student contribution from income).
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4. In the student column, student assets equal zero and student
contribution (SC) = SCI, because all student assets have
been moved to the parent column.


Select Not Trusts to have all of the student's assets except for
the value of trust funds count as parent assets. The only student
assets summed in the student column are trust funds. These
calculation adjustments occur:


1. Family Total Net Worth (FTNW) FTNW = Parents' Total
Net Worth (NW) + (Student's Total NW - Student's Value of
Trusts).


2. Student Contribution From Assets (SCA) SCA = Student's
Value of Trusts * Asset Conversion rate.


3. Family Discretionary Net Worth (FDNW) FDNW = FTNW
- Asset Protection Allowances.


4. The Asset Conversion rate is then applied to the FDNW to
produce the family contribution from assets (FCA) where:
PC (parental contribution) = PCI (parent contribution from
income) + FCA, SC (student contribution) = SCI (student
contribution from income) + SCA, and TFC (total family
contribution) = PC + SC.


Select Separate to use the default calculation. Parent assets are
summed in the parent column and student assets are summed
in the student column. If you leave this field blank, the system
automatically enters Separate and uses the default calculation.


Important! If you selected the Calc PC for Independent check
box on the Global and Federal Options page or the IM Yes/No
Options page, then the system ignores the value in the Student
Assets as Family Assets field, and instead uses the default
calculation.


 Rstrct # Household - Max Age
(restrict number in household -
maximum age)


Enter the value. You can restrict the family size used in the
calculation by establishing an age threshold for siblings or
dependents. For example, the calculation would not include an
allowance for a member in the household over the maximum
age set by the institution.


 Rstrct # in College - Max Age
(restrict number in college - maximum
age)


Enter the value. You can restrict the number in college used
in the calculation by establishing an age threshold for family
members in college. For example, the calculation would not
include an allowance for a member of the household in college
over the maximum age set by the institution.


MMA-Married Student (monthly
maintenance allowance for married
student)


Enter a value to override the default MMA rate for a married
student.
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MMA-Single Student (monthly
maintenance allowance for single
student)


Enter a value to override the default MMA rate for a single
independent student.


MMA Child of Indep Student 
(monthly maintenance allowance for
child of an independent student)


Enter a value to override the default MMA rate for a child of an
independent student.


STUDENT
 Fed Tax Allwnc Against Income
(federal tax allowance against income)


Select from these values to calculate federal tax allowance
against income:


CSS Rules: According to CSS Rules, if a student's tax filing
status is Completed Tax Return, reported tax is used to calculate
federal tax allowance against income. If the student's tax
filing status is Will File, the lower amount of reported tax or
calculated tax is used to calculate the allowance. If reported tax
is blank, negative, or invalid, the calculated tax amount is used
to calculate the allowance.


Calc Tax: Select to use the calculated tax amount if a student's
tax filing status is Will File; otherwise, CSS Rules apply.


Reptd Tax (reported tax): If a student's tax filing status is
Will File, the reported tax is used to calculate the federal tax
allowance against income.


 Use 70% Income Assmnt for Ind
(use 70 percent income assessment for
independent)


This field refers to the available income assessment rate for
independent students. Select from these values:


Yes: Uses 70 percent for income assessment. This is the default.


No: Select if you elect not to use the 70 percent income
assessment; the Alt Income Assessment Rate field appears on
the page.


 Income Assmnt Rate for Dep
(income assessment rate for dependent)


Enter an income assessment rate for dependent students. The
default is 50 percent.


 Alt Income Assessment Rate 
(alternate income assessment rate)


Enter an alternate rate for assessing the student's income. This
field appears on the page when you select No in the Use 70%
Income Assmnt for Ind field.


PARENT
 Fed Tax Allwnc Against Income 
(federal tax allowance against income)


Select from these values to calculate federal tax allowance
against income:


CSS Rules: According to CSS Rules, if a parent's tax filing
status is completed tax return, reported tax is used to calculate
federal tax allowance against income. If the student's tax
filing status is Will File, the lower amount of reported tax or
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calculated tax is used to calculate the allowance. If reported tax
is blank, negative, or invalid, the calculated tax amount is used
to calculate the allowance.


Calc Tax: Select to use the calculated tax amount if a parent's
tax filing status is Will File; otherwise, CSS Rules apply.


Reptd Tax: If a parent's tax filing status is Will File, the reported
tax is used to calculate the federal tax allowance against income.


Defining EFM Yes and No Options
Access the EFM Yes/No Options page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > EFM Yes/No Options).


Image: EFM Yes/No Options page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the EFM Yes/No Options page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Select the EFM options for the aid year, institution, and selected INAS rule set.


STUDENT
 Use IM Imputed Asset Value Select to impute the value of EFM assets based on the interest


and dividend income reported on the PROFILE form.


 Use Anticipated Year Income Select to use the student's anticipated year earnings instead of
base year for EFM.


 Use IM Income Override Select to use the IM adjusted gross income and untaxed income
overrides for the EFM student contribution.
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PARENT
 Use IM Imputed Asset Value Select to impute the value of EFM assets based on the interest


and dividend income reported on the PROFILE form.


 Use IM Income Override Select to use the IM's adjusted gross income and untaxed
income overrides for the EFM parent contribution.


EFM-Profile
 Use Profile Assumptions Select to enable the system to perform calculations using


assumptions made by the system. For example, if Parent 1
reports income of 50,000.00 USD, and Parent 2 reports income
of 50,000.00 USD, and the adjusted gross income is left blank,
the system assumes the total income to be 100,000.00 USD. The
calculation then uses an assumed adjusted gross income of 100,
000.00 USD.


Defining IM Value Parameters 1
Access the IM Value Parms 1 page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > IM Value Parms 1).


Image: IM Value Parms 1 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the IM Value Parms 1 page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Enter the IM values for the aid year, institution, and selected INAS rule set. Use the default values or
enter the percentages and values set by your institution for students and parents.


Defining IM Value Parameters 2
Access the IM Value Parms 2 page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > IM Value Parms 2).
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Image: IM Value Parms 2 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the IM Value Parms 2 page.


Select the IM options and enter the IM values for the aid year, institution, and selected INAS rule set.


Defining IM Yes and No Options
Access the IM Yes/No Options page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > IM Yes/No Options).


Image: IM Yes/No Options page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the M Yes/No Options page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the aid year and institution.
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STUDENT
 Use Anticipated Year Income Select to calculate an anticipated estimated annual income if it is


lower than the reported base year income.


 Use FM Tx (use federal methodology
tax)


Select to use the FM state and local income tax computation
table in the calculation. When this check box is selected in
conjunction with the Ind Use Par St Tax Alwnc check box, Use
FM Tx takes priority for independent students.


 Calc PC For Independent  (calculate
parental contribution for independent)


Select to use the parents' information in the calculation for an
independent student.


 Add Non Cust PC to PC (add
noncustodial parent contribution to
parent contribution)


Select to combine the non-custodial parent's contribution to the
parent contribution.


 Add Hope/LTL (add Hope/Lifetime
Learning Credit)


Select to let the system determine whether to add this value
to taxes, based on federal tax allowance against income and
tax filing status, as shown in the following table. The column
headings represent the value of the Fed Tax Allwnc Against
Income field from the IM Tax/Assess Parameters page.


For this Tax Filing Status: CSS Rules will: Calc Tax will: Rptd Tax will:


Completed Return Add Hope to taxes. Not add Hope to calculate
taxes.


Add Hope to taxes.


Will File Return Not add Hope to calculate
taxes.


Not add Hope to calculate
taxes.


Add Hope to taxes.


When the INAS calculates taxes, it compares the values for reported taxes and calculated taxes and uses
the lower value in subsequent calculations. This table demonstrates how the system processes the Hope
value when reported taxes are lower than calculated taxes:


For this Tax Filing Status: CSS Rules will: Calc Tax will: Rptd Tax will:


Completed Return Add Hope to taxes. Add Hope to taxes only
if reported is lower than
calculated.


Add Hope to taxes.


Will File Return Add Hope to taxes only
if reported is lower than
calculated.


Add Hope to taxes only
if reported is lower than
calculated.


Add Hope to taxes.


Note: Reported tax amounts are generally higher than calculated tax amounts.


 Alt Min SCI (alternate minimum
student contribution from income)


Clear to indicate No (default); select to indicate Yes for this
Yes/No option. If the check box is not selected, the application
performs the Alternate Minimum Student Contribution from
Income calculation using the following calculations
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1. Multiply the Student's Available Income by the Available
Income Assessment Rate (Parent's Marginal Rate from
Income Band). For example, 10, 000 USD x .22 = 2,200
USD.


2. Compare the result (2,200 USD) to the Student Standard
Contribution from Income. For example, 2,150 (Non-First
Year Dependent Students) and take the higher of the two
amounts. In this case, 2,200.


3. To obtain the Student Contribution Cap multiply the Total
Parent Contribution by .50. For example, 6,000 USD x .50 =
3,000 USD.


4. The Minimum Student Contribution from Income is the
lesser of the value in Step 2 (2,200 USD) or the Student
Contribution Cap (3,000). In this case it is 2,200 USD.


 Ind Use Par St Tax Alwnc 
(independent use parent state tax
allowance)


Select if the student is independent with dependents but
you want to use the parent's state tax allowance table in the
calculation. When this check box is selected in conjunction
with the Use FM Tx check box, Use FM Tx takes priority for
independent students.


Calculate Intl Student Contrib
(calculate international student
contribution)


Select to calculate an international student contribution if there
is enough information available.


IM < FM (institutional methodology is
less than federal methodology)


Select to allow the calculated IM EFC to be below the
calculated FM.


PARENT
 Use Parent Reported PC (use
reported parent contribution)


Select to enforce the amount that the parents volunteered to
contribute, if that amount is higher than the amount calculated
by the system.


 Use FM Tx (use federal methodology
tax)


Select to use the FM state and local income tax computation
table in the calculation.


 Allow Parent Other Loss Select to allow losses taken on a parent's income tax. This
results in a lower EFC.


 Allow Parent Bus/Farm Loss Select to allow losses taken on a parent's income tax, such as
depreciation in a business. This results in a lower EFC.


Note: By default, the system disallows losses on business, farm, or other. By selecting Allow Parent
Other Loss or Allow Parent Bus/Farm Loss, you allow the loss to be included in the calculation.


 Add Hope/LTL (add Hope/Lifetime
Learning Credit)


Select to have the system determine whether to add this value
to taxes based on federal tax allowance against income and
tax filing status, as shown in the previous table. The column
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headings in the table represent the value of the Fed Tax Allwnc
Against Income field from the IM Tax/Assess Parameters page.


 Exclude Low Income Asset Alwnc
(exclude low income asset allowance)


Select to calculate without using the low income asset
allowance.


 Exclude Tuition/Fee Deduction Use this check box to determine whether the tuition and fee
deductions reported by the parents of dependent students are
excluded from parental income:


• Select to disallow tuition and fee deductions from untaxed
income.


• Clear to allow tuition and fee deductions from untaxed
income.


Include FSA for Health Care Select to add Flexible Spending Account for Health Care funds
to total untaxed income. Default is selected.


Include FSA for Dependent Care Select to add Flexible Spending Account for Dependent Care
funds to total untaxed income. Default is selected.


Include HSA for PreTax Contrib Select to add Health Saving Account funds to total untaxed
income.


If not selected, Health Saving Account funds are excluded from
total untaxed income.


Limit International IPA (limit
international student’s parental income
protection allowance )


Select to limit an international student's Parental Income
Protection Allowance (IPA) to an amount greater than or equal
to 25% of the parental income.


• Selected


Limit non-US Parental IPA to an amount not less than 25%
of parent total income and not greater than an equivalent
domestic IPA value - only for parent country coefficient less
than 0.1.


• Unselected


Do not limit student's IPA amount; normal processing.


IM < FM Select to allow the calculated IM EFC to be less than the
calculated FM.


Defining Minimum Student Contribution
Access the Minimum SC Income page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > Minimum SC Income).
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Image: Minimum SC Income page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Minimum SC Income page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Enter the minimum institutional student contribution values set by your institution for dependent and
independent students for the selected INAS rule set. IM uses a minimum student contribution from
income, which you can adjust. The system uses these values to determine whether the calculated or
minimum contribution is used.


Institutional
 Use Default Minimum Student
Contribution Amounts


Select from these values:


Yes: Use the defaults.


No: Make manual changes to the minimum student contribution
amounts.


Defining Asset Options
Access the Asset Options page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > Asset Options).
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Image: Asset Options page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Asset Options page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the aid year and institution.


Institutional
 Asset Options Select asset options. Values are:


No Asset Projection: INAS does not impute a value for assets,
 reported amounts are used.


Combined Projection: INAS combines Cash/Int (cash and
interest) and Inv/Dvd (investment and dividends) imputed
values in the calculation. The entire amount is reported as cash
savings.


Individual Projection: INAS calculates Cash/Int and Inv/Dvd
imputed values individually. Cash/Int and Inv/Dvd can have a
different yield and tolerance.


You can compare income with reported cash, savings, checking,
 and investments to identify cases where the asset value appears
to be under-reported. Specify both an expected rate of return 
(yield) and a tolerance level for both Cash/Int and Inv/Dvd.
 Based on the interest reported, you can impute a value of the
parents' or student's cash savings, using the specified yield.
 This helps you to determine whether the reported savings are
under-reported. You can also impute a value for the parents' or
student's investments and dividends.


 Cash/Int (cash and interest) Limit and
Tolerance


Enter the limit and tolerance values for Cash/Int.


You can set a limit for cash and interest. For example, you can
enter a value of 10,000.00 USD. You can set up the system to
assess the first 10,000.00 USD (Limit) at 3.8% (Yield% 1) and
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any portion greater than 10,000.00 USD at 5.6% (Yield% 2).
 Based on the reported interest from the tax return, if the value
is less than 10,000.00 USD, the system uses the percentage
that appears in Yield% 1 in calculation. The system uses the
percentage in Yield% 2 in the calculation for the amount above
10,000.00 USD. If the tolerance is set to 500.00 USD, and the
imputed value when compared to the reported value is within
the specified tolerance, you can decide to use the reported value.
 INAS uses the reported income and the expected rate of return
to project the asset value required to produce that income. If the
projected value is greater than the reported asset value by more
than the tolerance level, the projected value is substituted for the
reported asset value.


 Inv/Dvd (investment and dividend)
Limit and Tolerance


Set up the appropriate limit and tolerance to compare the
reported value to the imputed value, as described previously.


Note: The Asset Option Ind Proj (asset option individual projection) field is not available for students.


Defining Home and Asset Projections
Access the Home/Asset Projections page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > Home/Asset Projections).


Image: Home/Asset Projections page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Home/Asset Projections page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the aid year and institution.
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Institutional
 Home Option Select the home option for parents and independent students.


 Values are:


1: Reported. INAS uses the value of the home reported on the
application, to calculate equity.


2: Projected. The system calculates the value of the home based
on the purchase price of the home and the date on which it was
purchased, using the Federal Housing Multiplier table.


3: Projected if Significant Difference. The system uses the
value set for home tolerance to determine whether reported or
projected home values are used to determine home equity.


4: Highest. INAS compares the calculated and reported home
value. The system uses the higher value to determine equity.


5:Alt Home Value Calculation. INAS compares projected value
to capped value and uses the lower value.


 Home Tolerance Enter a home tolerance value. INAS uses the reported value of
the home, unless it exceeds the tolerance when the difference
is compared to the calculated home value. If it exceeds the
tolerance, the value is adjusted accordingly.


 Home Cap Enter a multiplier if you do not want the reported value or the
computed value to exceed a certain multiple of the family's
income. The system multiplies this value with total income to
adjust the value of the home.


 Home Equity Cap Factor Enter a cap factor from 0.0 to 9.9. Home equity is then capped
using the factor times the computed income.


Asset Assessment Rate
 Asset % Dep (asset percentage
dependent)


Enter a value to use as an allowance against assets.


 Asset % Ind No Dep-Married (asset
percentage independent no dependents
married)


Enter a value to use as an allowance against assets.


 Asset % Ind No Dep-Single (asset
percentage independent no dependents
single)


Enter a value to use as an allowance against assets.


 Asset % Parent (asset percentage
parent)


Enter a value to use as an allowance against assets. Leave this
field and the Asset % Ind W/Dep field blank to invoke standard
IM rules.


 Asset % Ind W/Dep (asset percentage
independent with dependents)


Enter a value to use as an allowance against assets.
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Defining Minimum Parental Contribution
Access the Minimum PC Range page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > Minimum PC Range).


Image: Minimum PC Range page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Minimum PC Range page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use this page to select the minimum parental contribution for the aid year, institution, and selected INAS
rule set.


 MINIMUM PC BASED ON
INCOME RANGE (minimum parental
contribution based on income range)


Enter the values set by your institution's policy.


Defining Budget Options
Access the Budget Options page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > INAS 20nn–20nn Global Options > Budget Options).
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Image: Budget Options page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Budget Options page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the aid year and institution.


Institutional


Bundle 52


Updated values for the Limit PC field.


 % of Total Budget for 1/2 time
(percentage of total budget for half-
time)


Enter a percentage of the total budget that you want to use for a
student attending an institution half-time.


Note: The value 1.00 is equal to 100 percent.


Limit PC (limit parental contribution) Select a parental contribution limit. Values are:


No: Select for no parental contribution limit.


Yes; % Total Budget (yes; percentage of total budget): Select to
have the parental contribution limited to the student’s cost of
attendance budget divided by the total of the cost of attendance
budgets of all children in the family attending college.


Yes; Highest PC from Sum and % (yes; highest parental
contribution from sum and percentage) Select to compare the
parental contribution limits set by Yes; % Total Budget (yes;
percentage of total budget) and Yes; Sum of Budget: and set the
limit to the higher value.


Yes; Sum of Budget: Limit the parental contribution to the sum
of the cost of attendance budgets for all other children in the
family; not including the student.
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Enter the values that your institution set for each type of
institution.


Using FM and IM Extensions to Override Options


This section reviews overriding global policy options at the student level. FM and IM extensions can be
accessed from ISIR corrections, INAS simulation, or the Maintain Institutional Application component.
This section discusses how to:


• Override INAS federal extension options.


• Override INAS institutional extension options 1.


• Override INAS institutional extension options 2.


• Override INAS institutional extension options 3.


• Override INAS institutional extension options 4.


• Override INAS institutional extension options 5.


See Making ISIR Corrections.


Important! You must first establish an INAS Rule Set before selecting override options.


Pages Used to Override Options in ISIR Corrections


Note: The navigation paths for the pages listed in the following page introduction table are for aid year
20nn-20nn. Oracle supports access for three active aid years.


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


FAFSA Student Information ISIR_PIA_CS1_nn Financial Aid > Federal
Application Data > Correct
20nn-20nn ISIR records >
Student Information


Correct information on the
FAFSA Student Information
page.


FAFSA Parent Information ISIR_PIA_CS4_nn Financial Aid > Federal
Application Data > Correct
20nn-20nn ISIR records >
Parent Information


Correct information on the
FAFSA Parent Information
page.


INAS Federal Extension INAS_FED_EXTnn_SEC Click the FM link on any tab
in the Correct 20nn-20nn ISIR
records component.


Override INAS global policy
options.


INAS Federal Extension
Budget Durations


INAS_FEDEX_DUR_SEC Click the Budget Durations
link on the INAS Federal
Extension page.


Override INAS global policy
options for federal academic
and non-standard budget
duration.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


INAS Federal Extension EFC
Proration Options


INAS_FEDEX_PRO_SEC Click the EFC Proration
Options link on the INAS
Federal Extension page.


Override EFC proration
options for academic and non-
standard months.


INAS Federal Extension EFC
Override


INAS_FEDEX_EFC_SEC Click the Override Federal
EFC link on the INAS Federal
Extension page.


Override EFC components for
academic and non-standard
award periods.


INAS Institutional Extension
1


INAS_PROF_EXT1_Snn Click the IM link on any tab
in the Correct 20nn-20nn ISIR
records component.


Override INAS global policy
options.


Institutional Budget Durations INAS_PRFEX_DUR_SEC Click the Budget Durations
link or the Override
Institutional EFC link on the
INAS Institutional Extension
1 page.


Override INAS global policy
options for institutional
academic and non-standard
budget duration.


Institutional EFC Override INAS_PROF_EFC_SEC Click the Override
Institutional EFC link on the
INAS Institutional Extension
1 page.


Override EFC components for
academic and non-standard
award periods.


INAS Institutional Extension
2


INAS_PROF_EXT2_Snn Click the IM Extension 2 link
on the INAS Institutional
Extension 1 page.


Override INAS global policy
options.


INAS Institutional Extension
3


INAS_PROF_EXT3_SEC Click the Extension 3 link
on the INAS Institutional
Extension 1 page.


Override INAS global policy
options.


INAS Institutional Extension
4


INAS_PROF_EXT4_Snn Click the Extension 4 link
on the INAS Institutional
Extension 1 page.


Override INAS global policy
options.


INAS Institutional Extension
5


INAS_PROF_EXT5_SEC Click the Extension 5 link
on the INAS Institutional
Extension 1 page.


Override INAS global policy
options.


Monthly EFC NEED_SMRY_EFC_SEC Click the Monthly EFC link
on the ISIR Corrections EFC/
DB Matches page.


View the monthly breakdown
of the expected family
contributions for months 1–
8 and 10–12. The 9–month
EFC displays on the EFC/DB
Matches\Corr page.


Overriding INAS Federal Extension Options
Access the INAS Federal Extension page (click the FM link on any tab of the Correct 20nn-20nn ISIR
records component).
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Image: INAS Federal Extension page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Federal Extension page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Federal
 INAS Rule Set Select a rule set.


 INAS Calc Type (INAS calculation
type)


Select a calculation type from FM, IM, or FM & IM.


 INAS Data Source Select FM, IM, or Both F/I.


 Dependency Override Select either Ind Prof J (individual professional judgement) or
No (no override).


Budget Durations Click this link to access the INAS Federal Extension Budget
Durations page. You can enter any value for FM academic and/
or non-standard budget duration. Federal rules allow whole
numbers only for budget duration. If the total allocation for the
budget duration is greater than 12 months, a 9–month EFC is
calculated and used in the academic award period, and no EFC
is calculated for the non-standard award period.


This field can be populated using Population Update as long as
the records being updated are aid year activated for the intended
aid year.


 Override Federal EFC See Overriding Expected Family Contribution (EFC).
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Professional Judgement
 Calculate Federal Tax Select to calculate federal tax as defined by INAS.


 Calc a PC for Independent (calculate
a parent contribution for independent)


Select to calculate a parental contribution for independent
students if parental data is available. The parental contribution is
calculated but not added to the EFC.


Assumption Overrides
 Number in College Select one of the following:


Ovrd Asmpt (override assumption) to override the number in
college assumption when calculating the parent contribution.


Don't Ovr (don't override) to accept the number in college
assumption when calculating the parent contribution.


Reject Overrides
Reject D Override Select Don't Supp (Do not suppress) to enforce Reject D.


Select Supp Rej D (suppress reject D) to override Reject D.


Reject E Override Select Don't Supp (Do not suppress) to enforce Reject E.


Select Supp Rej E (suppress reject E) to override Reject E.


Reject F Override Select Don't Supp (Do not suppress) to enforce Reject F.


Select Supp Rej F (suppress reject F) to override Reject F.


Reject R Override Select Don't Supp (Do not suppress) to enforce Reject R.


Select Supp Rej R (suppress reject R) to override Reject R.


Reject S Override Select Don't Supp (Do not suppress) to enforce Reject S.


Select: Supp Rej S (suppress reject S) to override Reject S.


Reject T Override Select Don't Supp (Do not suppress) to enforce Reject T.


Select Supp Rej T (suppress reject T) to override Reject T.


See the College Board's Financial Aid Services Information Center (https://groups.collegeboard.org/fas)
for supporting documentation.


Overriding INAS Institutional Extension Options 1
Access the INAS Institutional Extension 1 page (click the  IM link on any tab of the Correct 20nn-20nn
ISIR records component).
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Image: INAS Institutional Extension 1 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Institutional Extension 1 page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the INAS Institutional Extension 1 page to set your basic overrides. From this page, access other
extension pages, budget duration or EFC overrides.


INAS Rule Set Select an INAS rule set value to determine which global policy
option rule to use as a base.


Application Source Select an application source from:


FT CSL (full-time Canada Student Loan): Used in Canadian
Need Analysis.


Inst App (institutional application).


PT CSL (part-time Canada Student Loan): Used in Canadian
Need Analysis.
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Profile.


Budget Durations Click this link to access the Institutional Budget Durations page.
 You can enter any value for IM academic and/or non-standard
budget duration. Institutional rules allow whole numbers with
one decimal place.


This field can be populated using Population Update as long as
the records being updated are aid year activated for the intended
aid year.


Override Institutional EFC Click this link to access the Override Institutional EFC page,
 where you can override the institutional EFC amount.


Alt Min SC from Income Calc
(alternate minimum student
contribution from income calculation)


Select this check box to override the Alt Min SCI option set for
the student on the IM Yes/No Options page.


 Calc PC For Independent (calculate
parental contribution for independent)


Select this check box to override the Calc PC For Independent
option set for the student on the IM Yes/No Options page.


 Skip Family Member Exclusion Select to override the Rstrct # Household - Max Age and Rstrct
# in College - Max Age options set on the IM Tax/Assess &
Parms options page.


 Allow Business/Farm Losses Select to override the Allow Parent Bus/Farm Loss option set on
the IM Yes/No Options page.


 Allow Other Losses Select to override the Allow Parent Other Loss option set on the
IM Yes/No Options page.


Country Coefficient TCA (country
coefficient total contribution from
assets)


Select to calculate an optional contribution from assets by
applying the country coefficient to the percentage used to
calculate the step increment


• Selected


Calculate contribution from assets applying the country
coefficient to the step increment percentage.


• Unselected


Calculate contribution from assets for international student
using default step increase percentage.


Note: This is a local-only option applicable to international 
(non-domestic) students only.


Limit International IPA (limit
international student's parental income
protection allowance)


Select to limit an international student's Parental Income
Protection Allowance (IPA) to an amount greater than or equal
to 25% of the parental income.


• Selected
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Limit non-US student's Parental IPA to an amount not
less than 25% of parents' income and not greater than an
equivalent domestic IPA value; regardless of the parent
country coefficient value.


• Unselected


Do not limit student's Parental IPA amount, normal
processing.


Allow FWS Income Exclusion (allow
federal workstudy income exclusion)


Select to exclude the student's work-study earnings from the
income exclusion calculation. This option allows (includes)
federal workstudy income back into regular income by
excluding it from the income exclusion calculation.


• Selected


Include work-study earnings in regular income.


• Unselected


Do not include work-study earnings in regular income.


Use Anticipated Year Income Select to override the Use Anticipated Year Income option set
on the IM Yes/No Options page.


Can IM Contribution Fall Below FM Select to override the IM < FM option set on the IM Yes/No
Options page.


 Hope/Lifetime Add Back Select to override the Add Hope/LTL option set on the IM Yes/
No Options page.


 Parent Tax Table — Independent Select to override the Ind Use Par St Tax Alwnc (independent
use parent state tax allowance) option set on the IM Yes/No
Options page.


 Exclude Tuition/Fee Deduction Select to override the Exclude Tuition/Fee Deduction option set
on the IM Yes/No Options page.


Include FSA for Health Care(Include
Flexible Spending Account for Health
Care)


Select to add Flexible Spending Account for Health Care funds
to total untaxed income.


If not selected, Flexible Spending Account for Health Care
funds is excluded from total untaxed income.


Include FSA for Dependent Care Select to add Flexible Spending Account for Dependent Care
funds to total untaxed income.


If not selected, Flexible Spending Account for Dependent Care
funds is excluded from total untaxed income.


Include HSA for PreTax Contrib Select to add Health Saving Account funds to total untaxed
income.
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If not selected, Health Saving Account funds are excluded from
total untaxed income.


See Maintaining Institutional Financial Aid Applications.


See the College Board's Financial Aid Services Information Center (https://groups.collegeboard.org/fas)
for supporting documentation, including the IM and FM tables and worksheets..


Overriding INAS Institutional Extension Options 2
Access the INAS Institutional Extension 2 page (click the IM Extension 2 link on the INAS Institutional
Extension 1 page).


Image: INAS Institutional Extension 2 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Institutional Extension 2 page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the INAS Institutional Extension 2 page to override options used to determine the student's total
budget.


Bundle 52


Updated values for the Limit Share of PC field.


 Use Which EFC (use which estimated
family contribution)


Select a value to determine the institutional EFC displayed
on the Need Summary page and used in the Award Entry
component. Your selection overrides the value selected on the
Global and Federal Options page.


 Dependency Override Select either Ind Prof J ( individual professional judgement)
or No (no override). INAS calculates a dependent student as
independent when Ind Prof J is selected.
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 Limit Share of PC (limit share of
parental contribution)


Select a parental contribution limit. Values are:


Highest: Select to compare the parental contribution limits set
by Ratio Bdgt(ratio budget) and Sum Bdgt(sum budget) and set
the limit to the higher value.


No: Select for no parental contribution limit.


Ratio Bdgt (ratio budget): Select to have the parental
contribution limited to the student’s cost of attendance budget
divided by the total of the cost of attendance budgets of all
children in the family attending college.


Sum Bdgt (sum budget): Limit the parental contribution to the
sum of the cost of attendance budgets for all other children in
the family; not including the student.


Your selection overrides the value selected on the Minimum PC
Range page and the Budget Options page.


 Calculate U.S. Tax Select to override the value selected for the  Fed Tax Allwnc
Against Income field on the IM Tax/Assess & Parms page.


 Override Imputation of Home Select from Alt Calc, Highest, Proj/Diff, Projected, or Reported
to override the value on the Home/Asset Projections page.


 Override Imputation of Assets Select Combined or No Projctn to override the value on the
Asset Options page.


 Use Parent AGI (use parent adjusted
gross income)


Select a value to override the value selected for the Use Parent
AGI field on the IM Tax/Assess & Parms page.


Select how the parent AGI is represented from:


CSS Deflt (CSS default)


Use Cmptd (use computed)


Use Rptd (use reported)


Use TaxRtrn (use tax return)


 Student Assets as Family Assets
(student assets as family assets)


Select a value to override the value selected for the Studnt
Assets as Family Assets field on the IM Tax/Assess & Parms
page.


Overriding INAS Institutional Extension Options 3
Access the INAS Institutional Extension 3 page (click the Extension 3 link on the INAS Institutional
Extension 1 page).
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Image: INAS Institutional Extension 3 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Institutional Extension 3 page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the INAS Institutional Extension 3 page to override INAS global policy options for the given income,
tax, and allowances.


 Student/Parent AGI (student/parent
adjusted gross income)


Enter an amount to override the student or parent adjusted gross
income.


 Student/Parent Untaxed Income Enter an amount to override the student or parent untaxed
income.


 Student/Parent Tax Paid Enter an amount to override the value used in the Fed Tax
Allwnc Against Income (federal tax allowance against income)
on the IM Tax/Assess & Parms page.


 Student/Parent Anticipated Tax Enter an amount to override the anticipated tax calculated by the
IM method.


Allowances
Student/Parent Med//Dental
Allowance (student/parent medical/
dental allowance)


Enter an amount to override the % Unreimbursed Med/Dent
Expense (percent unreimbursed medical/dental expense) on the
IM Value Parms 1 page.


Student/Parent Employment
Allowance


Enter an amount to override % Employment Allowance (percent
employment allowance) and Max Employment Allowance 
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(maximum employment allowance) on the IM Value Parms 1
page.


Student/Parent FICA (student/parent
Federal Insurance Contributions Act)


Enter an amount to override the allowance calculated by IM.


Student/Parent Income Allowance Enter an amount to override allowance against income
calculated by IM.


Parent Tuition Allowance Enter an amount to override the Max Tuition Allowance
(maximum tuition allowance) per child on the IM Value Parms 1
page.


Parent IPA (parent income protection
allowance)


Enter an amount to override the Adjust IPA/MMA Regional
COL calculated based on options set on the IM Tax/Assess &
Parms page.


Parent COLA Index (parent cost of
living allowance index )


Enter an amount to override the  Adjust IPA/MMA Regional
COL (Income Protection Allowance/Monthly Maintenance
Allowance Regional Cost of Living) value based on options set
on the IM Tax/Assess & Parms page.


Overriding INAS Institutional Extension Options 4
Access the INAS Institutional Extension 4 page (click the Extension 4 link on the INAS Institutional
Extension 1 page).
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Image: INAS Institutional Extension 4 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Institutional Extension 4 page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the INAS Institutional Extension 4 page to override global policy options.


 Local Tax — Percent Enter an amount to override the amount calculated by IM.


 Cap Housing Value Enter an amount to override the value selected for the Home
Cap field on the Home/Asset Projections page.


 Home Equity Cap Factor Enter an amount to override the value selected for the Home
Equity Cap Factor  field on the Home/Asset Projections page.


Housing Multiplier Override Enter an amount to override the delivered housing multiplier
table value that projects home equity.


 Asset Assessment Percent Enter an amount to override the value selected for the Asset
Assessment Rate field on the Home/Asset Projections page


 Local Tax Enter an amount to override amount calculated by IM.


 Other Asset Enter an amount to add to calculated assets.


 Minimum Asset Enter an amount to override Minimum Contribution from Asset
on the IM Value Parms 1 page.
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 Asset Allowance Enter an amount to offset discretionary net worth calculated by
IM.


 Minimum Income Enter an amount to override the Minimum SC or PC values
from the Minimum SC Income and Minimum PC Range pages.


 Number in College Enter a number to override the number of students in college.


 Allow Parents in College Enter an amount to allow parents in college.


Overriding INAS Institutional Extension Options 5
Access the INAS Institutional Extension 5 page (click the Extension 5 link on the INAS Institutional
Extension 1 page).


Image: INAS Institutional Extension 5 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Institutional Extension 5 page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the INAS Institutional Extension 5 page to override INAS global policy options for family factors
such as past contributions.


Institutional
 Increase Last Year SC/PC (increase
last year student contribution/parent
contribution)


Enter an amount to override increase last year SC or PC on the
IM Value Parms 1 page.


 Prior Year Studnt Contribution
(prior year student contribution)
and Use Prior PC (use prior parent
contribution)


Enter the prior year's contribution for use with the Increase Last
Year SC/PC option.


 Income Assessment Percent Enter an amount to override Use 70% Income Assmnt for Ind or
Income Assmnt Rate for Dep from the IM Tax/Assess & Parms
page.
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 Add Percent of IRA/KEOGH Enter an amount to override the value in the % Of Stdnt IRA
Include In NW field from the IM Value Parms 1 page.


 Use Non-Custodial Parent
Contribution


Select to override the value entered on Add Non Cust PC
to PC on the IM Yes/No Options page. Enter a value in the
accompanying field PC from Non-custodial Parent if you want
to override and use an amount other than the self reported value.


Estimated Federal Methodology
 Student/Parent Number In
Household


Enter an amount to override amount calculated by EFM.


 Student/Parent Number In College Enter an amount to override amount calculated by EFM.


 Use Student/Parent Anticipated
Income


Select to override the value entered in the Use Anticipated Year
Income field on the EFM Yes/No Options page.


Overriding Expected Family Contribution (EFC)


The system displays the override at the parent and student contribution level. Overriding EFC is the same
for both FM and IM.


This section discusses how to:


• Access federal EFC overrides.


• Use the federal EFC override function.


• Access institutional EFC overrides.


• Use the institutional EFC override function.
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Pages Used to Override and View EFC
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


INAS Federal Extension INAS_FED_EXTnn_SEC Click the FM link on any tab
of the Correct 20nn-20nn ISIR
records component.


Click the FM link on the
Student Data, Parent Data,
 Miscellaneous Data, or
Computation Data page 
(Financial Aid, Institutional
Application 20nn-20nn,
 Maintain Application 20nn–
20nn).


Click the Federal Extension
link on the Student Income/
Assets, Student Information,
 Parent Income/Assets, Parent
Information, or Overrides
page (Financial Aid, Federal
Application Data, Simulate
20nn-20nn FM INAS).


Override INAS global policy
options.


INAS Federal Extension EFC
Override


INAS_FEDEX_EFC_SEC Click the Override Federal
EFC link on the INAS Federal
Extension page.


Override EFC components for
academic and non-standard
award periods.


INAS Institutional Extension
1


INAS_PROF_EXT1_Snn Click the IM link on any tab
of the Correct 20nn-20nn ISIR
records component.


Click the IM link on the
Student Data, Parent Data,
 Miscellaneous Data, or
Computation Data page 
(Financial Aid, Institutional
Application 20nn-20nn,
 Maintain Application 20nn–
20nn).


Override INAS global policy
options.


Institutional EFC Override INAS_PROF_EFC_SEC Click the Override
Institutional EFC link on the
INAS Institutional Extension
1 page.


Override EFC components for
academic and non-standard
award periods


Accessing Federal EFC Overrides
Access the INAS Federal Extension page (click the FM link on the EFC\DB Matches\Corr page).
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Image: INAS Federal Extension page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Federal Extension page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the Override Federal EFC link on this page to override the academic or non-standard parent
contribution or student contribution.


Note: You must select an INAS Rule Set before setting the budget duration and overriding the EFC.
When creating an extension record, you must always select an INAS Rule Set. Failing to do so affects
your expected results.


Using the Federal EFC Override Function
Access the INAS Federal Extension EFC Override page (click the Override Federal EFC link on the
INAS Federal Extension page).
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Image: INAS Federal Extension EFC Override page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Federal Extension EFC Override page. You
can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Enter the actual positive value for the parent contribution and/or student contribution for each award
period.


The system displays an override indicator when you override the student contribution, the parent
contribution or both. It appears as an O next to the affected contributions.


Use EFC Override Values Select this check box and call INAS for the system to use your
override values. If you want to use actual calculated values,
 clear the check box and call INAS.


Defaults Click the Defaults button to reset the student contribution and
parent contribution to current values from STD_AWD_PER.
 If you have already calculated INAS using overridden values,
 those same values are returned when you click the Defaults
button. To retrieve calculated values as the default, clear the Use
EFC Override Values check box, call INAS, return to this page,
 and click the Defaults button.


Note: Ensure that the budget duration set in global policy options or at the extension level supports the
EFC overrides being established for the award period. Warning messages appear if you create overrides
for an award period that is not supported by the budget duration.


Accessing Institutional EFC Overrides
Access the INAS Institutional Extension 1 page.
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Image: INAS Institutional Extension 1 page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Institutional Extension 1 page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the Override Institutional EFC link on this page to override the academic or non-standard parent
contribution or student contribution.


Note: You must select an INAS Rule Set before setting the budget duration and overriding the EFC.
When creating an extension record, you must always select an INAS Rule Set. Failing to do so affects
your expected results.


Using the Institutional EFC Override Function
Access the Institutional EFC Override page (click the Override Institutional EFC link on the INAS
Institutional Extension 1 page).
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Image: Institutional EFC Override page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Institutional EFC Override page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use EFC Override Values Select this check box and call INAS for the system to use your
override values. If you want to use actual calculated values,
 clear the check box and call INAS.


Using Estimated FM EFC Values


The Financial Aid system stores the estimated FM EFC, which is calculated using institutional application
data, for awarding federal funds when only institutional data is available. The system stores and displays
the estimated FM EFC only when no ISIR exists for the student. As soon as you load an ISIR for the
student and call INAS, the estimated FM EFC is replaced by the EFC from the ISIR.


Note: The system does not consider the status of the ISIR before replacing the estimated FM EFC; it
replaces the estimated values with the EFC value from the ISIR after INAS is called.


When in use, the estimated FM EFC populates all FM EFC fields on all pages in the system. The system
does not display any visual cue to indicate that the value is an estimate. You need to know whether a
student has an ISIR loaded to determine whether the value that appears is an estimated FM EFC or an
actual FM EFC.


Using INAS Simulation


The INAS simulation functions as a worksheet for financial aid staff to create different need analysis
scenarios before submitting the changes to ISIR Corrections. The INAS Simulation process retrieves
information from the ISIR Correction pages and INAS Federal Extension page. You can create or change
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existing federal extension data or global policy option data in simulation depending on your processing
requirements.


This section provides an overview of the steps for INAS simulation and discusses how to:


• Work with student income and assets.


• Override the INAS global policy options at the student level.


• Work with student information.


• Work with parent income and assets.


• Work with parent information.


• Work with assumption overrides.


Understanding the Steps for INAS Simulation
Use the INAS Simulation process to select records with an ISIR to simulate INAS calculations. Then
commit changes to ISIR tables when complete.


1. Click the Get Fed Data button on the page you are using.


The latest ISIR information is retrieved and placed in the INAS Simulation tables. You should refresh
the INAS Simulation table with the latest data because data from a prior session might remain in the
table.


2. Modify fields to affect the INAS calculation, invoke overrides, or both.


You can also override global policy options at the student level, by clicking the Fed Ext button from
any page in this component. Unless an extension record already exists in ISIR, the default values that
you defined in the INAS Local Global Options page display on the Federal Extension page when you
select a Rule Set.


3. When you complete your changes, click the INAS calculate button. The system displays the results of
the EFC after a successful completion of INAS simulation.


4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 as needed. To refresh the worksheet, repeat Step 1.


5. Click the Use Simulated Data button to use the calculated data for Need Analysis.


If you confirm that you want to perform the operation, the system inserts a new row in all of the ISIR
Tables and any field that was changed is processed as follows:


a. Sent to the Audit Table for history.


b. Included in the ISIR Correction process.


c. Used to recalculate need.


Note: You cannot apply changes to any student whose ISIR is rejected.
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Pages Used for INAS Simulation


Note: The navigation paths for the pages listed in the following page introduction table are for aid year
20nn-20nn. Oracle supports access for three active aid years.


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Income/Assets INAS_SIM_STU1_nn Financial Aid > Federal
Application Data > Simulate
20nn-20nn FM INAS >
Student Income/Assets


View or update fields from
ISIR Corrections to perform
an INAS calculation.


INAS Simulation Federal
Extension


INAS_SIM_FEDEX_Snn Click the Federal Extension
link on the Student Income/
Assets page.


Override the INAS global
policy options at the student
level.


INAS Simulation Budget
Durations


INAS_SIMEX_DUR_SEC Click the Budget Durations
link on the INAS Simulation
Federal Extension page.


Override INAS global policy
options for federal academic
and non-standard budget
duration.


INAS Simulation EFC
Proration Options


INAS_SIMEX_PRO_SEC Click the  EFC Proration
Options link on the INAS
Simulation Federal Extension
page.


Override proration options for
academic and non-standard
months.


INAS Simulation EFC
Override


INAS_SIMEX_EFC_SEC Click the  EFC Override
link on the INAS Simulation
Federal Extension page.


Override EFC components for
academic and non-standard
award periods.


Student Information INAS_SIM_STU2_nn Financial Aid > Federal
Application Data > Simulate
20nn-20nn FM INAS >
Student Information


View or update fields from
ISIR Corrections to perform
an INAS calculation.


Parent Income/Assets INAS_SIM_PAR1_nn Financial Aid > Federal
Application Data > Simulate
20nn-20nn FM INAS >
Parent Income/Assets


View or update fields from
ISIR Corrections to perform
an INAS calculation.


Parent Information INAS_SIM_PAR2_nn Financial Aid > Federal
Application Data > Simulate
20nn-20nn FM INAS >
Parent Information


View or update fields from
ISIR Corrections to perform
an INAS calculation.


Overrides INAS_SIM_OVRD_nn Financial Aid > Federal
Application Data > Simulate
20nn-20nn FM INAS >
Overrides


View or update fields from
ISIR Corrections to perform
an INAS calculation. Set
Dependency Override and
Correction Status.


Common Page Elements for the INAS Simulation Component
The following elements appear on the Student/Income Assets page, Student Information page, Parent
Income/Assets page and Overrides page.
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Get Federal Data Click this button to copy the student's latest ISIR data from the
Federal Extension record to this page.


INAS (institutional need analysis
system button)


Click this button to invoke a Remote Function Call of the INAS
calculation.


INAS NCP (institutional need analysis
system non custodial parent button)


Click this button to calculate the non custodial parent
contribution.


Note: Calculate the non-custodial parent contribution before
invoking the regular INAS calculation.
Calculating a non custodial parent contribution creates an
INAS Extension record, selects the Use Non-Custodial Parent
Contribution check box and populates the PC From Non-
Custodial Parent (parent contribution from non-custodial
parent) field in INAS Extension 5. After this, when the
regular INAS calculation is invoked, the non-custodial parent
contribution is added to the Custodial Parent contribution and
overall expected family contribution.


Use Simulated Data Click this button to move the simulated data into production.


Federal Extension Click this link to access the INAS Simulation Federal Extension
page and make changes to an existing extension or override the
INAS Global Policy Options at the student level.


Need Summary Click this link to view a student's need summary. Need summary
information reflects only current values. New data that you have
calculated is not reflected on Need Summary pages until you
click the Use Simulated Data button.


Monthly EFC Click this link to access the INAS Simulation Monthly EFC
page to view the INAS calculated monthly EFC for months 1-8
and 10-12.


Formula Type Displays the formula type used in the INAS calculation. When
you click the Get Federal Data button, the system populates the
ISIR formula type on record and updates the formula type when
INAS is called.


Primary EFC: Displays the 9-month EFC. When you click the Get Fed Data
button, the system populates the ISIR Primary EFC on record
and updates the Primary EFC when INAS is called.


Prorated EFC: Displays the 9-month or other than 9-month EFC. When you
click the Get Fed Data button, the system populates the ISIR
Prorated EFC on record and updates the Prorated EFC when
INAS is called.
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Working with Student Income and Assets
Access the Student Income/Assets page (Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > Simulate
20nn-20nn FM INAS > Student Income/Assets).


Image: Student Income/Assets page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Student Income/Assets page.


ISIR edits are not used in the simulation pages. Changes used should not conflict with data in ISIR
corrections.


Overriding the INAS global policy Options at the Student Level
Access the INAS Simulation Federal Extension page (click the Federal Extension link on the Student
Income/Assets page).
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Image: INAS Simulation Federal Extension page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the INAS Simulation Federal Extension page. You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Budget Durations Click this link to access the INAS Simulation Budget Durations
page. You can enter any value for FM budget duration. Federal
rules allow whole numbers only for budget duration. If the total
allocation for the budget duration is greater than 12 months,
 a 9–month EFC is calculated and used in the academic award
period, and no EFC is calculated for the non-standard award
period.


EFC Proration Options Click this link to access the INAS Simulation EFC Proration
Options page to determine how to prorate EFC.


 Override Federal EFC Click this link to access the INAS Simulation EFC Override
page to override the academic or non-standard parent
contribution or student contribution.


Working with Student Information
Access the Student Information page (Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > Simulate 20nn-20nn
FM INAS > Student Information).
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Image: Student Information page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Student Information page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


 Grade Level Select from:


1st yr AB (attended before)


1st yr GP (graduate professional)


1st yr NA  (never attended)


2nd yr Sph (sophomore)


3rd yr Jnr (junior)


4th yr Snr (senior)


5th yr UG (undergraduate)


Grad/Prof + (graduate/professional beyond 1st year)


Field Name Abbreviations and Explanations
On Active Duty (active duty status for US Armed Forces)


School Lunch (free or reduced price lunch)


SSI (Supplemental Security Income)


TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families)
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WIC (Women, Infants and Children)


Unaccompanied Youth (HUD) (Unaccompanied Youth – Housing and Urban Development)


Working with Parent Income and Assets
Access the Parent Income/Assets page (Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > Simulate 20nn-20nn
FM INAS > Parent Income/Assets).


Image: Parent Income/Assets page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Parent Income/Assets page.


Working with Parent Information
Access the Parent Information page (Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > Simulate 20nn-20nn
FM INAS > Parent Information).
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Image: Parent Information page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Parent Information page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Field Name Abbreviations and Explanations
School Lunch (free or reduced price lunch)


SSI (Supplemental Security Income)


TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families)


WIC (Women, Infants and Children)


Working with Assumption Overrides
Access the Overrides page (Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > Simulate 20nn-20nn FM
INAS > Overrides).
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Image: Overrides page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Overrides page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


STATUS OVERRIDES
 Dependency Override: Values include:


1: Dependent to Independent. You can select this value.


2: Cancel Dep Override – Corr Only. You can select this value.


3: Override Failed. The correction process sets this value.


 Correction Status: Values include:


1: Correction(s) Pending. You can select this value.


2: Send Correction(s). You can select this value.


3: Correction(s) Sent. The correction process sets this value.


4: Correction(s) Accepted. The correction process sets this
value.


5: Corrections Rejected. The correction process sets this value.
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6: Do Not Send Correction(s). You can select this value.


ASSUMPTION OVERRIDES
 Parent Number In College Select 1:Yes.


 Parent AGI  (parent adjusted gross
income)


Select 1:Yes.


 Parent WKC Assumed Zero (parent
income from worksheet C assumed 0)


Select 1:Yes.


 Student Number In college Select 1:Yes.


 Student AGI  (student adjusted gross
income)


Select 1:Yes.


 Student WKC Assumed Zero
(student income from worksheet C
assumed 0)


Select 1:Yes.


REJECT OVERRIDES
Select 1: Yes to override a listed reject.


Using INAS Batch Calculations


This section discusses how to calculate INAS in batch based on the policy options at your institution.


Page Used to Make INAS Batch Calculations
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Batch INAS Calculation RUNCTL_FAPINCLC Financial Aid > File
Management > INAS Batch
Calculation > Batch INAS
Calculation


Calculate INAS in batch
based on policy options.


Calculating the INAS in Batch
Access the Batch INAS Calculation page (Financial Aid > File Management > INAS Batch
Calculation > Batch INAS Calculation).


The FAPINCLC batch calculation process is the same process as the online calculation. You can run
INAS batch calculations automatically after each ISIR data load or as a separate use controlled process.
Records loaded into the INAS_CALC_RECS table are selected for processing.


With the delivery of IM each year, the Application Type value is limited to Profile. After FM is delivered,
values of Both Federal & Profile and Federal are available as additional processing options.
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Application Type Select the application type to run INAS batch calculations from
these options:


B: Both Federal and Profile


F: Federal


P: Profile


Calculate Inst NCP (calculate
institutional non custodial parent
contribution)


Select this check box to calculate the non custodial parent
contribution.


Note: Calculate the non-custodial parent contribution before
invoking the regular INAS calculation.
Calculating a non custodial parent contribution creates an
INAS Extension record, selects the Use Non-Custodial Parent
Contribution check box and populates the PC From Non-
Custocial Parent (parent contribution from non-custoidal
parent) field in INAS Extension 5. After this, when the
regular INAS calculation is invoked, the non-custodial parent
contribution is added to the Custodial Parent contribution and
overall expected family contribution.


Clear Calc Requests (clear calculation
requests)


If you select Y, the files are removed from the table after the
batch calculation. You cannot run batch INAS on these files
again unless they are added to INAS_CALC_RECS by loading
new ISIR files with the appropriate data load parameters, or by
using population update.


Viewing Federal EFC Information


This section discusses how to review Federal EFC summary information.


Pages Used to Review Federal EFC Information


Note: The system always makes available the three most recent Aid Year versions of the View FM EFC
Detail component.


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Federal EFC Summary ISIR_FM_SUMRY_nn Financial Aid > Federal
Application Data > View
20nn-20nn FM EFC Detail >
Federal EFC Summary


Review information
about a student's federal
EFC (expected family
contribution).


ISIR Information ISIR_INFO_SMRY_SEC Click the ISIR Information
Summary link on the Federal
EFC Summary inquiry page.


View ISIR summary
information for this student.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Assumption Detail STDNT_FM_ASMP_SEC Click the Assumption Detail
link on the Federal EFC
Summary inquiry page.


View a long description of
any assumption the system is
using in the INAS calculation.


Total Income Detail ISIR_TI_SEC Click the Total Income Detail
link on the Federal EFC
Summary inquiry page.


View total income
information. Total income is
the difference between taxable
income, untaxed income, and
adjustments to income.


Total Allowances Detail ISIR_TA_SEC Click the Total Allowances
Detail link on the Federal
EFC Summary inquiry page.


View allowances to income.
Taxes paid, Income Protection
and Employment allowances
are displayed.


Available Income Detail ISIR_AI_SEC Click the Available Income
Detail link on the Federal
EFC Summary inquiry page.


View available income
information for the student.
 Available income is total
income less total allowances.


Total Parent Contribution
Detail


ISIR_PC_SEC_nn Click the Total Parent
Contribution Detail link on
the Federal EFC Summary
inquiry page.


View total parent contribution
information for this student,
 including Available Income,
 Contribution from Assets,
 Adjustments to Available
Income, the Total Parent
Contribution, Number in
College, and Calculated
Parent Contribution. This
page is available only if the
student is a dependent and
provides parent income and
asset information.


Total Student Contribution
Detail


ISIR_SC_SEC_nn Click the Total Student
Contribution Detail link on
the Federal EFC Summary
inquiry page.


View total student
contribution. This page
displays the Total Student
Contribution, Number in
College, Student Income
Contribution, Student Asset
Contribution, and Calculated
Student Contribution.


Prorated EFC Detail ISIR_EFC_SEC_nn Click the Prorated EFC Detail
link on the Federal EFC
Summary inquiry page.


View information about the
prorated EFC for the student.
 The page displays Parent
Contribution (if applicable),
 Student Income Contribution,
 Student Asset Contribution,
 the Prorated EFC, and the
Calculated EFC. The prorated
EFC reflects enrollment for 9
months or other than 9 months
depending on the budget
duration.
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Reviewing Federal EFC Summary Information
Access the Federal EFC Summary page (Financial Aid > Federal Application Data > View 20nn-20nn
FM EFC Detail > Federal EFC Summary).


From this page, select links to all detail pages for the students' EFC for a specified aid year. The system
supports three active aid years.


For Total Student Contribution, N/A is displayed to more closely align interim calculation results with
Software Developer Specifications for Independent Students without Dependents (formula 2 and 5
students).


Viewing Institutional EFC Information


This section provides an overview of institutional EFC calculations and discusses how to review an
institutional EFC summary.


Understanding Institutional EFC Calculations
The following methodologies are used to calculate both parent and student contributions shown on the
Institutional EFC Summary page:


• Estimated federal methodology (EFM) uses the federal methodology provided by the College Board
to calculate an estimated federal contribution.


• Base Institutional Methodology (IM) uses the institutional methodology provided by the College
Board.


• IM with Options uses the IM provided by the College Board and can reflect override options that you
set up.


Pages Used to View Institutional EFC


Note: The system always makes available the three most recent Aid Year versions of the View IM EFC
Detail component.


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Institutional EFC Summary INST_INAS_SMRY_nn Financial Aid > Institutional
Application Data > View
20nn-20nn IM EFC Detail >
Institutional EFC Summary


Review information about
a student's Institutional
EFC (expected family
contribution). From this page,
 access detailed information
for each calculated amount.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Institutional Assumption
Detail


STDNT_IM_ASMP_SEC Click the IM Assumptions
link on the Institutional EFC
Summary Detail page.


View the institutional
assumptions that apply to a
student. INAS IM Assumption
Codes are defined by the
College Board and are
delivered with the Financial
Aid system. An assumption
is an assumed response
to a question that is left
blank or to a response that
was inconsistent with the
guidelines.


Total Income Detail Parent
Contribution IM and IM w/
Options


INST_PIM_TI_SEC_nn


INST_PIM_TIO_SECnn


Click the Total Income Detail
link on the Institutional EFC
Summary Detail page.


View total income
information for parents
calculated using institutional
methodology. Total Income
is the difference between
the combination of taxable
income, untaxed income and
adjustments to income on
earned income.


Total Income Detail Parent
Contribution - EFM


INST_PFM_TI_SEC_nn Click the Total Income Detail
link on the Institutional EFC
Summary Detail page.


View total income
information for parents
using estimated federal
methodology. Total Income
is the difference between
the combination of taxable
income, untaxed income, and
income adjustments on earned
income.


Total Income Detail Student
Contribution - IM, IM w/
Options


INST_SIM_TI_SEC_nn


INST_SIM_TIO_SECnn


Click the Total Income Detail
link on the Institutional EFC
Summary Detail page.


View total income
information for the
student using institutional
methodology. Total Income
is the difference between
the combination of taxable
income, untaxed income, and
income adjustments on earned
income.


Total Income Detail Student
Contribution − EFM


INST_SFM_TI_SEC_nn Click the Total Income Detail
link on the Institutional EFC
Summary Detail page.


View total income
information for the student
using estimated federal
methodology. Total Income
is the difference between
the combination of taxable
income, untaxed income, and
income adjustments on earned
income.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Available Income Detail
Parent Contribution − IM, IM
w/Options


INST_PIM_AI_SEC_nn


INST_PIM_AIO_SECnn


Click the Available Income
Detail link on the Institutional
EFC Summary Detail page.


View information about
parents' contribution using
institutional methodology.
 The system displays
allowances for taxes, medical/
dental expenses, tuition, and
other allowances, such as
income protection allowance 
(IPA). Total Allowances is
the sum of these allowances.
 Available Income is the Total
Income, shown on the Total
Income page, less the Total
Allowances.


Available Income Detail
Parent Contribution - EFM


INST_PFM_AI_SEC_nn Click the Available Income
Detail link on the Institutional
EFC Summary Detail page.


View information about
parent's contribution
using estimated federal
methodology. The system
displays allowances for
taxes, medical/dental
expenses, tuition, and other
allowances, such as income
protection allowance (IPA).
 Total Allowances is the
sum of these allowances.
 Available Income is the Total
Income, shown on the Total
Income page, less the Total
Allowances.


Available Income Detail
Student Contribution − IM,
 IM w/Options


INST_SIM_AI_SEC_nn


INST_SIM_AIO_SECnn


Click the Available Income
Detail link on the Institutional
EFC Summary Detail page.


View information about
student contribution
using your institutional
methodology. The system
displays allowances for
taxes, medical/dental
expenses, tuition, and other
allowances, such as income
protection allowance/monthly
maintenance allowance (IPA/
MMA). Total Allowances is
the sum of these allowances.
 Available Income is the Total
Income, shown on the Total
Income page, less the Total
Allowances.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Available Income Detail
Student EFM


INST_SFM_AI_SEC_nn Click the Available Income
Detail link on the Institutional
EFC Summary Detail page.


View information about
student contribution
using estimated federal
methodology. The system
displays allowances for
taxes, medical/dental
expenses, tuition, and other
allowances, such as income
protection allowance (IPA).
 Total Allowances is the
sum of these allowances.
 Available Income is the Total
Income, shown on the Total
Income page, less the Total
Allowances.


Net Worth Detail Parent
Contribution IM, IM w/
Options


INST_PIM_NW_SECnn


INST_PIM_NWO_SEC_nn


Click the Net Worth Detail
link for Parent Contribution,
 on the Institutional EFC
Summary Detail page.


View detail information about
the parents' net worth, the
total assets calculated by IM.


Net Worth Detail Parent
Contribution − EFM


INST_PFM_NW_SEC_nn Click the Net Worth Detail
link for Parent Contribution,
 on the Institutional EFC
Summary Detail page.


View detail information about
parent's net worth, the total
assets calculated by EFM.


Net Worth Detail Student
Contribution - IM, IM w/
Options


INST_SIM_NW_SEC_nn


INST_SIM_NWO_SECnn


Click the Net Worth Detail
link for Student Contribution,
 on the Institutional EFC
Summary Detail page.


View detail information about
student's net worth, the total
assets calculated by IM.


Net Worth Student
Contribution − EFM


INST_SFM_NW_SEC_nn Click the Net Worth Detail
link on the Institutional EFC
Summary Detail page.


View information about
student's net worth, the total
assets calculated by EFM.


Discretionary Net Worth
Income Supplement Detail
Parent Contribution - IM, IM
w/Options


INST_PIM_DN_SEC_nn


INST_PIM_DNO_SECnn


Click the Discretionary Net
Worth/Income Supplement
Detail link on the Institutional
EFC Summary Detail page.


View information on
calculated allowances to offset
net worth for the parent using
institutional methodology.


Discretionary Net Worth
Income Supplement Detail
Parent Contribution − EFM


INST_PFM_IS_SEC_nn Click the Discretionary Net
Worth/Income Supplement
Detail link on the Institutional
EFC Summary Detail page.


View information on
calculated allowances to
offset net worth for the parent
using estimated federal
methodology.


Discretionary Net Worth
Income Supplement Detail
Student Contribution − IM,
 IM w/Options


INST_SIM_DN_SEC_nn


INST_SIM_DNO_SECnn


Click the Discretionary Net
Worth/Income Supplement
Detail link on the Institutional
EFC Summary Detail page.


View information on
calculated allowances to offset
net worth for the student using
institutional methodology.


Discretionary Net Worth
Income Supplement Detail
Student Contribution − EFM


INST_SFM_IS_SEC_nn Click theDiscretionary Net
Worth/Income Supplement
Detail link on the Institutional
EFC Summary Detail page.


View information on
calculated allowances to offset
net worth for the student
using estimated federal
methodology.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Contribution for Student
Detail Parent Contribution −
IM, IM w/Options


INST_PIM_TC_SEC_nn


INST_PIM_TCO_SECnn


Click the Contribution for
Student Detail link on the
Institutional EFC Summary
Detail page.


View information about the
parent contribution for the
student using institutional
methodology.


Contribution for Student
Detail Parent Contribution −
EFM


INST_PFM_TC_SEC_nn Click the Contribution for
Student Detail link on the
Institutional EFC Summary
Detail page.


View information about
the parent contribution for
the student using federal
methodology.


Contribution for Student
Detail Student Contribution −
IM, IM w/Options


INST_SIM_TC_SEC_nn


INST_SIM_TCO_SECnn


Click the Contribution for
Student Detail link on the
Institutional EFC Summary
Detail page.


View information about
student contribution using
institutional methodology.


Contribution for Student
Detail Student Contribution −
EFM


INST_SFM_TC_SEC_nn Click the Contribution for
Student Detail link on the
Institutional EFC Summary
Detail page.


View information about
student contribution
using estimated federal
methodology.


Reviewing an Institutional EFC Summary
Access the Institutional EFC Summary page (Financial Aid > Institutional Application Data > View
20nn-20nn IM EFC Detail > Institutional EFC Summary).


The system displays the Total Income, Available Income,  Net Worth, DNW/Inc Supp (Discretionary Net
Worth/Income Supplement), and Contribution for Student for both parent and student contribution for the
selected student, application source, and aid year.


Click the IM Assumptions link to access the Institutional Assumption Detail page, which describes any
INAS assumptions that apply to the student.


Click the Detail links to access detailed information for each displayed amount.


See Reviewing INAS Assumption Codes.


Parent Contribution
EFM totals are always displayed. Select either basic IM or IM with options.


 Base IM Uses the institutional methodology provided by the College
Board.


 IM w/Options Uses the institutional methodology provided by the College
Board and reflects override options set up by your institution.


 EFM  (estimated federal methodology) Uses the federal methodology formula provided by the College
Board to calculate an estimated federal parent contribution.


Student Contribution
EFM totals are always displayed. Select Base IM or IM with Options.
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 Base IM Uses the institutional methodology provided by the College
Board.


 IM w/Options Uses the institutional methodology provided by the College
Board and reflects override options set up by your institution.


 EFM  (estimated federal methodology) Uses the federal methodology formula provided by the College
Board to calculate an estimated federal student contribution.


Reviewing Need Summary


This section discusses how to view need summary information.


Pages to View Need Summary
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Need Summary NEED_SUMMARY_SEC Click the Need Summary
link on any tab of the Correct
20nn-20nn ISIR records
component.


View the award period and
EFC status for both the
Federal and Institutional cost
of attendance, expected family
contribution, need, GI bill,
 total aid, unmet need, and aid
overaward.


Viewing Need Summary Information
Access the Need Summary page (click the Need Summary link on any tab of the Correct 20nn-20nn ISIR
records component.
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Image: Need Summary page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Need Summary page.


Reviewing INAS Assumption Codes


To set up INAS Assumptions Codes, use the INAS Assumption Codes component
(INAS_ASMPTN_CODES).


This section discusses how to:


• Review INAS FM assumption codes.


• Review INAS IM assumption codes.


Pages Used to Review INAS Assumption Codes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


INAS FM Assumption Codes INAS_FM_ASMPTN Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS Assumption Codes >
INAS FM Assumption Codes


Review assumption codes
regarding federal application
information. INAS FM
assumption codes are
provided by the College
Board and are based on
CPS (central processing
system) and delivered with the
Financial Aid system.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


INAS IM Assumption Codes INAS_IM_ASMPTN Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
INAS Assumption Codes >
INAS IM Assumption Codes


Review assumption codes
regarding institutional
application information.
 INAS IM assumption codes
are provided by the College
Board and are delivered with
the Financial Aid system.


Reviewing INAS FM Assumption Codes
Access the INAS FM Assumption Codes page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing > INAS Assumption Codes > INAS FM Assumption Codes).


Use this page to review the FM assumption code defined by INAS for the aid year.


With the delivery of IM each year, the IM Assumption Code values are available. After FM is delivered,
the FM Assumption Code values are available.


Reviewing INAS IM Assumption Codes
Access the INAS IM Assumption Codes page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing > INAS Assumption Codes > INAS IM Assumption Codes).


Use this page to review the IM assumption code defined by INAS for the aid year.
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Assessing Eligibility for Financial Aid


Setting Up Verification Options


Verification is the process of checking the accuracy of the information provided by students and their
families when applying for financial aid. Institutions are required to perform federal verification on a
portion of their aid applicants before awarding Title IV aid. The Campus Solutions application provides
options for meeting federal and institutional verification requirements.


This section discusses how to set up fields for compare.


For more information see, the Federal Student Aid Handbook


Pages Used to Set Up Verification Options
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Federal Setup SFA_VER_FLD_TS_FED Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
Verification Setup > Federal
Setup tab


Activate fields for federal
verification processing and
filter for use by dependency
status.


Institutional Setup SFA_VER_FLD_TS_INS Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
Verification Setup >
Institutional Setup tab


Activate fields for
institutional verification
processing and filter for use
by dependency status.


Inst Marital Status Mapping SFA_VERIF_MAR_MAPP Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing >
Verification Setup > Inst
Marital Status Mapping


Map available parent marital
statuses to institutional marital
statuses


Setting Up Tolerances
Access the Federal Setup page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > Verification Setup > Federal Setup).
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Image: Federal Setup page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Federal Setup page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


Insert rows and select fields to be verified and indicate for which type of student the verification applies;
dependent or independent.


Effective Date Displays the effective date for these verification tolerance rules.
 The effective date defines when the status that you select is
valid.


Status Displays the status for the data. Values are Active  and Inactive.


Total Tolerance Federal Enter the amount that the combined total of all selected fields
can vary between verified and reported information. This
tolerance is the maximum difference that can exist as variance
before failing the verification process.


Field Number Enter the field number for each of the fields to be compared.


Field Name Displays the corresponding name for each field to verify.


Dependent Select to compare the field for dependent students.


Independent Select to compare the field for independent students.


Access the Institutional Setup page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > Application
Processing > Verification Setup > Institutional Setup).
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Image: Institutional Setup page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Institutional Setup page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Refer to the field descriptions for the Federal Setup page with the following exceptions:


 Total Tolerance Institutional Enter the amount that the combined total of all selected fields
can vary between verified and reported information. This
tolerance is the maximum difference that can exist as variance
before failing the verification process.


Mapping Institutional Marital Statuses
Access the Inst Marital Status Mapping page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid >
Application Processing > Verification Setup > Inst Marital Status Mapping).
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Image: Institutional Marital Status Mapping page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Institutional Marital Status Mapping page. You can
find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use this page to map system marital status values to Institutional marital statuses.


Marital Status Displays all possible ISIR and Institutional parent marital
statuses


Inst Marital Status Select the Institutional parent marital status you wish to map to
each of the possible marital statuses.
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Note: This setup resolves differences between ISIR (Federal)
and PROFILE (Institutional) parent marital statuses when
performing Verification without first retrieving application data
via 'Get Federal Data' or 'Get Institutional Data'.
If you have retrieved application data, the system renders the
parent marital statuses based on the application type, Federal or
Institutional. However, if application data is not first retrieved,
 the system cannot determine if the data being verified is Federal
or Institutional and renders all possible parent marital statuses.
 When you consolidate Verification data either online or batch,
 you are required to select the type of consolidation being
performed, Federal or Institutional.
Parent marital statuses for consolidation can be mapped without
interpretation for Federal Verification. However, Institutional
parent marital statuses do not possess the same characteristics
and this setup allows you to map the 9 possible parent marital
statuses to the 6 actual Institutional parent marital statuses.
 When consolidation is performed, regardless of what marital
status is selected in the Tax Form Data page, the mapped value
is used and displayed for consolidation and compare. For
example, if you enter a marital status of Married/Remarried and
Institutional consolidation is performed, your mapping setup
determines if Married or Remarried is used in consolidation.


Verification Field Numbers
To access year specific Verification field numbers cross referenced for ISIR and Institutional


applications, query ISIR_VERIF_XREF.


Verifying Resource and Household Information


Use the pages in the Application Data Verification component to verify the number of persons in the
household, the number enrolled in post-secondary education, the AGI, income tax paid for the base year,
and certain untaxed income and benefits for the base year.


This section provides an overview of calculating Federal Variance and discusses how to:


• View Financial Aid Administrator Information.


• Verify household information.


• Verify tax data.


• Verify W-2 information.


• Verify federal untaxed income.


• Verify federal additional financial information.
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• Verify institutional untaxed income.


• Verify institutional other taxable income.


• Consolidate forms.


• View consolidated federal tax data.


• View consolidated institutional tax data.


Note: The navigation paths for the pages listed in the following table are for aid year 20nn-20nn. Oracle
supports access for three active aid years.


Pages Used to Verify Resource and Household Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


FAA Information SFA_VER_FAA_INFO Financial Aid >
Verification > Manage
20nn-20nn Verification >
FAA Information


Displays financial aid
administrator information.


Household Info VERIF02_FORM1 Financial Aid >
Verification > Manage
20nn-20nn Verification >
Household Info


Enter documented information
about the student and
members of the student's
household.


TIV School Information VERIF_SCHL_CD_SEC Click the TIV Information
link on the Household Info
page. This link appears when
you enter a valid school code.


View Title IV school
information.


Get Institutional Data VERIF_APP_SRC_CODE Click the Get Inst Data button
on the Household Info page.


Indicate which Application
Source code to use to populate
fields with institutional data.


Tax Form Data VERIFnn_FORM2 Financial Aid >
Verification > Manage
20nn-20nn Verification > Tax
Form Data


Enter information reported on
the filer's tax form.


Student's Income from Wages VERIF_WAGES_STDNT Click the Student/Spouse
Wages link on the Tax Form
Data page.


View detail information about
wages reported by the person
whose data is being verified.


Parent Income from Wages VERIF_WAGES_PARENT Click the Parent's Wages link
on the Tax Form Data page.


View detail information about
wages reported by the person
whose data is being verified.


Other Taxable Income SFA_OTHER_INC1_nn Click the Other Taxable
Income link on the Tax Form
Data page.


Enter 1040, 1040A or 1040EZ
taxable income line items
other than wages.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Income Adjustments SFA_INCOME_ADJ_09 Click the Income Adjustments
link on the Tax Form Data
page.


Record 1040 or 1040A
adjustments to income. The
tax form recorded as filed
determines which fields
activate. Values entered here
write to Tax Form Data/
Income Adjustments and may
affect Federal and Institutional
specific verification pages.


Tax, Credits and Payments SFA_TAXCREDIT_nn Click the Tax, Credits, and
Payments link on the Tax
Form Data page.


Enter or view tax and credit
data. The filed tax form
determines which fields are
active. With the exception of
Earned Income Credit and
Additional Child Tax Credit,
 credits entered are subtracted
from the tax amount. The net
calculated amount writes to
Tax Form Data - US Income
Tax Paid field.


W-2 Form VERIF03_FORM3 Financial Aid >
Verification > Manage
20nn-20nn Verification >
W-2 Form


Enter or view information
reported on a person's W-2
form.


Verification W2 - Box 12 VERIF03_W2_BOX12 Click the Box 12 link on the
W-2 Form page.


Enter or view information
from Box 12 on the W-2
form.


Fed Untax Income SFA_FED_UNTAX_INC Financial Aid >
Verification > Manage
20nn-20nn Verification > Fed
Untax Income


Enter or view federal untaxed
income data. Displays only
field values that originate
from Total Other Income or
Income Adjustment pages.
 The family member row
determines which fields are
active.


Fed Add Fin Info SFA_FEDADFIN_IN_nn Financial Aid >
Verification > Manage
20nn-20nn Verification > Fed
Add Fin Info


Enter or view federal
additional financial
information. Display only
field values originate from U.
S. Income Tax Paid page.


Inst Untax Income SFA_INST_UTX_IN_nn Financial Aid >
Verification > Manage
20nn-20nn Verification > Inst
Untax Income


Enter or view Institutional
untaxed income data. Display
only field values originate
from Untaxed Income or
Income Adjustment pages.
 The family member row
determines which fields are
active.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Inst Other Taxable SFA_INSTOTH_TAX_nn Financial Aid >
Verification > Manage
20nn-20nn Verification > Inst
Other Taxable


Enter or view institutional
other taxable income. Display
only field values originate
from Total Other Income
page. The family member row
determines which fields are
active.


Tax Data Consolidation VERIF_TAX_CONSL_nn Financial Aid >
Verification > Manage
20nn-20nn Verification > Tax
Data Consolidation


Combine the income and
resources of all family
members of the individual
being verified.


Consolidated Tax Data —
Federal


SFA_VER_CSL_FEDnn Click the Consolidated Tax
Data link on the Tax Data
Consolidation page.


View or edit consolidated
federal tax and resource
information.


Consolidated Tax Data – Inst SFA_VER_CSL_ISTnn Click the Consolidated Tax
Data link on the Tax Data
Consolidation page.


View or edit consolidated
institutional tax and resource
information.


Viewing Financial Aid Administrator Information
Access the FAA Information page (Financial Aid > Verification > Manage 20nn-20nn Verification >
FAA Information).


Image: FAA Information page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the FAA Information page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


For field descriptions of the header information on this page,


See Reviewing the Student's Packaging Status.


For field descriptions of the FAA Information,
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See Making ISIR Corrections.


Verifying Household Information
Access the Household Info page (Financial Aid > Verification > Manage 20nn-20nn Verification >
Household Info).


Image: Household Info page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Household Info page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: Use the arrow on the right to scroll to the hidden pages. After you click on either the Get Fed Data
button or the Get Inst Data button, only the relevant pages display.


The system displays the student information, including National ID. For students in the United States, the
National ID is the Social Security number (SSN).


The page maintains a separate row for each household member. Ensure that you are accessing the correct
row for the person you are verifying.


 Get Fed Data  (get federal data) Click this button to populate fields with the most recent
Institutional Student Information Record (ISIR) record data.
 When federal data is retrieved, the Inst Untax Income page and
Inst Other Taxable page are hidden.


 Get Inst Data  (get institutional data) Click this button to populate fields with institutional record data.
 The system prompts you to enter an application source code.
 When institutional data is retrieved, the Fed Untax Income page
and Fed Add Fin Info page are hidden.


Note: You are required to Get Inst Data for all institutional records. You are required to Get Fed Data for
all records with a Student or Parent IRS Request not equal to "02" .
If the Student or Parent IRS Request is “02”, data was transferred from the IRS and not changed prior to
submission of the application. For these records, using Get Fed Data is optional.
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Application Data Verification
Select the radio button for Application Data that you want to verify:


• Student


• Spouse


• Parent 1


• Parent 2


• NC/Other/Step Parent (non-custodial parent/other/step-parent)


Note: If a non custodial parent file (HHB) only is present, verification cannot be performed.


 Sequence Sequence number for the row of information to be verified. A
separate row of verification data is maintained for each person
verified.


 Number in Family Enter the number in the student's family.


 Override Family Members Select to override the number of family members used to
calculate the expected family contribution (EFC).


 Number in College Enter the number of the student's family members in college.


 Override Number in College Select to override the number of family members in college
used to calculate the EFC.


Household Information
 Member Nbr  (member number) Displays the household member counter. The system increases


this field by one for each row inserted at the household member
level.


 Relationship Select the relationship to the student of the person selected in
Sequence. For example, the sequence for an independent student
might be, self, spouse, son. Data verification for the parent of a
dependent student might be self (Parent 1), spouse, son (student
applicant), daughter. You would not complete the family grid or
enter number in family or college values for a dependent student
row.


All dependent students must be listed as a relation with only
Parent 1, Parent 2, or NC/Other/Step Parent to be counted in the
parent household. Recording the student in more than one of
these categories results in over counting.


Members listed for student and spouse household categories are
compared to household size and the value for number in college
for the student. Members listed for Parent 1, Parent 2, and NC/
Other/Step Parent are compared to household size and the value
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for the number in college for parent (dependent students are
always included in the parent household in an aid application).


 School Code Enter a valid school code, if applicable. Entering a valid school
code enables the system to calculate a value for the Number
In College field. If the school code remains blank, the system
does not calculate the number in college. A TIV Information
link becomes available when you enter a valid college code. It
displays demographic information for the school.


TIV Information This link only appears when a valid School Code is selected.
 Click the link to open the TIV School Information page.


Getting Institutional Data
Access the Get Institutional Data using page (click the Get Inst Data button on the Household Info page).


 Application Source Code Select from these values:


FT Canada Student Loan (full-time Canadian student loan)


Institutional Application


Profile


PT Canada Student Loan (part-time Canadian student loan)


Verifying Tax Data
Access the Tax Form Data page (Financial Aid > Verification > Manage 20nn-20nn Verification > Tax
Form Data).


Image: Tax Form Data page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Tax Form Data page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


Note: This page is for a federal dependent student. Therefore the Inst Untax Income and Inst Other
Taxable pages are not available.
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 Sequence Displays the sequence number for the row of information to be
verified. A separate row of verification data is maintained for
each person verified. The selected button indicates the person
whose information is being verified.


Note: If a spouse row is created, the values from the student are
always used in consolidation for Tax Return Filed, Tax Form,
Eligible For 1040A or 1040EZ, and Marital Status. However,
 if a student value for one of these fields is blank, the student’s
Filing Status is not Separate, and the corresponding spouse
value is non-blank, then the spouse value is used.
If more than one parent row is created, the Marital Status
of Parent 2 overrides that of Parent 1 in consolidation. Tax
Return Filed, Tax Form, and Eligible For 1040A or 1040EZ
are consolidated according to the sequence number. If a value
is blank for one parent and non blank for the other then the
non blank value is used. For example, if the Parent 1 sequence
number is 2 with a Tax Return Filed of blank and the Parent 2 is
sequence number 3 and Tax Return Filed is Will File, then the
Parent 2 value for Tax Return Filed is used in consolidation. If
both parents have a Tax Return Filed value and they happen to
differ, then the parent with the lower sequence number value is
used.


Filing Information
 Tax Return Filed Select values are dependent on verification type, Federal or


Institutional.


 Tax Form Select values are dependent on verification type, Federal or
Institutional. The value that you select determines which fields
are activated on the Tax Form Data, Other Taxable Income,
 Income Adjustments and Tax, Credits and Payments pages.


 Eligible For 1040A or 1040EZ
(eligible to file 1040A or 1040EZ)


Select whether the filer is eligible to file the tax form 1040A or
1040EZ.


 Marital Status Select the marital status of the person whose documents are
being verified.


See Mapping Institutional Marital Statuses.


 Tax Return Filing Status Select the tax filing status of the person whose information is
being verified. The value that you select determines which fields
the system activates in the Wages page.


Select from the following values: Don’t Know, Head of
Household, Married-Joint, Married-Separate, Single, and
Widow(er).


 Dependents Select Yes if the person whose information is being verified has
dependents and select No if not.
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 Number of exemptions Enter the number of exemptions for the person whose
information is being verified.


 Wages Enter the amount of wages for the person whose information is
being verified.


 Total Other Income Enter any taxable income besides wages reported by the person
whose information is being verified.


 Income Adjustments Enter any allowable adjustments to income as reported by the
person whose information is being verified.


 Adjusted Gross Income Enter the total of wages and other income less income
adjustments for the person whose information is being verified.


 U.S. Income Tax Paid Enter the total of U.S. income tax paid by the person whose
information is being verified.


Special Circumstances Select this checkbox to indicate special circumstances may exist
for the student.


Note: You can enter data in the Total Other Income, Income Adjustments, and U.S. Income Tax Paid
fields to override information on the associated detail pages. However, overriding information is not
recommended.


Entering Student or Parent Income from Wages
Access the Student's Income from Wages page (click the Wages link on the Tax Form Data page).


The wage information displayed on this page depends on which Sequence row is active and the selections
made for Filing Status.


 Wage Income Student Displays the student's wage income or the Parent 1 wage
income.


 Wage Income Spouse Displays the spouse's wage income or the Parent 2 wage
income.


 Wages Displays the total wages from the wage income entries. The
system uses this amount to populate the Wages field on the Tax
Form Data page.


Entering Other Taxable Income
The elements that appear on the Other Taxable Income page are determined by the tax form indicated on
the Tax Form Data page. For the 1040 tax form, fields for Schedules B, C, D, E, F are available. For the
1040A form, a field for Schedule 1 is available.


Access the Other Taxable Income page – 1040 Tax Form (click the Other Taxable Income link on the Tax
Form Data page).
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The Add to Total Wages check box for Business Income Loss and the Add to Total Wages check box for
Farm Income/Losses are selected by default if you perform 'Get Fed Data' to pre-populate the component
with ISIR data. If selected, income or loss to wages is calculated to the total wages.


Entering Income Adjustments
Access the Income Adjustments page (click the Income Adjustments link on the Tax Form Data page).


The fields on this page match the order of the fields on the 1040 form.


Note: For a 1040A filer, the available fields are Educator Expenses, Filer's IRA deduction, Student loan
interest, and Tuition and fees deduction.
An Income Adjustments page is not available for a 1040EZ filer. Enter the total income adjustment value
in the Income Adjustments field on the Tax Form Data page.


Entering Tax, Credits, and Payments
Access the Tax, Credits and Payments page (click the Tax, Credits, and Payments link on the Tax Form
Data page).


Tax Credits and Payments allows entry of pertinent data from forms 1040, 1040A, and 1040EZ. It
captures Line xx Income Tax Amount and uses that value to update U.S. Tax Paid on the Tax Form Data
entry page for use in the compare process. Other fields used in compare available in Tax, Credits, and
Payments are Schedule A itemized Deductions (1040 only), Education Credits, Additional Medicare
Form 8959, Earned Income Credit, and Additional Child Tax Credit.


Verifying W-2 Information
Access the W-2 Form page (Financial Aid > Verification > Manage 20nn-20nn Verification > W-2
Form).


Image: W-2 Form page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the W-2 Form page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.
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Application Data Verification
 Sequence Displays the sequence number for the row of information to be


verified. A separate row of verification data is maintained for
each person verified. Ensure that you entering and viewing data
for the correct row.


Wage and Tax Statement
 Box 12 Click this link to enter or view information from Box 12 on the


W-2 form.


Viewing W-2 Box 12 Information
Access the Verification W2 - Box 12 page (click the Box 12 link on the W-2 Form page).


 Code Refer to the W-2 instructions for details on valid values for the
code.


Verifying Federal Untaxed Income
Access the Fed Untax Income page (Financial Aid > Verification > Manage 20nn-20nn Verification >
Fed Untax Income).


Image: Fed Untax Income page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Fed Untax Income page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Federal Untaxed Income
You can view and enter data in some fields on this page. Other fields are display only.


The Other Unreported Income field is not included for parent rows.


The following fields are display only fields. For all other fields on the page, you can view and enter data.


IRA/SEP/KEOGH Deduction
(Individual Retirement Account/Self
Employment Plan/Keogh Deduction)


Displays the combined amounts for IRA, SEP and KEOGH
deductions. This amount writes from the Income Adjustments
page.


Tax Exempt Interest Income Displays interest income that is tax exempt. This amount writes
from the Other Taxable Income page.


Untaxed IRA (Untaxed Individual
Retirement Account)


Displays the amount of funds disbursed from an IRA that is
nontaxable. This amount writes from the Other Taxable Income
page and is the difference between Total IRA payments and
Taxable IRA payments.


Untaxed Pension Displays the amount of pension earnings that are untaxed. This
amount writes from the Other Taxable Income page and is the
difference between Total Pension and Taxed Pension.


Total Other Untaxed Income Displays the total of the amounts in the untaxed income fields
on this page.


Verifying Federal Additional Financial Information
Access the Fed Addl Fin Info page (Financial Aid > Verification > Manage 20nn-20nn Verification >
Fed Addl Fin Info).
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Image: Fed Addl Fin Info page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Fed Addl Fin Info page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Federal Additional Financial Information
You can view and enter data in some fields on this page. Other fields are display only.


Federal Benefits Received Select each Federal benefit that the student received. If you
fetch Federal data, these fields populate as recorded on the
student's ISIR.


Education credit Displays the Education Credit. This amount writes from the Tax,
 Credits, and Payments page.


Add. Financial Total (additional
financial total)


Displays the total for all additional financial information fields
on this page.


You can enter and view data in the other fields.


Verifying Institutional Untaxed Income
Access the Inst Untax Income page (Financial Aid > Verification > Manage 20nn-20nn Verification >
Inst Untax Income).
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Image: Inst Untax Income page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Inst Untax Income page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Institutional Untaxed Income — Student
You can view and enter data in some fields on this page. Other fields are display only.


IRA/SEP/KEOGH Deduction
(Individual Retirement Account/Self
Employment Plan/Keogh Deduction)


Displays the combined amounts for IRA, SEP and KEOGH
deductions. This amount writes from the Income Adjustments
page.


Tax Exempt Interest Income Displays interest income that is tax exempt. This amount writes
from the Other Taxable Income page.


Additional Child Tax Credit Displays additional child tax credit. This amount writes from
Tax, Credits and Payments page.


Untaxed SS Benefits (Untaxed Social
Security Benefits)


Displays untaxed social security benefits. This amount writes
from the Other Taxable Income page and is the difference
between Social Security benefits and Taxed Social Security
Benefits.
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Earned Income Credit Displays earned income credit. This amount writes from Tax,
 Credits and Payments page.


You can enter and view data in the other fields on this page.


Institutional Untaxed Income — Parent
IRA/SEP/KEOGH Deduction
(Individual Retirement Account/Self
Employment Plan/Keogh Deduction)


Displays the combined amounts for IRA, SEP and KEOGH
deductions. This amount writes from the Income Adjustments
page.


Tax Exempt Interest Income Displays interest income that is tax exempt. This amount writes
from the Other Taxable Income page.


Additional Child Tax Credit Displays additional child tax credit. This amount writes from
Tax, Credits and Payments page.


Untaxed SS Benefits (Untaxed Social
Security Benefits)


Displays untaxed social security benefits. This amount writes
from the Other Taxable Income page and is the difference
between Social Security benefits and Taxed Social Security
Benefits.


Earned Income Credit Displays earned income credit. This amount writes from Tax,
 Credits and Payments page.


Untaxed IRA (Untaxed Individual
Retirement Account)


Displays the amount of funds disbursed from an IRA that is
nontaxable. This amount writes from the Other Taxable Income
page and is the difference between Total IRA payments and
Taxable IRA payments.


Untaxed Pension Displays the amount of pension earnings that are untaxed. This
amount writes from the Other taxable Income page and is the
difference between Total Pension and Taxed Pension.


Tuition and fees deduction Displays the amount of tuition and fees deduction derived from
entries on the Income Adjustments page.


You can enter and view data in the other fields.


Verifying Institutional Other Taxable Income
Access the Inst Other Taxable page (Financial Aid > Verification > Manage 20nn-20nn Verification >
Inst Other Taxable).
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Image: Inst Other Taxable page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Inst Other Taxable page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Institutional Other Taxable Income — Student
Taxed Financial Aid Displays total for Grant/Scholarship Aid and Taxed Work-


Study/Fellow/Assist fields. Combat Pay is not included in this
total.


You can enter and view data in the other fields.


Institutional Other Taxable Income — Parent
Taxable Refund Displays taxable refunds. This amount writes from the Other


Taxable Income page.


Alimony Income Displays alimony income. This amount writes from the Other
Taxable Income page.


Capital Gains/Loss Displays capital gains/loss. This amount writes from the Other
Taxable Income page.


Other Gains/Losses Displays other gains/losses. This amount writes from the Other
Taxable Income page.


Taxable IRA/Keogh Displays other taxable IRA/Keogh. This amount writes from the
Other Taxable Income page.


Taxed Pension Displays taxed pension. This amount writes from the Other
Taxable Income page.


Unemployment Benefits Displays unemployment benefits. This amount writes from the
Other Taxable Income page.
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Taxed Social Security Benefits Displays taxed social security. This amount writes from the
Other Taxable Income page.


Other Taxed Income Displays other taxed income. This amount writes from the Other
Taxable Income page.


Combat Pay Enter or view the combat pay amount.


Total Other Income Displays total for other taxable fields on this page. Combat Pay
is not included in this total.


Institutional Other Taxable Income — NC/Other/Step Parent
This page differs from the Parent 1 and Parent 2 pages in the following way:


• Includes Child Support Paid for Student and Alimony Paid fields.


• Does not include Child Support Received for Student field.


Consolidating Forms
Access the Tax Data Consolidation page (Financial Aid > Verification > Manage 20nn-20nn
Verification > Tax Data Consolidation).


Image: Tax Data Consolidation page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Tax Data Consolidation page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


 Sequence Displays the sequence number for the row of information to be
verified.


 Tax Consolidation Type Select the Tax Consolidation Type you want to use. This field
is active only if you do not select "Get Fed Data" or "Get Inst
Data" for Household Verification. If you choose the Institutional
Tax Consolidation Type, then the Institutional Marital Status
Mapping is used. This field is display only if you use the "Get
Fed Data" or "Get Inst Data".


See Mapping Institutional Marital Statuses.


 Consolidate Click the Consolidate button to combine all income and
resources. Consolidation takes whatever you have entered in
the prior Application Verification pages of this component and
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consolidates pertinent information. Consolidation only captures
the fields from Verification Setup.


Consolidated Tax Data Click this link to view or edit all tax and resource information
on the Consolidated Tax Data page. Values that appear should
represent the tax form information entered for each verified
person. You can make bottom-line changes to tax information
here, but your changes are not saved if you re-run consolidation
after the changes are made.


NCP Consolidated Tax Data (non
custodial parent consolidated tax data)


Click this link to view or edit all tax and resource information
on the Non-Custodial Parent Consolidated Tax Data page.
 Values that appear should represent the tax form information
entered for each verified person. You can make bottom-line
changes to tax information here, but your changes are not saved
if you re-run consolidation after the changes are made.


Note: This link only appears for PROFILE applicants.


Viewing Federal Consolidated Tax Data
Access the Consolidated Tax Data – Federal page (click the Consolidated Tax Data link on the Tax Data
Consolidation page).


Note: The fields on this page compare to your target tables.


For descriptions of the fields in this section, please refer to the United States Department of Education's
Electronic Data Exchange Technical Reference or


See Making ISIR Corrections.


Student's Tax Data
 Marital Status Displays the marital status of the student based on ISIR values.


Federal Benefits Received Check boxes indicate which Federal benefits were received.


Parent's Tax Data
 Marital Status Displays the marital status of the Parent based on ISIR values.


Federal Benefits Received Check boxes indicate which Federal benefits were received.


Viewing Institutional Consolidated Tax Data
Access the Consolidated Tax Data – Inst page (click the Consolidated Tax Data link on the Tax Data
Consolidation page).


Note: The fields on this page compare to your target tables.
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For descriptions of the fields in this section, please refer to the College Board's Financial Aid Services
Information Center (https://groups.collegeboard.org/fas) for supporting documentation.


See Maintaining Institutional Financial Aid Applications.


Student's Tax Data
 Marital Status Displays the marital status of the student based on Institutional


values.


Benefits Received Displays federal benefits received based in Institutional values.


Parent's Tax Data
 Marital Status Displays marital status of the Parent based on Institutional


values.


Benefits Received Displays federal benefits received based on Institutional values.


Working with Auto Verification


This section discusses how to:


• Use auto verification.


• Edit student level tolerances.


• Edit verification status.


• Compare verification results.


Pages Used for Auto Verification
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Auto Verification VERIF_COMP_DTL Financial Aid >
Verification > Perform
Auto Verification > Auto
Verification


Perform comparison of
source and target data.
 Compare income documents
to financial aid applications or
compare ISIR to Institutional
data. View comparison results
to determine whether to
update the target table with
source information.


Student Tolerance Setup –
FED


SFA_VER_STU_FED_TS Click the Student Tolerance
Setup link on the Auto
Verification page.


View or edit federal tolerance
levels.


Student Tolerance Setup –
INST


SFA_VER_STU_INT_TS Click the Student Tolerance
Setup link on the Auto
Verification page.


View or edit institutional
tolerance levels.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Edit Verification Status VERIF_RES_STAT_SEC Click the Edit Status button
on the Auto Verification page.


View or change verification
codes or statuses.


Verification Compare Results VERIF_TEST_DTL_SEC Click the Field Comparison
Detail link on the Auto
Verification page.


View a summary of fields
that were compared and for
which the system indicated a
variance.


Using Auto Verification
Access the Auto Verification page (Financial Aid > Verification > Perform Auto Verification > Auto
Verification).


Image: Auto Verification page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Auto Verification page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


Verification is the process of comparing source data to a target set of data. Use this page to set up
verification parameters.


 Verification Type Select from:


Federal: Applies federal setup rules to this verification.


Institutional: Applies institutional setup rules to this
verification.


 Source This is a translate field and should not be adjusted. Values are:


Inst App:  Data from the Institutional Application tables.


ISIR:  Data from the ISIR Data Corrections tables.


Tax/Verif:  Selected data from the Application Data Verification
pages created from the Consolidate routine.
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 Target This is a translate field. Translate values should not be adjusted.
 Values include:


Inst App: Data from the Maintain Institutional Application
tables.


ISIR: Data from the ISIR Data Corrections tables.


 Application Type Values are:


Inst App: Institutional application


Profile: PROFILE application


FT - CSL: Full-time Canadian student loan


PT - CSL: Part-time Canadian student loan


 Mark Assumptions as Verified Use this option only when the Source value is Tax/Verif and the
Target value is ISIR. Select to tag fields originally identified as
Assumption fields with a field status of Verified. Assumed ISIR
data fields that result from the federal methodology calculation
are maintained on secondary pages of the ISIR Data Corrections
pages.


 Set to Send ISIR Correction Select this check box to set the Correction Status to Send on
ISIR corrections when the Apply Changes button is selected.


 Use Student Level Override Select this check box to apply verification tolerance levels for
this student. This selection overrides the tolerance levels set up
at the global level. Select when you want to activate changes
made in the Student Tolerance setup.


 Verification Sequence Displays the verification sequence number, which tracks
multiple background processes. Row insertion is suggested
for sequencing online iterations. Use it to track the results and
accompanying verification setup performed for this student.


Perform Compare Click this button to compare your target and source data and to
activate the Field Comparison Detail link when variances are
found.


Apply Changes Click this button to move marked fields to the target tables when
fields that you mark as Apply in Field Comparison Detail (see
View Field Comparison Detail) are acceptable.


Student Tolerance Setup Click this link to open a page to view or edit fields or the
tolerance amount at the student level.


Results
The system displays the results of the most recent verification setup. The fields include Date,  Tolerance,
Variance,  Execution Type,  FED Verification Status,  INST Processing Status, and Pass or Fail.
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Click the Edit Status link to access the Edit Verification Status page, where you can change the program-
generated verification statuses for federal and institutional verification and processing.


Editing Student Level Tolerances
Access the Student Tolerance Setup page (click the Student Tolerance Setup link on the Auto Verification
page).


Image: Student Tolerance Setup – FED page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Student Tolerance Setup – FED page.
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Image: Student Tolerance Setup – INST page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Student Tolerance Setup – INST page.


Use these pages to override Verification setup for individual students.


Editing Verification Status
Access the Edit Verification Status page (click the Edit Status button on the Auto Verification page).


Image: Edit Verification Status page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Edit Verification Status page.


You can update the verification and processing status fields that reside on the Packaging Status Summary
page. The compare process automatically updates the status to Pending if the comparison results exceed
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the tolerance. If the ISIR transaction number is 1 and the verification process passes, then the verification
status changes to Accurate.


Note: The Field Comparison Detail link is active only after the Perform Compare is run.


Use the Field Comparison Detail link to view the field differences on the Verification Compare Results
page. Only fields that have differences appear. To use the source data to update your target tables, select
the Apply check box for the fields. If you do not select the Apply check box, the field value remains the
same as that in your target.


Comparing Verification Results
Access the Verification Compare Results page (click the Field Comparison Detail link on the Auto
Verification page).


Image: Verification Compare Results page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Verification Compare Results page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


This page lists fields with differences. You can select to update all or only select fields for moving to ISIR
or Institution tables.
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Apply Select this check box to use the source data to update your target
tables. If you do not select the Apply check box, the field value
remains the same as that in your target.


 Source This data comes from the source table, tax/verification, ISIR, or
institutional application.


 Target This data comes from the target table, ISIR, or institutional
application.


 Difference Displays the difference between the source and target
information.


Using Batch Verification


This section discusses how to:


• Process batch consolidation.


• View batch consolidated tax data.


• Process batch verification.


• Use batch verification results.


• Use batch verification summary.


• Use batch verification detail.


Pages Used for Batch Verification
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Batch Consolidation RUNCTL_FA_CONSL Financial Aid >
Verification > Perform
Batch Consolidation > Batch
Consolidation


Set consolidation parameters
for batch consolidation and
run the process.


Batch Consolidation Detail VERIF_CONSUL_SMRY Financial Aid >
Verification > View Batch
Consolidation > Batch
Consolidation Detail


View batch consolidation
results at the student level
from the Application
Data Verification - Tax
Consolidation Consolidated
Tax Data page.


Consolidated Tax Data – Fed SFA_VER_CSL_FED2 Click the Consolidated
Tax Data link on the Batch
Consolidation Detail inquiry
page.


View federal consolidated tax
information for a student or
parent.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Consolidated Tax Data – Inst SFA_VER_CSL_INST2 Click the Consolidated
Tax Data link on the Batch
Consolidation Detail inquiry
page.


View institutional
consolidated tax information
for a student or parent.


Batch Verification RUNCTL_FAPCMPR1_01 Financial Aid >
Verification > Perform
Batch Verification > Batch
Verification


Set parameters to verify
batches and to run the process.


Batch Verification Results RUNCTL_VERIF_SEC Click the Results link on the
Batch Verification Results
page.


View summary verification
information.


Batch Verification Summary VERIF_COMP_SMRY Financial Aid >
Verification > View
Verification Summary >
Batch Verification Summary


View summary verification
information.


Batch Verification Detail STDNT_VERIF_DTL1 Financial Aid >
Verification > View
Verification Detail > Batch
Verification Detail


View detail verification
information from the Field
Comparison Detail button on
the Auto Verification page.


Processing Batch Consolidation
Access the Batch Consolidation page (Financial Aid > Verification > Perform Batch Consolidation >
Batch Consolidation).


Selection Criteria Select Unconsolidated or All Stdnts in Verification.


 Tax Consolidation Type Select the Tax Consolidation Type you want to use. This field
is active only if you do not select "Get Fed Data" or "Get Inst
Data" for Household Verification. If you choose the Institutional
Tax Consolidation Type, then the Institutional Marital Status
Mapping is used. This field is display only if you use the "Get
Fed Data" or "Get Inst Data"


See Mapping Institutional Marital Statuses.


Viewing Batch Consolidated Tax Data
Access the Batch Consolidation Detail page (Financial Aid > Verification > View Batch Consolidation >
Batch Consolidation Detail).


View Batch Consolidated Tax Data by clicking the Consolidated Tax Data link.


View Batch Non Custodial Parent Batch Consolidated Tax Data by clicking the NC Consolidated Tax
Data link.
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The Batch Consolidated Tax Data pages are the same as the Online Consolidated Tax Data pages except
that the Batch pages are view–only. Refer to the documentation about the Online pages for information
about the fields on the Batch pages.


See Viewing Federal Consolidated Tax Data.


See Viewing Institutional Consolidated Tax Data.


Processing Batch Verification
Access the Batch Verification page (Financial Aid > Verification > Perform Batch Verification > Batch
Verification).


Image: Batch Verification page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Batch Verification page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the Batch Verification page to run verification for all students selected, according to the criteria that
you establish.


 Verification Type Select from these values:


Federal: Select to apply federal setup rules to this verification.


Institutional: Select to apply institutional setup rules to this
verification.


 Source Verification is the process of comparing source data to a target
set of data. This is a translate field, and translate values should
not be adjusted. Select from these values:


Inst App: Data from the Maintain Institutional Application
tables


ISIR: Data from the ISIR Data Corrections tables
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Tax/Verif: Selected data from the Application Data Verification
pages created from the Consolidate routine


 Target This is a translate field, and translate values should not be
adjusted. Select from these values:


Inst App: Data from the Maintain Institutional Application
tables


ISIR: Data from the ISIR Data Corrections tables


 Application Type Values are valid with a source or target of Inst App only and
include the following:


Inst App: Institutional application


PROFILE: PROFILE application


FT – CSL: Full-time Canadian student loan


PT – CSL: Part-time Canadian student loan


 Student Selection Select from the following values:


Both: Processes records with a verification status of either
pending or required.


Pending: Processes records with a verification status of pending
only.


Required: Processes records with a verification status of
required only.


 Auto Update Target Table Automatically updates the target table with verified data
identified with a variance.


 Mark Assumptions as Verified Use this check box only when the Source value is Tax/Verif and
the Target value is ISIR. Select to tag fields originally identified
as Assumption fields with a field status of Verified. Assumed
ISIR data fields that result from the federal methodology
calculation are maintained on secondary pages of the ISIR Data
Corrections pages.


 Set to Send ISIR Correction Select to set the Correction Status to Send on ISIR Corrections
when the Auto Update Target Table is used.


 Set Verification Complete Select to automatically set the Verification Status to Complete.
 This field is enabled only when the Auto Update Target table is
activated.


Using Batch Verification Summary
Access the Batch Verification Summary page (Financial Aid > Verification > View Verification
Summary > Batch Verification Summary).
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The system displays Institution, Aid Year, Process Instance, Verification Type, Date/Time, Source, User
ID, Target, Students Selected, Students Skipped, Students Processed, Students Passed,Students Failed, 
and Verification options selected for the run: Mark Assumptions as Verified, Auto Update Target Table,
Set Verification Complete, and Set to Send ISIR Correction.


Using Batch Verification Detail
Access the Batch Verification Detail page (Financial Aid > Verification > View Verification Detail >
Batch Verification Detail).


Results
The system displays Pass or Fail, Tolerance, Verification Sequence,  Verification Status, Variance,
Verification Date, Review Status, Verification Type,  User ID, Verification options selected for the run:
Changes Applied to Target, Mark Assumptions as Verified, and Set to Send ISIR Correction.


Field Comparison Detail
The system displays the most recent verification results for the listed fields. Only fields that have
differences appear.


The Done check box is activated when the process is run with the Auto Update Target Table option
activated. Source data comes from the source table, tax/verification, ISIR, or institutional application.
Target data comes from the target table, ISIR, or institutional application. There can be a difference
between the source and target information.


Managing Ability to Benefit


This section provides an overview of Ability to Benefit and discusses how to:


• Update Student Eligibility Code descriptions.


• Create and manage Ability to Benefit data at the student level.


• Create Ability to Benefit data for students in batch


Understanding Ability to Benefit
An Ability-to-Benefit test is required of students seeking United States federal financial aid who did not
graduate from high school in the United States. To this end, these students must demonstrate they possess
sufficient "ability to benefit" (ATB) from post-secondary education via their performance in an approved
test.


For these students, data regarding their ATB status must be reported as part of the Common Origination
and Disbursement process. Oracle provides a way to create and maintain ATB data for these students.
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Pages for Managing Ability to Benefit
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Eligibility Codes SFA_ATB_CODE_XREF Set Up SACR >Product
Related >Financial
Aid >Student Eligibility
Codes


Use this page to edit
descriptions of Student
Eligibility Codes in the setup
table.


Manage Ability to Benefit SFA_ATB_STDNT Financial Aid > Ability to
Benefit > Manage Ability to
Benefit


Use this page to create and
maintain Ability to Benefit
data for a student.


Create Ability to Benefit SFA_RUN_ATB Financial Aid > Ability to
Benefit > Create Ability to
Benefit


Use this page to create and
maintain Ability to Benefit
data in batch.


Updating SEC Descriptions
Access the Student Eligibility Codes page (Set Up SACR >Product Related >Financial Aid >Student
Eligibility Codes).


Keyed by Institution, use this page to update descriptions in the CS-delivered Student Eligibility Codes
setup table. Descriptions are limited to 55 alphanumeric characters.


These descriptions apply to COD Pell and COD Direct Loan origination awards and can be obtained
through the 2015-2016 COD Technical Reference, Volume II, Section 1, Implementation Guide - Student
Eligibility Fields (formerly Ability to Benefit).


The following table lists recommended Student Eligibility Code descriptions.


Student Eligibility Code Description


01: Complete before 7/1/2012 Test Completed - First enrolled before 7/1/2012


02: College before 7/1/2012 College Credits - First enrolled before 7/1/2012


03: State Process Effective 10/9/2015: Invalid for all award years


04: Home Schooled Home Schooled


05: Other Effective 10/9/2015: Invalid for all award years


06: High School Diploma High School Diploma


07: General Ed Development GED or State Authorized HS Equivalent Certificate


08: State-Authorized exam/cert Effective 10/9/2015: Invalid for all award years


09: Acad Trans min 2 YR Prog 2-Year program Transcript Accepted for Credits to BA


10: Excelled in High School Program leads to Assoc degree, excel in HS and met reqt


11: Complete 7/1/12 - 06/30/15 Test Completed - First enrolled 7/1/2012 - 6/30/2015
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Student Eligibility Code Description


12: Complete after 6/30/15 Test Completed - First enrolled 7/1/2015 or After


13: College 7/1/12 - 6/30/15 College Credits - First enrolled 7/1/2012 - 6/30/2015


14: College after 06/30/2015 College Credits - First enrolled 7/1/2015 or After


Creating and Managing Ability to Benefit
Access the Manage Ability to Benefit page (Financial Aid >Ability to Benefit >Manage Ability to
Benefit).


Use this page to create ATB data for applicable students. This data is reported on all COD Pell origination
awards to COD. Data is also reported for all COD Direct Loan origination award. Any ATB changes,
based on a new sequence number, are also reported to COD with a change record.


Sequence Displays the sequence number of the record. This number
increases by one every time a new row is inserted. A new row
should only be inserted if a change to the Ability to Benefit
Code is necessary.


Aid Year Select the Aid Year. For COD reporting purposes:


• If Aid Year is blank for the highest sequence number row,
 then the Student Eligibility Code for that row is used for all
Aid Years.


• If Aid Year is not blank for the highest sequence number
row and:


• the Aid Year for that row is less than or equal to the
Aid Year for the process Run Control, then the Student
Eligibility Code for that row is used for the process.


• the Aid Year for that row is greater than the Aid Year
for the process Run Control , then the process searches
for the next highest sequence row, and repeats the above
logic until a sequence row is selected to be used in
processing.


Note: Specifying an Aid Year allows you to designate different
Student Eligibility Codes by Aid Year. For example, you may
wish to take advantage of a new (expanded) code in a new Aid
Year when it was not available in an earlier Aid Year.


Stdnt Eligibility Code (student
eligibility code)


Select the value that indicates how the student achieved the
ATB. Select from the ATB codes established in the Student
Eligibility Codes crosswalk table setup. When a code is
selected, its description appears.
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Note: TheAbility to Benefit Code drives the remaining field
edits to ensure the correct 'set' of data is populated for COD
reporting requirements. All other changes should be made
directly to field element.


Test Administrator Code Select the administrator code of the ATB testing.


Test Code Select which ATB test was taken by the student.


State Code Select the state in which the student completed the State Process
to achieve ATB.


Completion Date Enter the date that the student completed the ATB test or State
Process.


Comment Enter optional explanatory comments. This information is not
shared with COD.


Creating Ability to Benefit Data in Batch
Access the Create Ability to Benefit page (Financial Aid > Ability to Benefit > Create Ability to
Benefit).


Population Selection


Use this page to create Ability to Benefit data for students in batch using standard Population Selection
functionality.


Selection Tool Select from Equation Engine, PS Query, or External File.
 Additional parameters are displayed for your selected tool.
 System data is available in Population Selection Context
Definition SFA_ATB.


Query Name This field is only available the PS Query Selection Tool is
selected. Select a population selection query that joins with the
bind record SFA_ATB_BIND.


Default Values


If any of the following fields come in from Population Selection with blanks then use the value from the
run control to populate the Ability to Benefit record.


Institution Enter the academic institution that the student is attending
during the aid year.


Aid Year Select the Aid Year. For COD reporting purposes:


• If Aid Year is blank for the highest sequence number row,
 then the Student Eligibility Code for that row is used for all
Aid Years.


• If Aid Year is not blank for the highest sequence number
row and:
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• the Aid Year for that row is less than or equal to the
Aid Year for the process Run Control, then the Student
Eligibility Code for that row is used for the process.


• the Aid Year for that row is greater than the Aid Year
for the process Run Control , then the process searches
for the next highest sequence row, and repeats the above
logic until a sequence row is selected to be used in
processing.


Note: Specifying an Aid Year allows you to designate different
Student Eligibility Codes by Aid Year. For example, you may
wish to take advantage of a new (expanded) code in a new Aid
Year when it was not available in an earlier Aid Year. If the Aid
Year value is specified on this Run Control, it populates the
ATB record for all Population Selection cohorts whose Aid Year
value is blank.


Stdnt Eligibility Code (student
eligibility code)


Select from the ATB codes established in the Student Eligibility
Codes crosswalk table setup. When a code is selected, its
description appears.


Entering a default value is optional, however if blank, then the
data retrieved from Population Selection must indicate an ATB
Code value.


Test Administrator Code Optional. Enter the ATB Test Administrator Code.


Test Code Optional. Enter ATB Test Code


State Code Optional. Enter the State Code if ATB Code is equal to '03:State
Process'.


Completion Date Enter the Completion Date of the ATB test.


Note: Ability to Benefit—related field values are based on the most current COD Technical Reference
material.


Using NSLDS Data and Processes


This section provides an overview of NSLDS data and processes and discusses how to:


• Generate Financial Aid History or Transfer Student Monitoring Inform file requests.


• Load Financial Aid History and Transfer Student Monitoring files.


• Set up NSLDS Data Load Parameters.


• Process NSLDS Files.
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• Use NSLDS Suspense Management.


• Generate NSLDS FAT Load Error Reports.


• Use NSLDS Change Review.


• Process NSLDS Alert File information.


• Review NSLDS general aggregate information.


• View details of NSLDS aggregate data


• View NSLDS Pell information.


• View NSLDS Academic Competitiveness Grant (ACG) details.


• View NSLDS National SMART grant (NSG) details.


• View NSLDS TEACH grant details.


• View NSLDS IASG grant details.


• View NSLDS additional information.


• Use the NSLDS Data Push Process


Understanding NSLDS Data and Processes
The National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS) is a central database operated by the Department
of Education to track student aid information. The NSLDS database is updated with information from
schools, agencies that guaranty loans, the Direct Loan program, the Pell Grant program and other
Department of Education programs. Schools use the NSLDS data to determine aid eligibility based on
past and current awards.


Schools can receive NSLDS data in the following ways:


• School submits a Financial Aid History (FAH) Inform request.


If requested, NSLDS sends a file that contains the student's full NSLDS Financial Aid History.


• School submits a Transfer Student Monitoring (TSM) Inform request.


If requested, NSLDS monitors students for changes affecting student eligibility not covered by the
ISIR post-screening process. If eligibility changes are detected, NSLDS sends an Alert file which
contains the student's full NSLDS Financial Aid History with the appropriate alert change flags.


• Limited NSLDS data is also part of the Institutional Student Information Record (ISIR).


Oracle provides a process to generate the FAH/TSM Inform (request) file to send to the NSLDS.
Additionally, once a FAH/Alert file is received, options are available to load and manage the NSLDS data
through use of suspense management, processes and reports. You can view loaded NSLDS data by using
the NSLDS Inquiry components.


To use NSLDS data in the Awarding and Packaging processes, NSLDS must be loaded, pushed to
aggregate aid tables, and the Packaging process must be directed to use NSLDS as an aggregate source to
assess how much aid had been used towards lifetime limits.
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Pages Used to Review and Process NSLDS Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


NSLDS Request SFA_RUN_NSLDS_OUT Financial Aid > File
Management > NSLDS >
Process NSLDS Request >
NSLDS Request


Generate an NSLDS Inform
file containing requests for
either Financial Aid History,
 Transfer Student Monitoring
or both.


FA Inbound RUNCTL_FAT_INBOUND Financial Aid > File
Management > Import
Federal Data Files > FA
Inbound


Load the NSLDS Financial
Aid History and Alert files
into the NSLDS staging
tables.


NSLDS Data Load
Parameters


SFA_NSLDS_LD_CNTRL Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
File Management > NSLDS
Data Load Parameters >
NSLDS Load Options tab


Configure the load parameters
for processing NSLDS data
from the staging tables to the
application tables.


NSLDS Search/Match SFA_NSLDS_SRCHMCH Set Up SACR > Product
Related > Financial Aid >
File Management > NSLDS
Data Load Parameters >
NSLDS Search/Match tab


Define the Search/Match
parameters for processing
NSLDS data from the staging
tables to the application
tables.


Process NSLDS Files RUNCTL_FAPTALRT Financial Aid > File
Management > NSLDS >
Process NSLDS Files >
Process NSLDS Files


Load NSLDS data from
the staging tables to the
application tables.


NSLDS Suspense
Management


NSLDS_SUSP_CNTRL Financial Aid > File
Management > NSLDS >
Manage NSLDS Records >
NSLDS Suspense
Management


View NSLDS records that
have been loaded into the
staging tables by the FA
Inbound process. Once the
Process NSLDS Files process
runs, review NSLDS records
that were not loaded into the
application tables.


NSLDS FAT Load Error
Report


RUNCTL_FA921 Financial Aid > File
Management > NSLDS >
NSLDS FAT Load Error
Report


Create a report listing all
NSLDS records that failed to
load to the application tables.
 These records have a Load
Status of Suspended or Error.


NSLDS Change Review NSLDS_CHANGE_RVW Financial Aid > File
Management > NSLDS >
Review NSLDS Flagged
Students > NSLDS Change
Review


Review all NSLDS Alert
file records that have been
loaded into the application
tables. After student NSLDS
information has been
reviewed, use this page
to indicate that you have
reviewed and resolved
any student aid eligibility
discrepancies.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


NSLDS Information NSLDS_GEN_AGGR Financial Aid > Awards >
View NSLDS Loan Data >
NSLDS Information


View error codes, change
flags, MPN flags, and alert
file flags.


NSLDS Overpayment
Information


NSLDS_CONTCT_SEC Click the Overpayment
Information link on the
NSLDS Information page.


View loan overpayment and
contact information for Pell,
 Perkins, and SEOG.


NSLDS Detail NSLDS_ERR_CD_SEC Click the Detail link on the
NSLDS Information page.


View NSLDS error codes,
 change flags, master
promissory note flags,
 and alert file flags for the
effective-dated row.


NSLDS Loan Detail NSLDS_LOAN_DTL Financial Aid > Awards >
View NSLDS Loan Data >
NSLDS Loan Detail


Review detailed information
for every federal loan that the
student has received.


NSLDS Pell NSLDS_PELL Financial Aid > Awards >
View NSLDS Loan Data >
NSLDS Pell


Review a summary of a
student's last three Pell
awards.


NSLDS ACG NSLDS_ACG Financial Aid > Awards >
View NSLDS Loan Data >
NSLDS ACG


View details for Academic
Competitiveness Grants.


NSLDS NSG NSLDS_NSG Financial Aid > Awards >
View NSLDS Loan Data >
NSLDS NSG


View details for National
SMART Grants.


NSLDS TEACH NSLDS_TEACH Financial Aid > Awards >
View NSLDS Loan Data >
NSLDS TEACH


View details for TEACH
Grants.


NSLDS IASG NSLDS_IASG Financial Aid > Awards >
View NSLDS Loan Data >
NSLDS UASG


View details for IASG Grants.


NSLDS Additional
Information


NSLDS_ADDL_INFO Financial Aid > Awards >
View NSLDS Loan
Data > NSLDS Additional
Information


Review overpayment
information or name history.


NSLDS Activity NSLDS_ERR_CD_SEC Financial Aid > Awards >
View NSLDS Loan Data.
 Click the Detail link on any
page in the component.


View NSLDS activity and
change flags.


NSLDS Data Push SFA_RUN_NSLDS_UPDT Financial Aid > File
Management > NSLDS >
Update Aggregates with
NSLDS > NSLDS Data Push


Run the Update Aggregates
with NSLDS as an
independent process to
push NSLDS totals into the
aggregate aid tables to be used
by the Packaging process.
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Generating Financial Aid History or Transfer Student Monitoring Inform File
Requests


Access the NSLDS Request page (Financial Aid > File Management > NSLDS > Process NSLDS
Request > NSLDS Request).


Image: NSLDS Request page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Request page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the NSLDS Request page to generate an NSLDS Inform file to request Financial Aid History (FAH),
add or remove students to the Transfer Student Monitoring (TSM) list or both.


Note: Before submitting your first Batch Inform file for the TSM process, you must establish a School
Transfer Profile on the NSLDS FAP website. If the School Transfer Profile is not set up, the entire Batch
Inform file is rejected.


Parameters
School Code Enter a valid six digit ED School Code
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Branch Code Enter a valid two digit ED Branch Code, if applicable. If left
blank, value defaults to "00".


Note: The School and Branch Codes used here indicate the 'informing' school when generating the
NSLDS Inform file. NSLDS sends the FAH/Alert files back to the 'informing' school and includes these
codes within the files.


Population Selection
Population Selection Select this check box to access population selection options. If


not selected, the process attempts to process Student Overrides.
If Student Override is not selected either, the run parameters can
be saved and the process run, but no file is created.


See "Using the Population Selection Process" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community).


Query Name Select a PS Query that uses the SFA_NSLDS_QRYVW bind
record.


Equation Name Select an equation that is defined with the application prompt
NSLDS Request Process.


Financial Aid History only Select to request a FAH file.


Transfer Monitoring only Select to request to add or remove students from the TSM list.


Both FAH and TM Select to request a FAH file and to add or remove students from
the TSM list.


Note: The Enrollment Date, Monitor Begin Date and Delete from TM options are only used for Transfer
Monitoring requests and are therefore only displayed if a Request Type of Transfer Monitoring Only or
Both FAH and TM is selected.


 Enrollment Date Enter the begin date for the period of enrollment. This date can
be a future date, but not more than 18 months greater than the
current date. Also, it cannot be more than 90 days less than the
current date.


 Monitor Begin Date Enter the date when monitoring should begin. This date can be
a future date, but not greater than the enrollment date. If the
enrollment date has already passed, the submittal date (current
date) is the default.


Delete from TM Select to remove the selected population from the TSM list.
 This option should only be selected for students who were
previously added to the TSM list but are not going to attend
your institution.
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Student Override
Student Override Select this check box to access student override options.


You can use the Student Override function to enter student IDs
individually for inclusion in the Inform file. Select the Request
Type, Enrollment Date, Monitor Begin Date and Delete from
TM options for each row. These options work the same as
described in the Population Selection section.


Note: You can use the Student Override option in conjunction
with the Population Selection option. If you use both features,
 the student override function processes first. If duplicate
IDs exist in the student override function and the population
selection function, only one row is inserted using the student
override information.


Related Links
Defining Item Type Disbursement Rules


Loading Financial Aid History and Transfer Student Monitoring Files
Access the FA Inbound page (Financial Aid > File Management > Import Federal Data Files > FA
Inbound).


Use the FA Inbound page to load Financial Aid History and Alert files into the NSLDS staging tables.


Run Option Select Single File to enter a single file location or File List to
indicate a list of files in the Inbound File field.


 Inbound File Enter the name and location of the NSLDS file that you want
to load into the staging tables. Be sure that the server has read
access rights to the location of the file.


ISIR TG Number Assign the ISIR TG number for the ISIRs that are loaded. When
processing a file list, the system assigns the same TG number to
all ISIRs in the list. This value is not used when loading NSLDS
files.


Setting Up NSLDS Data Load Parameters
Access the NSLDS Data Load Parameters page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > File
Management > NSLDS Data Load Parameters > NSLDS Load Options tab).
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Image: NSLDS Load Options page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Load Options page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use the NSLDS Data Load Parameters page to setup options for processing NSLDS data from the staging
tables to the application tables, either in batch or online. Data load parameters must be setup for each
separate School/Branch Code combination you plan to process.


Insert FA User Edit Message Select this check box to insert FA User Edit messages. Checking
this box opens the Aid Year, Institution, Edit Message Type,
 Edit Message Code, and Term fields for input.


Note: This option only allows insertion of FA User Edit
Messages for Alert records. FA User Edit messages are not
inserted when FAH records are processed. If you wish to insert
FA User Edit Messages for FAH records, please use the stand-
alone FA User Edit Message assignment process.


Aid Year Select the valid aid year for the current Transfer Monitoring
process.


Institution Select the institution for which you want to enter a user edit
message.


Edit Message Type Select Error, Informtnal (informational), or Warning.


Edit Message Code Select the edit message code to be entered for the student. The
available codes are restricted based on the Edit Message Type
selected.
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Term Select the term for which the user edit message is to become
active.


Note: You must setup FA User Edit Messages to support this process.


See Defining User Edit Messages.


Access the NSLDS Search/Match page (Set Up SACR > Product Related > Financial Aid > File
Management > NSLDS Data Load Parameters > NSLDS Search/Match tab).


Image: NSLDS Search/Match page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Search/Match page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use this page to define the Search/Match parameters when processing NSLDS data from the staging
tables to the application tables. Select which action to take when No Match, a Single Match or Multiple
Matches are found.


Search Parameter Select the search parameter to be used for NSLDS Search/Match


Note: You are advised to setup a Search Parameter specifically
for NSLDS. Unlike ISIR and Profile, NSLDS only has a handful
of fields available to use for Search/Match: First Name, Last
Name, Date of Birth, and Social Security Number.
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No Match Found Select the action, Suspend or Ignore, to take when no match is
found for a record during Search/Match.


Match(es) Found The Search Parameter value entered above determines which
levels are displayed. For each level, select the action to take
when One Match or Multiple Matches are found. Select Update 
(only available when one match is found), Suspend or Ignore.


Understanding the Process NSLDS Files Logic
The Process NSLDS Files process selects all records from the NSLDS staging table with a Load Status of
Unprocessed or Suspended. The program attempts to match each selected NSLDS record with a student in
the database using the Search/Match settings configured on the NSLDS Data Load Parameters page.


If Search/Match finds a single match and the parameters are set to Update, the NSLDS data loads
to the application tables, the Load Status is set to Loaded and the data can be viewed in the NSLDS
Inquiry component. The loaded NSLDS information also updates the student's NSLDS Match field
on the Packaging Status Summary/Database Match page. If a student has previously been reported in
Default or Overpayment, the status is reset to Eligible if the new NSLDS information confirms the status.
Conversely, a current status of Eligible can also be reset to Default or Overpayment if the new NSLDS
data confirms the status.


If Search/Match finds no match, multiple matches or a single match and the parameters are NOT set to
Update, the Load Status is either set to Suspended or Skipped, depending on the Search/Match settings.
The NSLDS record can also be Suspended if the Transaction Process Date on the incoming data is older
than the current Effective Date on the NSLDS application tables. Use the NSLDS Suspense Management
page to review Suspended and Skipped records and attempt to get them loaded.


Processing NSLDS Files
Access the Process NSLDS Files page (Financial Aid > File Management > NSLDS > Process NSLDS
Files > Process NSLDS Files).


Use the Process NSLDS Files page to load the FAH/Alert data from the staging tables to the application
tables. When NSLDS files are loaded through the FA Inbound process, the 6-digit school code and 2-digit
branch code from the files are identified. The options on this page allow you to process all School/Branch
Codes found on the staging tables or elect to only process certain ones.


All School/Branch Codes Selecting this option processes the NSLDS data on the staging
tables for ALL School/Branch Code combinations.


School/Branch Code Override Selecting this option only processes the NSLDS data in the
staging tables for the School/Branch Code(s) entered in the
School/Branch Code Override grid.


School Code Enter a valid six digit ED School Code. Use the lookup button
to search for valid school codes on the NSLDS Staging tables.


Branch Code Enter a valid two digit ED Branch Code. Use the lookup button
to search for valid branch codes on the NSLDS Staging tables.
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Note: A warning message appears if the selected School/Branch Code combination does not have an
associated NSLDS Data Load Parameters setup.


Using NSLDS Suspense Management
Access the NSLDS Suspense Management page (Financial Aid > File Management > NSLDS > Manage
NSLDS Records > NSLDS Suspense Management).


Image: NSLDS Suspense Management page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Suspense Management page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the EC Transaction ID (electronic commerce transaction ID) and EC Queue Instance.
The valid EC Transaction ID values are FAHEXTOP (Financial Aid History file) and TRALRTOP (Alert
file).


 Load Status The system displays one of these values:


Error: An error occurred while trying to process this record
from the staging tables. Records with this status are not picked
up by the batch process. Refer to the Error Code description
below.


Loaded: The record successfully loaded from the NSLDS
staging tables into the application tables..


Skipped: This status is either set manually on the Suspense
Management page or by the batch process when Search/Match
parameters are set to 'Ignore'. Records with this status are
not picked up by the batch process. Refer to the Skip Reason
description below.


Suspended: The record did not load into the application tables
because it did not meet the NSLDS load parameters. Records
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with this status are picked up by the batch process. Refer to the
Suspend Reason description below.


Unprocessed: The FA Inbound process loaded the record loaded
into the NSLDS staging tables, but the Process NSLDS Load
process has not yet been run for the record. Records with this
status are picked up by the batch process.


NSLDS Manual Load Parameters
 ID For records with a Load Status of Loaded, this field shows


which ID the NSLDS data was loaded to.


For records with a Load Status of Skipped or Suspended, the ID
field may be blank or populated with one of the Search/Match
results.


For records with a Load Status of Suspended or Unprocessed
records, you can use this field in conjunction with the ID Lock
check box to manually match an ID to incoming NSLDS data.


ID Lock Select to match the Suspended or Unprocessed NSLDS record
to the specified ID. This works in conjunction with the ID field.
 In order to use the ID Lock option, the ID field MUST be
populated. Using this option essentially bypasses Search/Match
the next time this record is processed. Although Search/Match
is bypassed, the record must still meet the other NSLDS Data
Load Parameters in order to load to the application tables.


Recycle This is set by the NSLDS load process if a student's NSLDS
record cannot be loaded into the application tables because it
does not meet the NSLDS Data Load Parameters.


Skip/Done This is set by the system when the NSLDS record has been
loaded to the application tables or if the record has been
skipped/ignored (either manually or by the batch routine). To
manually set the Load Status to Skipped, select this radio button
and click the Process NSLDS button.


Process NSLDS Click this button to perform the selected action: Recycle or Skip/
Done.


School Code Displays the School Code value reported in the NSLDS file.


Branch Code Displays the Branch Code value reported in the NSLDS file.


Transaction Process Date Displays the date when NSLDS generated the incoming NSLDS
data.
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Load Information
Process Instance Displays the most recent process instance of when this record


was processed through the batch load routine.


Process Date Displays the most recent process date of when this record was
processed through the load routine (either online or through the
batch routine).


Max Match Level Displays the Search/Match level at which the NSLDS record
was matched to an ID.


Note: Records with a Load Status of Error, Suspended or Skipped have an associated reason or code
displayed. No reason or code is displayed for records having a Load Status of Unprocessed or Loaded.


Suspend Reason Displays the reason the record was suspended and not loaded
into the application tables.


• Data Load Parameters not found: Data Load Parameters
were not found for the School/Branch code combination on
this NSLDS record.


• Effective Date Conflict: The record passed Search/Match
but the Transaction Process Date is older than the student's
current Effective Dated row in the NSLDS application
tables.


• Multiple Matches Found: Search/Match found multiple
matches and the action in NSLDS Data Load Parameters is
set to 'Suspend' for the designated Search/Match level. If
multiple matches were found, the ID field is blank.


• No Match Found: Search/Match found no matches and the
No Match Found action in NSLDS Data Load Parameters is
set to 'Suspend'.


• One Match Found: Search/Match found one match and the
action in NSLDS Data Load Parameters is set to 'Suspend'
for the designated Search/Match level. If one match was
found, the ID field is populated.


Skip Reason Displays the reason the record is skipped and not loaded into the
application tables.


• Manually set to Skip: The user manually set this record to
Skip/Done on the NSLDS Suspense Management page.


• No Match Found: Search/Match found no matches and the
No Match Found action in NSLDS Data Load Parameters is
set to 'Ignore'.


• Multiple Matches Found: Search/Match found multiple
matches and the action in NSLDS Data Load Parameters
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is set to 'Ignore' for the designated Search/Match level. If
multiple matches were found, the ID field is blank.


• One Match Found: Search/Match found one match and the
action in NSLDS Data Load Parameters is set to 'Ignore' for
the designated Search/Match level. If one match was found,
 the ID field is populated.


Error Code Displays the reason the record was set to Error and not loaded
into the application tables.


Invalid SSN Encountered: The SSN on this record is outside the
valid range (001010001 – 999999999).


Student Information
 Social Security # Displays the student's current SSN maintained by the NSLDS


and reported in the FAH/Alert files.


 Last Name Displays the student's current last name maintained by the
NSLDS and reported in the FAH/Alert files.


 First Name Displays the student's current first name maintained by the
NSLDS and reported in the FAH/Alert files.


 Date of Birth Displays the student's current birth date maintained by the
NSLDS and reported in the FAH/Alert files.


 Inform Last Name Displays the last name reported by the institution in the NSLDS
Inform file or online. This information is returned to the school
in the FAH/Alert file.


 Inform First Name Displays the first name reported by the institution in the NSLDS
Inform file or online. This information is returned to the school
in the FAH/Alert file.


 Inform Date of Birth Displays the date of birth reported by the institution in the
NSLDS Inform file or online. This information is returned to the
school in the FAH/Alert file.


Change Flags
 Change Flags These flags are only populated on Alert files and indicate where


changes have been detected on the student's NSLDS record
which may affect eligibility. Valid values are Y: Yes and N: No.
 These fields are blank for FAH files.


Generating NSLDS FAT Load Error Reports
Access the NSLDS FAT Load Error Report page (Financial Aid > File Management > NSLDS >
NSLDS FAT Load Error Report).
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Use this page to generate the NSLDS FAT Load Error Report. This report shows records from the staging
tables that have a Load Status of Suspended or Error. Review the records on this report, and using the
Suspense Management page, either attempt to get the record Loaded or set the record to Skipped.


This page has no run control options. Click the Run button to generate the report. The Process Scheduler
runs the NSLDS FAT Load Errors query (FA921) and creates a report.


Note: Oracle also delivers the FA921A query that is a clone of the NSLDS FAT Load Error Report but
includes School Code and Branch Code information. You must run this query directly through the PS
Query component.


Using NSLDS Change Review
Access the NSLDS Change Review page ((Financial Aid > File Management > NSLDS > Review
NSLDS Flagged Students > NSLDS Change Review page).


Use the NSLDS Change Review page to review Alert records that have been loaded into the application
tables.


NSLDS Alert files contain change flags that indicate recent changes detected on the student's NSLDS
record that may affect eligibility. These changes must be reviewed before Federal funds can be disbursed
to the student. Once the Alert files have been received and loaded into the application tables, use this
page to identify all records needing review. The contents of this page match the records captured on the
NSLDS Alert File report. Once the records have been reviewed and any necessary award adjustments
made, mark them as Reviewed on this page to remove them from displaying on this page again.


 Reviewed Select to indicate that you reviewed the changes to the student's
NSLDS information and completed any adjustments to the
student's current financial aid eligibility. Selecting this check
box removes the record from this page the next time the page
is accessed. Also, the record is removed from the NSLDS Alert
File Report.


 Queue Inst (queue instance) Indicates when the record was loaded. The system generates a
unique sequential queue instance number for each NSLDS Alert
file loaded. A greater value indicates a more recently loaded file.


 School Code Displays the School Code value reported in the NSLDS file.


 Branch Code Displays the Branch Code value reported in the NSLDS file.


 Change Flags These indicate where changes have been detected on the
student's NSLDS record which may affect eligibility. Valid
values are Y: Yes and N: No.


 Awards Click this link to access the Award Summary and Award Term
Summary pages.


 Loans Click this link to access the Origination Student Summary page.


 NSLDS Click this link to access the NSLDS Information page.
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Processing NSLDS Alert File Information
The following steps describe how you can implement the NSLDS Transfer Student Monitoring process
using the applications provided. Each institution, however, should implement the process based on their
specific business requirements.


To run the Transfer Student Monitoring process:


1. Contact NSLDS to establish your transfer monitoring profile and elect to receive NSLDS Alert files in
extract format.


2. Use the NSLDS Request process to generate the NSLDS Inform file of the transfer students
that you want monitored for eligibility changes. You can also request monitoring online at
www.NSLDSFAP.ed.gov.


Note: Institutions may want to assign a checklist, service indicator, or financial aid user edit message
to ensure that disbursements are suspended until the monitoring process is completed.


3. Receive an Alert file.


a. Use the FA Inbound page to load the Alert file into the staging tables. Use the Review CPS/NSLDS
Transactions page to confirm the file (Transaction ID: TRALRTOP) was successfully loaded.


b. Use the Process NSLDS Files program to load the data from the staging tables into the application
tables. View the loaded data in the NSLDS Inquiry component. Use the NSLDS Suspense
Management page to review records that failed to load to the application tables.


Note: Financial Aid User Edit Messages can be assigned by the Process NSLDS Files program which
can be used to suspend the authorization and disbursement of funds for a specific term. See NSLDS
Data Load Parameters.


4. Review and resolve various load error messages.


The Process NSLDS Files program uses the settings on the NSLDS Data Load Parameters page to
load the incoming NSLDS data to a matching record within the database. Use the NSLDS FAT Load
Errors report and NSLDS Suspense Management page to manage records that failed to load to the
application tables.


5. Review Alert file records for possible changes in financial aid eligibility.


NSLDS Alert files contain change flags that indicate recent changes detected on the student's NSLDS
record that may affect eligibility. These changes must be reviewed before Federal funds can be disbursed
to the student. Once the Alert files have been received and loaded into the application tables, use the
NSLDS Alert File report and NSLDS Change Review page to identify all records needing review. Once
the records have been reviewed and any necessary award adjustments made, mark them as Reviewed . If a
checklist, service indicator, or financial aid user edit message was used to suspend disbursement of funds,
update the appropriate statuses at this time.


For more information, see the National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS) Transfer Student
Monitoring/Financial Aid History Processes and Batch File Layouts.


Related Links
Defining Basic Global Rules for Authorization
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Reviewing NSLDS General Aggregate Information
Access the NSLDS Information page (Financial Aid > Awards > View NSLDS Loan Data > NSLDS
Information).


Image: NSLDS Information page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Information page (1 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: NSLDS Information page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Information page (2 of 2). You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


If you choose to push aggregate totals to the aggregate aid tables for direct use by the Packaging and
Awarding process, the subsidized and unsubsidized aggregate totals under the UGRD & GRAD Amounts
section, Perkins principal balance, and Grad PLUS Outstanding Balance are pushed to the corresponding
aggregate areas for this student.


Overpayment Information Click this link to access NSLDS overpayment details The link
appears when federal overpayment information exists.


Aggregate Data
 Eff Date  (effective date) Displays the effective date of the loaded aggregate information.


 Aggregate data is the loan history. There can be a date for an
ISIR and multiple sequences. You can view loans that are in
default, discharged loans, or active bankruptcies.


 NSLDS Txn Nbr  (NSLDS transaction
number)


Displays the transaction number of the NSLDS data from the
NSLDS. As the student's financial aid history is updated by the
NSLDS, the transaction number moves upward one increment.
 If new NSLDS information is received by a school that has
a lower transaction number than the current data, the new
information does not load. The system assumes that the current
information is more recent.


 NSLDS Transaction Source Displays the source of the loaded NSLDS information. Values
are: ISIR, Alert  (NSLDS Transfer Alert file), and FA History.


Transaction
 Process Date Displays the process date for the transaction. If the data source


is the ISIR, this date is the CPS process date of the ISIR. If the
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data source is the NSLDS FAT file, the date used is the NSLDS
file process date.


 Discharged Indicates whether a student's defaulted loan has been
discharged. The values for the field are Y (yes) or N (no).


 Default Displays whether the transaction is in default.


 Active Bankruptcy  (active
bankruptcy)


Displays whether the loan is part of an active bankruptcy
proceeding.


 Satisfactory Repayment (satisfactory
repayment)


Indicates whether the loan has been repaid satisfactorily.


Fraud Identifies a student having a fraud loan status on one or more
loans or one or more fraud overpayment indicators.


TEACH Grant Loan Conv Indicates whether a TEACH Grant has been converted to a loan
on one or more grant records.


Unusual Enrollment Pattern Flg Displays whether the transaction has unusual enrollment
patterns. The values for the field are:


• 1 = For Federal Student Aid use only.


• 2 = Possible enrollment pattern problem, school may need to
resolve.


• 3 = Questionable enrollment pattern, school must resolve.


• N = Enrollment pattern not unusual, no school action
required.


• Blank = Record not sent for match.


UGRD/GRAD
This section displays combined amounts for undergraduate and graduate loans.


 Principal Balance Displays FFELP/FDLP aggregate loan information
in Subsidized, UnSub (unsubsidized), Combined, and
Consolidated categories.


 Unallocated (for Principal Balance) Displays the NSLDS unallocated consolidated outstanding
principal balance.


 Unallocated  (for Total) Displays the NSLDS unallocated consolidated total.


 Pending Disbt  (pending
disbursement)


Displays undisbursed loan amounts for the Subsidized, UnSub 
(unsubsidized), Combined, and Consolidated categories.


Undergraduate Amounts
This section displays amounts for undergraduate loans.
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 Award Year Displays the Award Year used in the student's undergraduate
loan limits determination.


 Dependency Displays the Dependency status used in the student's
undergraduate loan limits determination.


 Principal Balance Displays FFELP/FDLP aggregate loan information
in Subsidized, UnSub (unsubsidized), Combined, and
Consolidated categories.


 Unallocated  (for Principal Balance) Displays the NSLDS unallocated consolidated outstanding
principal balance.


 Unallocated  (for Total) Displays the NSLDS unallocated consolidated total.


 Pending Disbt  (pending
disbursement)


Displays undisbursed loan amounts for the Subsidized, UnSub 
(unsubsidized), Combined, and Consolidated categories.


Graduate Amounts
This section displays amounts for graduate loans.


 Award Year Displays the Award Year used in the student's graduate loan
limits determination.


 Dependency Displays the Dependency status used in the student's graduate
loan limits determination.


 Principal Balance Displays FFELP/FDLP aggregate loan information
in Subsidized, UnSub (unsubsidized), Combined, and
Consolidated categories.


 Unallocated  (for Principal Balance) Displays the NSLDS unallocated consolidated outstanding
principal balance.


 Unallocated  (for Total) Displays the NSLDS unallocated consolidated total.


 Pending Disbt  (pending
disbursement)


Displays undisbursed loan amounts for the Subsidized, UnSub 
(unsubsidized), Combined, and Consolidated categories.


Other
Perkins Principal Balance Displays Perkins loans outstanding principal balance.


 PLUS Outstanding Balance Displays the aggregate loan outstanding principal balance
amount for all PLUS loans where the borrower is the PLUS
holder.


Grad PLUS Outstanding Balance Identifies a student having a fraud loan status on one or more
loans or one or more fraud overpayment indicators.


 Consolidation Outstanding Balance Displays the outstanding principal balance for all FFELP
consolidation loans.
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TEACH Loan Principal Balance Displays the outstanding principal balance for TEACH
unsubsidized loan type (D8).


 Perkins Current Year Loan Amount Displays the total Perkins loan disbursements for the award
year (July-June).


 PLUS Total Displays the aggregate loan total amount for all PLUS loans
where the borrower is the PLUS holder.


Grad PLUS Total Displays the total loan amount of graduate PLUS loans
borrowed by the student.


 Consolidation Total Displays the total of all FFELP consolidation loans.


TEACH Loan Total Displays the total of Aggregate TEACH unsubsidized loan
outstanding principal balance.


Viewing NSLDS Overpayment Information
Access the NSLDS Overpayment Information page (click the Overpayment Information link on the
NSLDS Information page).


The system displays any overpayments for the following:


• Pell Overpy (Pell overpayment)


• Perk Overpy (Perkins overpayment)


• SEOG Ovrpy (SEOG overpayment)


• ACG Ovrpy (ACG overpayment)


• NSG Overpy (NSG overpayment)


• TEACH Overpay (TEACH overpayment)


• IASA Overpay (Iraq/Afghanistan Service Award overpayment)


The values for overpayment are:


• F: Fraud designated through an overpayment.


• Y: An active overpayment exists.


• S: The student has an overpayment, but has made satisfactory arrangements for repayment.


• N: Not applicable.


• D: Deferred.


• W: Waived.


The Pymnt Contct (payment contact) fields refer to the contact agency for the overpayment. The federal
ID appears if an overpayment is present.
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Viewing Details of NSLDS Aggregate Data
Access the NSLDS Detail page (click the Detail link on the NSLDS Information page).


The system displays NSLDS change flags, loan limit flags, MPN flags, and NSLDS Alert file flags:


• The NSLDS Activity group box displays data from the ISIR record that indicates if more than three
rows exist in NSLDS for the respective area.


• The Change Flags group box indicates changes that have occurred to the respective area on the
student's NSLDS record.


• The Limit Flags group box indicates the condition of various aggregates.


Possible values for the loan limits are E: Met or Exceeded Loan Limit, C: Close to Limit, N: No
Problem.


Possible values for the Pell Limit are E: Met or Exceeded Limit, C: Close to Limit, H: High Pell
Percent, N: No Problem.


Possible values for NSLDS Sub Usage Limit Applies are Y and N.


• The MPN Flags group box indicates the promissory note status for various Direct Lending loans.


• The NSLDS Alert File Flags group box fields indicate when a change has been reported that might
affect the student's eligibility. These data elements come from the TSM and ISIR records.


Viewing NSLDS Loan Details
Access the NSLDS Loan Detail page (Financial Aid > Awards > View NSLDS Loan Data > NSLDS
Loan Detail).


Image: NSLDS Loan Detail page (1 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Loan Detail page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: NSLDS Loan Detail page (2 of 2)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Loan Detail page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the student's name and ID,  SSN, NSLDS DOB, Last Updated, Last Effseq, Eff Date
(effective date), Seq (sequence),  NSLDS Txn Nbr (NSLDS transaction number), ,  NSLDS Txn Src
(NSLDS transaction source), and Subsidized Loan Elig Used (Subsidized Loan Eligibility Used) field.


Loan Detail
In the  Loan Detail group box, the system displays NSLDS Ln Seq (NSLDS loan sequence), Loan Year,
NSLDS Contact, NSLDS Type, Contact Type, NSLDS Status,  Stat EFFDT (status effective date),
Guarantor, and NSLDS Ln TypCd (NSLDS loan type code). The system displays Prin Bal (principal
balance), Net Disb (net disbursed), Balance Dt (balance date), Loan Start and Loan End, Orig Schl
(original school), and Grade Level.


Award ID Displays the Award ID provided by COD. The Award ID
identifies the TEACH loan (D8 Loan Type Code) that was
converted from a grant.


Grade Level Displays NSLDS grade level for the student in this loan year.


 Perkins Cancellation Type Indicates the cancellation status of the Perkins loan. Values are:


DT: Defense Teacher


PB: Perkins Bankruptcy


PD: Perkins Death


PE: Perkins Early Intervention
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PI: Perkins Disability


PL: Perkins Law Enforcement


PM: Perkins Military Service


PN: Perkins Nurse/Medical Technician


PS: Perkins Subject Matter Area


PT: Perkins Teacher Service


PV: Perkins Volunteer


N/A: Not Applicable


 Guarantee/Approved Amount Displays approved amount for the loan.


 Guarantee/Approved Date Displays date of the loan approval.


 Subsidized Aggregate Amount Displays FFELP consolidation loan subsidized aggregate
amount, the amount included in the subsidized aggregate
calculation. The system populates this value only if the loan
type is CL.


  Unsubsidized Aggregate Amt 
(unsubsidized aggregate amount)


Displays FFELP consolidation loan unsubsidized aggregate
amount, the amount included in the unsubsidized aggregate
calculation. The system populates this value only if the loan
type is CL.


 Combo Aggregate Amount
(combined aggregate amount)


Displays FFELP consolidation loan combined aggregate
amount, the amount included in the combined aggregate
calculation, which can include HEAL. The system populates
this value only if the loan type is CL.


  Unallocated Aggregate Amt 
(unallocated aggregate amount)


Displays FFELP consolidation loan unallocated aggregate
amount, the amount that could not be determined to be
subsidized, unsubsidized, or Perkins. The system populates this
value only if the loan type is CL.


Confirmed Loan Subsidy Status Displays the current status of a SULA eligible loan’s subsidy as
reported by the servicer. Valid values are:


• L – Lost Subsidy


• R – Reinstated Subsidy


• N – Not applicable for non-D0 loans or no change to
subsidy status for D) loans


• blank


Subsidy Status Date Displays the effective date of the Confirmed Loan Subsidy
Status.
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Academic Year Begin Date and
Academic Year End Date


Displays the student's academic year begin and end dates for
the period covered by the loan. These fields are only updated by
imported NSLDS (FAH/TSM) data.


Reaffirmation Flag Indicates if the loan has an active reaffirmation.


Viewing NSLDS Pell Information
Access the NSLDS Pell page (Financial Aid > Awards > View NSLDS Loan Data > NSLDS Pell).


Image: NSLDS Pell page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Pell page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


NSLDS Pell Information
Lifetime Eligibility Used Displays the Lifetime Eligibility Used for federal grant


recipients as defined by current regulations. This value is
displayed in the 99.99999 format. For example, a value of 01.
00000 is 0100.000%.


Note: The Pell Lifetime Eligibility Used (LEU) field can be
populated by the ISIR record or the NSLDS FAH/TSM file.


NSLDS EFC(NSLDS Pell expected
family contribution)


Displays the EFC used when the particular Pell Award was paid.


NSLDS Pell Verf (NSLDS Pell
verification)


Displays the Verification status of the EFC.


Pell Change Flag Displays Y if there has been a change in the student's Pell
eligibility.


Pell Payment Period Limit Displays the payment period limit for Pell grants.
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Post 9/11 Dependent Displays Y if the student was a dependent of a post 9/11
deceased veteran.


Additional Elig Indicator (Additional
Eligibility Indicator)


Displays Y if the student is eligible for two Pell grants in an
award year.


First Time Pell Indicator Displays Y if the Pell award is the student's first actual Pell
disbursement.


Viewing NSLDS ACG Grant Details
Access the NSLDS ACG page (Financial Aid > Awards > View NSLDS Loan Data > NSLDS ACG)


Image: NSLDS ACG page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS ACG page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.


Sequence Displays the sequential key value assigned by the NSLDS load
process.


Transaction Nbr (transaction number) Displays the transaction number on the SAR or ISIR for the
payment accepted by the school.


Last Update Displays the last reported update to the grant record maintained
by NSLDS.


School Code Displays an 8-digit ED OPE code used to identify the school
and branch attended by the student with the grant. The last two
digits are 00 if no branch code exists.


Academic Level Indicates the student's grade level for ACG and SMART grants.


Award Amount Displays the accepted origination amount.


Paid to Date Displays the amount of the Federal Grant the school has
disbursed to the student.
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COD Sequence Code Displays the identifying sequence number from the Award ID
for ACG and SMART grants.


Eligibility Code Indicates the eligibility payment code for the ACG grant.


Posted to COD Displays the date that disbursement was posted to the COD
system. The format is CCYYMMDD.


ACG Change Indicates change to this Academic Competitiveness Grant
record in the current transaction, either Y or N.


High School Prog (high school
program code)


Indicates the high school program code for the ACG grant.


Award ID Displays the award ID provided by COD, which consists of:


• SSN (9 characters)


• Award Type (ACG = A)


• Award Year (2 characters)


• Pell School ID (6 characters)


• Award Sequence Number (3 characters)


Percent Elig School Award (percent
eligible school award)


Indicates the Total Percent Eligibility Used by Academic Year
Level field from the NSLDS batch file layout.


Viewing NSLDS NSG Grant Details
Access the NSLDS NSG page (Financial Aid > Awards > View NSLDS Loan Data > NSLDS NSG).


Image: NSLDS NSG page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS NSG page. You can find definitions for the
fields and controls later on this page.
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The fields on the NSLDS NSG page are the same as the fields on the NSLDS ACG page with the
following exceptions:


Instructional Program Code Indicates a student's major course of study; the CIP-designated 
(Classification of Instructional Programs designated) code for
SMART grants.


NSG Change Indicates change to this NSG record in the current transaction,
 either Y or N.


Award ID Displays the Award ID provided by COD, which consists of:


• SSN (9 characters)


• Award Type (NSG = T)


• Award Year (2 characters)


• Pell School ID (6 characters)


• Award Sequence Number (3 characters)


Percent Elig School Award (percent
eligible school award)


Indicates the Total Percent Eligibility Used by Academic Year
Level field from the NSLDS batch file layout.


Viewing NSLDS TEACH Grant Details
Access the NSLDS TEACH page (Financial Aid > Awards > View NSLDS Loan Data > NSLDS
TEACH).


Image: NSLDS TEACH page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS TEACH page. You can find definitions for
the fields and controls later on this page.
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Aggregate Data
The fields on the NSLDS TEACH page are the same as the fields on the NSLDS ACG page with the
following exceptions:


UGRD Disbursement Amt
(undergraduate disbursement amount)


Displays the Aggregate Undergraduate/Post Baccalaureate
TEACH grand disbursed amounts for the undergraduate
academic levels.


GRAD Disbursement Amt (graduate
disbursement amount)


Displays the Aggregate Undergraduate/Post Baccalaureate
TEACH grand disbursed amounts for the graduate academic
levels.


UGRD Percent Elig Used
(undergraduate percent eligibility used)


Displays the TEACH grant awarded percent used by
Undergraduate/Post Baccalaureate Academic Levels.


GRAD Percent Elig Used (graduate
percent eligibility used)


Displays the TEACH grant awarded percent used by Graduate
Academic Levels.


UGRD Remaining Amt
(undergraduate remaining amount)


Displays the remaining eligible amount used by Undergraduate/
Post Baccalaureate Academic Levels. Displays N/A if no
applicable grant exists.


GRAD Remaining Amt
(undergraduate remaining amount)


Displays the remaining eligible amount by Graduate Academic
Levels. Displays N/A if no applicable grant exists.


Teach Grant Information
Loan Conversion Displays Y if TEACH Grant was converted to a loan and N if it


has not been converted.


Loan Conversion Date Displays the date the TEACH grant was converted to a loan.
 Displays N/A if grant was not converted.


Viewing NSLDS IASG Grant Details


Bundle 52


Added NSLDS IASG page.


Access the NSLDS IASG page (Financial Aid > Awards > View NSLDS Loan Data > NSLDS IASG).
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Image: NSLDS IASG page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS IASG page.


Viewing NSLDS Additional Information
Access the NSLDS Additional Information page (Financial Aid > Awards > View NSLDS Loan Data >
NSLDS Additional Information).


Image: NSLDS Additional Information page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Additional Information page. You can find
definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


The system displays the student's name, ID, SSN, NSLDS DOB, Last Updated, Eff Date  (effective date),
Last Effseq, (last effective sequence), Seq, (sequence), NSLDS Txn Nbr,  (NSLDS transaction number),
and NSLDS Txn Src (NSLDS transaction source).


NSLDS Overpayment Information
 NSLDS Overpayment Seq  (NSLDS
overpayment sequence)


Displays the sequential order (1, 2, 3) in which the ISIR loads.
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 Overpayment Type Displays the type of aid, such as Pell, Perkins, or SEOG, that
was overpaid.


 Overpayment Indicator Overpayment indicator refers to the overpayment. Values are:


N: No


Y: Yes


S: Satisfactory Arrangement.


 NSLDS Contact Displays the agency school, servicer, or lender to contact for this
loan.


NSLDS Name History
The system displays Nm Hist Seq (name history sequence), F Name Hist (first name history), MI Hist
(middle initial history), and L Name Hist (last name history).


Using the NSLDS Data Push Process
This section describes using the NSLDS Data Push Process


Understanding the NSLDS Data Push Process
To use NSLDS data in the Awarding and Packaging processes, you must ensure that the Packaging
Processes are setup to use NSLDS as an aggregate source, load NSLDS Data via ISIR Load, FAH request,
or TSM request, and push NSLDS data into aggregate aid tables used by the Packaging processes.


This section describes the NSLDS Data Push process.


When you run the NSLDS Data Push process, the following updates happen:


• Subsidized Aggregate Area: The NSLDS Aggregate Subsidized Outstanding Principal Balance
populates the NSLDS Total field .


• Unsubsidized Aggregate Area: The NSLDS Aggregate Unsubsidized Outstanding Principal Balance
populates the NSLDS Total field.


• Perkins Aggregate Area: The NSLDS Perkins Total Outstanding Principal Balance populates the
NSLDS Total field.


• Graduate PLUS Aggregate Area: The NSLDS Aggregate PLUS Graduate/Professional Loans
Outstanding Principal Balance populates the NSLDS Total field. Note, that balance is only provide
with the TSM/FAH file layouts.


• TEACH Aggregate Areas: Distinct calculated TEACH undergraduate and graduate totals, depending
upon grade level, aid year and school code, populate the respective Undergraduate and Graduate
NSLDS Total fields.


• Pell Aggregate Area: NSLDS Total and Percent Scheduled Used based on current aid year Pell
Disbursed Amounts are updated. Beginning with Aid Year 2013 an additional Lifetime Eligibility
Used percentage field will also be updated. See Awarding Pell Grants for more information.
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• Areas Subject to Overpayment: When the NSLDS Data Push process encounters an overpayment
indicator for the Pell, SEOG, Perkins, and TEACH programs of either Y or F, it posts a value of
999,999,999.00 as the NSLDS Total for the corresponding aggregate area.


• Excluded NSLDS Transactions: For the Pell and TEACH grant programs, transactions that match
like award types that have already been internally packaged in the system are not included when
determining which NSLDS transactions to sum and post to the NSLDS Total for a given aid year.
Beginning with Aid Year 2013, the Pell Lifetime Eligibility Used percentage field also excludes
NSLDS transactions from the Lifetime percentage value.


Note: Because the NSLDS Data Push process evaluates the most recent NSLDS data regardless of source
(ISIR, FAH, or TSM), the NSLDS data that is pushed may not include the complete lifetime amounts
used. For example, if the most recent NSLDS data is from an ISIR, the ISIR only includes up to three
transaction sequences of data for each grant and loan type. The ISIR record does provide flags and
indicators if there are more than 3 transactions. Check the NSLDS Financial Aid Professionals web site
for additional information.


Note: For the 2013 Aid Year, the Pell Lifetime Eligibility Used value is pushed from the most current
NSLDS data; sourced from either FAH or TSM. Oracle recommends that if you plan to push aggregates
for the 2013 Aid Year, you should ensure a recent FAH or TSM has been requested and loaded into the
NSLDS tables.
Beginning with the 2014 Aid Year, the Pell Lifetime Eligibility Used value will be pushed from the most
current NSLDS data, regardless of source.


See Understanding Aggregate Aid.


Pushing NSLDS Data
Access the NSLDS Data Push page (Financial Aid > File Management > NSLDS > Update Aggregates
with NSLDS > NSLDS Data Push).
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Image: NSLDS Data Push page


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the NSLDS Data Push page. You can find definitions
for the fields and controls later on this page.


Use this page to push NSLDS totals into the Packaging aggregate aid tables.


Institution Enter the Institution Code for the institution for which you want
NSLDS data pushed.


Note: You can identify multiple institutions in this run control.


 Report Parameters Refresh NSLDS Data: Always overwrites the existing NSLDS
Total present for the Aid Year defined above.


Update NSLDS Data: Updates NSLDS Total only if NSLDS
data is more current than present data for the aid year defined
above.


Preserve Override: Update does not take place if the NSLDS
Total amount has been overridden at the student level.


Population Selection Select this check box to access population selection options. If
not selected, the process attempts to process Student Overrides.


See "Using the Population Selection Process" (PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions 9.2: Campus Community).


Query Name Select a PS Query that uses the SFA_NSLDS_BND bind record.


System Provided Queries:
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• QA_CS_CC_NSLDS_UPD1: Query based on NSLDS
_GEN (NSLDS General Info record). Embedded field
prompts on LAST_UPDATED – Last Updated From Date/
LAST_UPDATED – Last Updated To Date.


• QA_CS_CC_NSLDS_UPD2: Query based on NSLDS
_GEN (NSLDS General Info record). Embedded field
prompts on LAST_UPDATED – Last Updated From Date/
LAST_UPDATED – Last Updated To Date and NSLDS_
UPDT_SOURCE-NSLDS Transaction Source.


• QA_CS_CC_NSLDS_UPD_DAY_BEFORE: Query based
on NSLDS_GEN (NSLDS General Info record).


Use this SQL to schedule the independent NSLDS
Aggregate Push on a daily basis. This query identifies
students whose Last Updated NSLDS record has changed
since one day ago.


SELECT DISTINCT B.EMPLID, B.NAME FROM PS_
SFA_NSLDS_BND B, PS_NSLDS_GEN A WHERE ( B.
EMPLID = A.EMPLID AND A.LAST_UPDATED >= ((TO
_DATE(TO_CHAR(SYSDATE,'YYYY-MM-DD'),'YYYY-
MM-DD')) + (-1)) ) ORDER BY 1


Example: If the system date = 20111129, then query selects
EMPLIDs whose NSLDS_GEN.LAST_UPDATED value is
either 20111128 or 20111129.


• QA_CS_CC_NSLDS_UPD_WEEK_BEFORE: Query
based on NSLDS_GEN (NSLDS General Info record).


Use this SQL schedule the independent NSLDS Aggregate
Push on a weekly basis. This query is used to identify
students whose Last Updated NSLDS record has changed
within the last 7 calendar days.


SELECT DISTINCT B.EMPLID, B.NAME FROM PS_
SFA_NSLDS_BND B, PS_NSLDS_GEN A WHERE ( B.
EMPLID = A.EMPLID AND A.LAST_UPDATED >= ((TO
_DATE(TO_CHAR(SYSDATE,'YYYY-MM-DD'),'YYYY-
MM-DD')) + (-7)) ) ORDER BY 1


Example: If the system date = 20111129, then query selects
EMPLIDs whose NSLDS_GEN.LAST_UPDATED value
is 20111122, 20111123, 20111124, 20111125, 20111126,
 20111127, 20111128, or 20111129.


Student Override Select this check box and populate the accompanying group box
with student ID's to be evaluated. IDs can be combined with IDs
identified with Population Selection.
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Viewing Application History


The oldest aid-year-specific pages are removed from the various menus and stored in the Financial Aid
History menu. You can access pages and components for three years of processing.


This section discusses how to review application history.


Pages Used to View Application History
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Historical Application
Information


FA_APP_HIST_TRNSFR Financial Aid > Financial
Aid History > View Archived
Application Data > Historical
Application Information


Access Federal EFC
Summary, Institutional
Application, Application Data
Verification, Institutional EFC
Summary, and ISIR History
components and pages.


Federal EFC Summary ISIR_FM_SUMRY Click the Federal EFC
Summary link on the
Historical Application
Information page.


View archived EFC summary
data.


Institutional Application INST_STUDENT_A, INST
_STUDENT_01, INST
_STUDENT_02, INST_
STUDENT_03


Click the Institutional
Application link on the
Historical Application
Information page.


View data on the following
pages in the Maintain
Institutional Application
component: Student Data,
 Parent Data, Miscellaneous
Data, and Computation Data.


ISIR Inbound Load Summary ISIR _nn_IN_SRCH Click the ISIR Inbound link
on the Historical Application
Information page.


View ISIR Inbound Data
history beginning with the
2014–2015 Aid Year.


RTIV Worksheet STDNT_RTRN_TIV_WK1 Click the View RTIV
Worksheet link on the
Historical Application
Information page. Then
select the Return of Funds
Worksheet page.


View the RTIV worksheet for
the selected student and aid
year.


Post Withdrawal Disb
Tracking


TIV_PWD_TRACKING Click the View RTIV PW
Disbursement link on the
Historical Application
Information page.


View RTIV Post Withdrawal
Disbursement information
such as status (pending or
complete) and disbursement
dates.


Return of TIV Summary RTRN_TIV_STU_TRACK Click the View RTIV
Return Summary link on
the Historical Application
Information page.


View RTIV summary
information for students who
have Complete or Pending
status. The calculation period,
 amount due from school, and
amount due from student is
shown.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Institutional EFC Summary INST_INAS_SMRY_06 Click the Institutional
EFC Summary link on
the Historical Application
Information page.


View data for aid year.


ISIR Corrections NN/NN ISIR_PIA_CS1_nn Click the ISIR Corrections
link on the Historical
Application Information page.


View ISIR Correction history.


Formerly labeled “ISIR
History”.


ISIR Suspense Management
NN/NN


ISIR_SUSP_CNTRPIAnn Click the ISIR Suspense link
on the Historical Application
Information page.


View ISIR Suspense history
beginning with the 2014–2015
Aid Year.


Application Data Verification VERIFICATION_INC Click the Application
Verification link on the
Historical Application
Information page.


View data on the following
pages in the Application
Data Verification History
component: Income
Verification, Household
Information, Worksheet
A, Worksheet B, and
Consolidated Tax Forms.


View RTIV Fund Return TIV_RTRN_TRACKING Click the View RTIV Fund
Return link on the Historical
Application Information page.


View student return of Title


IV funds. View the status of


funds for all students where a


calculation exists.


Reviewing Application History
Access the Historical Application Information page (Financial Aid > Financial Aid History > View
Archived Application Data > Historical Application Information).


Click any link to view the detailed information for the selected student and aid year.


 Source FT CSL: full-time Canada student loan


Inst App: institutional application


PT CSL: part-time Canada student loan


Profile
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The Programs (which include both the software and documentation) contain proprietary information; they are 
provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and are also protected by 
copyright, patent, and other intellectual and industrial property laws. Reverse engineering, disassembly, or 
decompilation of the Programs, except to the extent required to obtain interoperability with other 
independently created software or as specified by law, is prohibited. 


The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. If you find any problems in 
the documentation, please report them to us in writing. This document is not warranted to be error-free. 
Except as may be expressly permitted in your license agreement for these Programs, no part of these 
Programs may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any 
purpose. 


If the Programs are delivered to the United States Government or anyone licensing or using the Programs 
on behalf of the United States Government, the following notice is applicable: 


U.S. GOVERNMENT RIGHTS  
Programs, software, databases, and related documentation and technical data delivered to U.S. 
Government customers are “commercial computer software” or “commercial technical data” pursuant to the 
applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency-specific supplemental regulations. As such, use, 
duplication, disclosure, modification, and adaptation of the Programs, including documentation and technical 
data, shall be subject to the licensing restrictions set forth in the applicable Oracle license agreement, and, 
to the extent applicable, the additional rights set forth in FAR 52.227-19, Commercial Computer Software--
Restricted Rights (June 1987). Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065. 


The Programs are not intended for use in any nuclear, aviation, mass transit, medical, or other inherently 
dangerous applications. It shall be the licensee's responsibility to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, 
redundancy and other measures to ensure the safe use of such applications if the Programs are used for 
such purposes, and we disclaim liability for any damages caused by such use of the Programs. 


The Programs may provide links to Web sites and access to content, products, and services from third 
parties. Oracle is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided on, third-party Web sites. 
You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products or 
services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Oracle is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to 
purchased products or services. Oracle is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may 
incur from dealing with any third party. 


Oracle, JD Edwards, and PeopleSoft are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 


Open Source Disclosure 


Oracle takes no responsibility for its use or distribution of any open source or shareware software or 
documentation and disclaims any and all liability or damages resulting from use of said software or 
documentation. The following open source software may be used in Oracle’s PeopleSoft products and the 
following disclaimers are provided. 


Apache Software Foundation 


This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/). Copyright 1999-2000. The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.  
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS'” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE 
SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


OpenSSL 


Copyright 1998-2003 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.  


This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit 
(http://www.openssl.org/). 


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


SSLeay 


Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All rights reserved. 


This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young  (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product 
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All 
rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


Loki Library 


Copyright 2001 by Andrei Alexandrescu. This code accompanies the book: Alexandrescu, Andrei. 
“Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns Applied”. Copyright (c) 2001. 
Addison-Wesley. Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software for any purpose is 
hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both 
that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation 
 


Helma Project 
 



mailto:tjh@cryptsoft.com
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Copyright 1999-2004 Helma Project. All rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND 
ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HELMA PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR 
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


 
Helma includes third party software released under different specific license terms. See the licenses 
directory in the Helma distribution for a list of these license. 


 
Sarissa 
 


Copyright 2004 Manos Batsis 
 


This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser 
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the 
License, or (at your option) any later version. 


 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without 
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See 
the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. 


 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if 
not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307 
USA. 
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Updates for CS 9.0 Bundle #52, Regulatory 
Release 3 2019-2020 
Note. This PDF package is an update to the PeopleSoft Financial Aid 9.2 PeopleBook and other 
related Campus Solutions PeopleBooks as noted. It describes CS 9.0 Patch ID # 28875298 / 
Product Update ID # 944210 that was posted to My Oracle Support in January 2019. Use this 
PDF package in conjunction with your PeopleBook to maintain a complete set of documentation. 


Documentation about bundle changes is incorporated into the relevant 9.2 PeopleBook chapters. 


PDFs of the updated 9.2 chapters that contain the 9.0 bundle changes are attached. 


Use this Overview document to view a list of the bundle changes and updated chapters. 


Using PDF Package (PDF Portfolio) Documentation 
These instructions are for Adobe Reader DC with the latest updates installed (In Adobe Reader, 
click Help, Check for Updates).  
To view the list of chapters, click View > Portfolio > Details. 
To search for documentation about the changes within a particular chapter, open the chapter and 
press CTRL + F. Enter “bundle xx” where xx is the bundle number and click Next. 
To search the entire package for documentation updates, click Edit > Search Entire Portfolio. 


 
Note! Cross references in PDF chapters appear as follows: 
  
• If a cross reference is to a topic in the same book (for example, Campus Community topic A 


contains a cross reference to Campus Community topic B), the cross reference displays only 
the topic title.  


 
• If a cross reference is to a topic in a different book, the cross reference displays the topic title 


and the book name.  
 
• Some cross references appear as links but are actually text-only.  
 


Here is a list of the Bundle 52 changes and the chapters that contain documentation about those 
changes. Chapters are in the PeopleSoft Financial Aid 9.2 PeopleBook unless noted otherwise: 


• Added NSLDS Iraq Afghanistan Service Grant (IASG) page. 
 
o Assessing Eligibility for Financial Aid.pdf 


 


• Added the ability to use separate INAS options for Custodial and Non-Custodial Parents. 
  


o Maintaining Institutional Financial Aid Applications.pdf 
 


• Updated the “Limit PC” field on the Budget Options page and “Limit Share of PC” field on the 
INAS Institutional Extension 2 page to correct translate values. 
 


o Processing INAS.pdf 
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• Enabled Common Attribute Framework (CAF) for the Student Awards record. You can view 
attributes by selecting a new “Attributes” link on the Student Aid Package page.  A potential 
use for this feature would be to set up a “Disaster Affected Student” attribute for use in FISAP 
reporting. 


o Awarding and Packaging Students.pdf 


Updates Not in Documentation 
These updates did not require updates to PeopleBooks or Online Help: 


In keeping with Oracle/PeopleSoft policy of supporting three active aid years, the following 2016-
2017 components were moved to Financial Aid History:  


• INAS 


• PROFILE 


• ISIR 


• Verification 





		Apache Software Foundation

		OpenSSL

		SSLeay

		Updates for CS 9.0 Bundle #52, Regulatory Release 3 2019-2020

		Updates Not in Documentation










Maintaining Institutional Financial Aid Applications


Your institution can gather additional resource information about students and their families by using the
College Board PROFILE application which is electronically supported by the System or by entering your
institutional application on the pages in this component.


Note: The College Board PROFILE and institutional application data share the same pages. You might
unintentionally create multiple institutional aid records for a student from these three sources, which
could cause unintended INAS calculation results.


Note: Question marks or blanks on College Board PROFILE data files are converted or appear as zeros in
currency based numeric fields.


For further information about the fields in this component, please refer to the College Board's Financial
Aid Services Information Center (https://groups.collegeboard.org/fas) for supporting documentation.


This section lists common elements and discusses how to:


• Review student information.


• Review custodial parent information.


• Review non custodial parent information.


• Review currency information, family information, and institutional questions.


• Review all computed data for student and parents.


Related Links
Loading and Managing PROFILE Records
Using INAS Batch Calculations


Common Elements Used in This Section
 Need Summary Click this link to access the Need Summary page, where


you can review the student's federal and institutional need
calculations.


 FM  (federal methodology) Click this link to access the INAS Fed Extension page, where
you can override INAS Local Policy Options for federal data.


 IM  (institutional methodology) Click this link to access the Institutional Need Calculation
Extension 1 page, where you can override INAS Local Policy
Options for institutional data.


 INAS  (institutional need analysis
system)


Click this button to calculate an unofficial federal and
institutional Expected Family Contribution (EFC) by using the
College Board's Institutional Need Analysis System (INAS). A
COBOL program is used to perform the INAS calculation.
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INAS NCP (institutional need analysis
system non custodial parent button)


Click this button to calculate the non custodial parent
contribution.


Note: Calculate the non-custodial parent contribution before
invoking the regular INAS calculation.
Calculating a non custodial parent contribution creates an
INAS Extension record, selects the Use Non-Custodial Parent
Contribution check box and populates the PC From Non-
Custodial Parent (parent contribution from non-custodial
parent) field in INAS Extension 5. After this, when the
regular INAS calculation is invoked, the non-custodial parent
contribution is added to the Custodial Parent contribution and
overall expected family contribution.


The system displays the student's name, ID, HouseHold Type (HHA for Custodial Parent, HHB for Non
Custodial Parent, HHA/HHB for both Custodial and Non Custodial Parent), institution, dependency
status, application source, and aid year at the top of each review page. These two terms also appear at the
top of each review page:


HouseHold Type (household type) Displays the type of PROFILE application received:


• HHA/HHB – both custodial parent and non custodial parent
applications received.


• HHA – only custodial parent application received.


• HHB – only non custodial parent application received.


HHB Indicated (non custodial
parent PROFILE application received
indicator)


Displays whether or not a non custodial parent PROFILE
application is indicated or can exist for a custodial parent
household.


• Yes – non custodial parent PROFILE application is indicated
or can exist for a custodial parent household.


• No – non custodial parent PROFILE application not
indicated or cannot exist for a custodial parent household.


Related Links
Defining Federal and Institutional Methodologies
Overriding Expected Family Contribution (EFC)


Pages Used for Institutional Applications


Note: The navigation paths for the pages listed in the following page introduction table are for aid year
20nn-20nn. Oracle supports access for three active aid years with valid INAS calculations. Earlier aid
year institutional application data is available for display only at Financial Aid > Financial Aid History >
View Archived Application Data > Institutional Application.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Data INST_STUDENT_nn Financial Aid > Institutional
Application Data > Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn >
Student Data


View or enter student
information.


Custodial Parent Data INST_PARENT_nn Financial Aid > Institutional
Application Data > Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn >
Custodial Parent Data


View or enter custodial parent
information.


Non Custodial Parent Data INST_NCPARENT_nn Financial Aid > Institutional
Application Data > Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn >
Non Custodial Parent Data


View or enter non custodial
parent information.


Miscellaneous Data INST_MISC_nn Financial Aid > Institutional
Application Data > Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn >
Miscellaneous Data


View or enter signature,
 family member, school
selection, and institutional
question (the College Board
PROFILE Section Q)
information. You can also
view FNAR messages on this
page.


Computation Summary INST_COMP_SUMM_nn Financial Aid > Institutional
Application Data > Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn >
Computation Summary


View or enter computed
parent and student income,
 allowance, and asset
information using your
institutional and federal
methodology. The computed
values appear here.


Reviewing Student Information
Access the Student Data page (Financial Aid > Institutional Application Data > Maintain Application
20nn-20nn > Student Data).


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab (page 1 of 5)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab
(page 1 of 5). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab (page 2 of 5)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab
(page 2 of 5). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab (page 3 of 5)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab
(page 3 of 5). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab (page 4 of 5)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab
(page 4 of 5). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab (page 5 of 5)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Student Data tab
(page 5 of 5). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Bio/Demo and Citizenship Data
The data for the fields in this group box are populated from Campus Community Bio/Demo data.


 National ID Displays the student's National ID.


Note: If the PROFILE Application type = 4 (International
PROFILE) and the National ID is blank, the student is loaded
into PROFILE Staging with XXX-XX-XXXX. This permits
Search/Match to take place and potentially load the student into
the Institutional Application tables with the NID rendered as
XXX-XX-XXXX.


Reported Country Displays the student's reported country if not United States of
America.


Bio/Demo Citizenship Status Click this link to access the Campus Community Citizenship/
Passport page to confirm the citizenship status of the student's
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Biographic/ Demographic data against the values in the
Reported Country and Reported Status fields.


CSS Data
 CSS ID (college scholarship service
ID)


Note: CSS ID was the identifier assigned by College Board
to ensure both privacy and quick retrieval of records. CSS ID
was removed from PROFILE XML files by College Board
effective Aid Year 2019-2020. It will not be displayed for Aid
Year 2019-2020 forward.


CB FinAid ID (College Board
Financial Aid ID)


Displays a unique lifetime ID assigned to the student's record by
the PROFILE system to ensure both privacy and quick retrieval
of records. When you call the College Board inquiry number
with questions about specific records, it is helpful to know the
student's College Board Financial Aid ID number.


Application Type Displays:


• 1 if the application is a Domestic PROFILE.


• 2 if the application is a Canadian PROFILE.


• 3 if the application is an International PROFILE.


Student's Information
 Financial Aid Status Enter the student's status as it relates to receiving financial aid.


 Marital Status Code Select the marital status to be used for financial aid purposes.
 This marital status can differ from the Bio/Demo Data page
marital status.


Student IM Zip (student institutional
methodology zip code)


The student zip code used for cost of living adjustment
calculations. Typically matches the student permanent zip code
but can be updated independently of student permanent zip code
if needed.


Parent IM Zip (parent institutional
methodology zip code)


The parent zip code used for cost of living adjustment
calculations. Typically matches the parent permanent zip code
but can be updated independently of parent permanent zip code
if needed.


Student's Income/Benefits/Resources – Base (Prior Prior Year)
These fields are items from the United States federal income tax forms or data gathered from other
applicable sources such as an institutional application or a third party source.
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Student's Income/Benefits/Resources – Base+2 (Anticipated Year)
Receive Tuition Benefits Indicate whether or not the student receives tuition benefits from


the parents' employers.


Agencies/Foundation Support Indicate whether the student expects to receive from agencies or
foundations to pay for educational expenses during any year of
attendance.


Government Support Indicate whether the student expects to receive from her
government to pay for educational expenses during any year of
attendance.


Student's Assets – Current
 Price Enter purchase price of the student's home.


Student's Expenses – Base (Prior Prior Year)
Child Support Paid Enter the child support paid by the student.


Medical/Dental Enter the medical and/or dental out of pocket expenses paid by
the student.


Veterans Benefits Enter the monthly amount of VA Benefits received by the
student.


Months Enter the number of months the veterans benefits were received
in the calendar year.


Currency Information
 Currency Code Enter the currency in which the original data was reported by


the student.


Currency Rate Enter the currency conversion rate used to process the student's
data.


Parent Country Co-Efficient Enter the country coefficient used to process the parents’
financial data.


Converted Currency Code Enter the original currency converted into US dollars reported
by citizens living abroad and Canadians.


Converted Currency Rate Enter the rate the student used in converting their currency into
US dollars. Reported by citizens living abroad and Canadians.


Student Country Co-Efficient Enter the country coefficient used to process the student’s
financial data.
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Non-Custodial Student Data
These fields display student information as reported on the Non-Custodial PROFILE.


Reviewing Custodial Parent Information
Access the Custodial Parent Data page (Financial Aid > Institutional Application Data > Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn > Custodial Parent Data).


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 1 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 1 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 2 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 2 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 3 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 3 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 4 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 4 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 5 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 5 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent Data tab (page 6 of 6)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Custodial Parent
Data tab (page 6 of 6). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Parents Grid
This section of the page displays parental information including relationship to student as reported on the
PROFILE.


Parent's Income and Benefits – Base (Prior Prior Year)
These fields are items from the United States federal income tax forms or data gathered from other
applicable sources such as an institutional application or a third party source.


Child Support Received Enter the child support received by the parents for their
dependent children.


Child Support Received Student Enter the amount of child support the custodial household
received from the non-custodial household for the applicant.


Parent's Income and Benefits – Base+1 (Recent Year)
These fields are items from the United States federal income tax forms or data gathered from other
applicable sources such as an institutional application or a third party source.


Parent's Income and Benefits – Base+2 (Anticipated Year)
These fields are items from the United States federal income tax forms or data gathered from other
applicable sources such as an institutional application or a third party source.


Non-Custodial Parent Contribution The amount the non-custodial parent has offered to pay for the
student's educational expenses.


Parent's Assets – Current
Owed to Parent by Others Enter the amount owed to parents by others


Annual Debt Income The annual income realized by the parents from debts owed to
them.
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Value of Other Assets Enter the value of any assets not already reported.


Price Enter purchase price of the parents' home.


 Real Estate Purchase Year Enter purchase year of any other real estate.


 Price Enter purchase price of any other real estate.


Parents' Expenses – Base (Prior Prior Year)
Enter the parents' expenses from the Base Year for these fields.


Other Expenses Enter the cost of any parental expenses not reported anywhere
else on the PROFILE.


Parents' Expenses – Base+1 (Recent Year)
Enter the parents' expenses from the Recent Year for these fields.


Academic Year
 Other Tuition Paid The amount of private elementary/secondary tuition expected to


be paid by the parents during the academic year.


 Number of Tuition Paid The number of children for which private elementary/secondary
tuition is expected to be paid by the parents during the academic
year.


Parents' Information
Parent Type 1 and Parent Type 2 Select the type of parent providing information on the


PROFILE. Values include: Father, Legal Guardian, Mother,
Other, Step Father, Step Mother.


Computed Age 1 and Computed Age
2


Indicates the calculated age for the parent.


Biological Adoptive Parent Identifies a dependent student's custodial parent when the
biological/adoptive parents are separated, divorced, or were
never married. Values include: Parent 1 and Parent 2.


Currency Information
 Currency Code Enter the currency in which the original data was reported by


the student.


Currency Rate Enter the currency conversion rate used to process the student's
data.


Country Coefficient Enter the country coefficient used to process the student's data.
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Converted Currency Code Enter the original currency converted into US dollars reported
by citizens living abroad and Canadians.


Converted Currency Rate Enter the rate the student used in converting their currency into
US dollars. Reported by citizens living abroad and Canadians.


Explanation / Certification
PROFILE applicants can indicate on their applications a variety of Special Circumstances that may affect
the calculation of financial need. These include:


• Change in Employment


• Scholarships


• Medical/Dental Expenses


• Siblings Private School


• Catastrophic Event


• Elder Care


• Non-Recurring Income


• Financial Support


PROFILE applicants can also indicate if they have no Special Circumstances or Special Circumstances
not listed in the PROFILE application.


Explanations Text Displays the actual explanations and special circumstances text
provided by the filer.


Reviewing Non Custodial Parent Information
Access the Non Custodial Parent Data page (Financial Aid > Institutional Application Data > Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn > Non Custodial Parent Data).
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Non Custodial Parent Data tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Non Custodial
Parent Data tab. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Please refer to the “Reviewing Custodial Parent Information” section of this topic for similar field
descriptions. Notable exceptions are in this section.


IM NCP (institutional methodology
non custodial parent link)


Bundle 52


Added the “IM NCP” link to access separate options for non-
custodial parent contribution calculations.


Click this link to view the INAS Institutional NCP Ext 1 page
from where you can navigate further to the INAS Institutional
NCP Ext 2 and INAS Institutional NCP Ext 3 pages. Use
these pages to provide more information for the system to
calculate non-custodial parent contribution using Institutional
Methodology. For descriptions of the fields in these pages, refer
to the similar fields described in Using FM and IM Extensions
to Override Options.


INAS NCP (institutional need analysis
system non custodial parent button)


Click this button to calculate the Institutional Methodology non
custodial parent contribution.


Note: Calculate the non-custodial parent contribution before
invoking the regular INAS calculation.
Calculating a non custodial parent contribution creates an
INAS Extension record, selects the Use Non-Custodial Parent
Contribution check box and populates the PC From Non-
Custodial Parent (parent contribution from non-custodial
parent) field in INAS Extension 5. After this, when the
regular INAS calculation is invoked, the non-custodial parent
contribution is added to the Custodial Parent contribution and
overall expected family contribution.
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See the Common Elements Used in This Section and the
Reviewing All Computed Data for Student and Parents sections
for detailed information.


Reviewing Processing Messages and Institutional Questions
Access the Miscellaneous Data page (Financial Aid > Institutional Application Data > Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn > Miscellaneous Data).


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Miscellaneous Data tab


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Miscellaneous
Data tab. You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


FNAR Messages
The system displays the Financial Need Analysis Report (FNAR) message number, message text,
and message Values 1 through 5, if any. These College Board PROFILE messages inform you about
processing exceptions to data received and assumptions that should be taken into consideration when
reviewing the institutional application. This information is displayed for the Custodial and Non-custodial
Parents, as it is provided by PROFILE.


Assumption Messages
The system displays the CSS INAS IM Assumptions alphanumeric code, message text, and value, if any.
These are the INAS Assumptions triggered during the need analysis methodology and include the full text
of the e-FNAR assumption generated by the PROFILE system and any corresponding values.


Institutional Questions
 Number Number of an application question that the student/family


believes warrants further explanation. This number may also
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refer to a series of additional questions that have been modified
for the institution by College Board PROFILE.


 Answer Answer to the question shown in the Number field.


Reviewing All Computed Data for Student and Parents
Access the Computation Summary page (Financial Aid > Institutional Application Data > Maintain
Application 20nn-20nn > Computation Summary).


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Computation Summary tab (page 1 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Computation
Summary tab (page 1 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Computation Summary tab (page 2 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Computation
Summary tab (page 2 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Computation Summary tab (page 3 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Computation
Summary tab (page 3 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.
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Image: Maintain Institutional Application, Computation Summary tab (page 4 of 4)


This example illustrates the fields and controls on the Maintain Institutional Application, Computation
Summary tab (page 4 of 4). You can find definitions for the fields and controls later on this page.


This page is designed to display computed need analysis results based on both the parent's and student's
information. Therefore, the page displays a Parent Contribution Section and a Student Contribution
Section. The following sections describe what each column represents.


Note: Computation tables display no intermediate values until the INAS calculation is called using batch
or online calculation.


Note: To more closely align interim calculation results with the Estimated Federal Methodology (EFM)
computation worksheets from the College Board, the Computation Summary page displays an N/A
value for several fields. For parents of dependent students and independent students with dependents,
EFM calculations display N/A for From Income, From Assets, Total Contribution - Income and Total
Contribution - Assets fields.


Contribution Summary
The PARENT CONTRIBUTION section displays three columns: IM Base, IM w/Options, and EFM.


• The IM Base column displays standard base INAS calculations. Although the IM Base calculation is
not delivered as part of the PROFILE record, Oracle supports calculating the College Board's IM Base
calculation if INAS is invoked after the initial load of the PROFILE record.


• The IM w/Options column is the result of using the institutional options that you set up when you
defined your institutional methodology. IM w/Options is delivered as part of the PROFILE record.


• The EFM column displays the estimated federal methodology amount. Financial aid administrators
are reminded that the EFM is always estimated and never official.


The STUDENT CONTRIBUTION section displays three columns: IM Base,  IM w/ Options,  and EFM.


• The IM Base column displays standard base INAS calculations. Although the IM Base calculation is
not delivered as part of the PROFILE record, Oracle supports calculating the College Board's IM Base
calculation if INAS is invoked after the initial load of the PROFILE record.
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• The IM w/Options column is the result of using the institutional options that you set up when you
defined your institutional methodology. IM w/Options is delivered as part of the PROFILE record.


• The EFM column displays the estimated federal methodology amount. Financial aid administrators
are reminded that the EFM is always estimated and never official.


 Total Income Indicates the custodial parent's total contribution for the student
from the base IM computation.


Custodial Parent Information
The system displays the calculations for Total Income, Total Contribution, Number in College
Adjustment, Contribution for Student, contribution From Income, and contribution From Assets for
Parent's Contribution and Student's Contribution.


For the PARENT CONTRIBUTION IM Base:


 Percent Income Indicates the custodial parent's percentage of total parents
income from the base IM computation.


 Contribution From Income Indicates the custodial parent's contribution from income for the
student from the base IM computation.


 Contribution From Assets Indicates the custodial parent's contribution from assets for the
student from the base IM computation.


For the PARENT CONTRIBUTION IM w/Options


 Percent Income Indicates the custodial parent's percentage of total parental
income from the option IM computation.


 Contribution From Income Indicates the custodial parent's contribution from income for the
student from the option IM computation.


 Contribution From Assets Indicates the custodial parent's contribution from assets for the
student from the options IM computation.


Education Savings Calculations
The system displays the Parent's and the Student's Annual Education Savings Allowance (AESA) and
Cumulative Education Savings Allowance (CESA) calculations. These are PROFILE specific calculated
values used in INAS calculations for Institutional Methodology.


Income
The system displays the calculations for Taxable Income, Untaxed Income, Adjustments to Income, and
Total Income for Parent's Contribution and Student's Contribution.


Allowances
The system displays the calculations for U.S. Income Tax, FICA Taxes, Medical/Dental, Elementary/
Secondary Tuition, Employment Allowance, Annual Education Savings, Income Protection Allowance/
MMA, Total Allowances, Calculated Available Income, and Available Income for Parent's Contribution
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and Student's Contribution. The Total Contribution - Income amount is the sum of all the fields in the
Allowances section.


Assets
The system displays the calculations for Cash Savings, IRA Value, Home Equity, Real Estate/Investment
Equity, Adjusted Business/Farm Value, Sibling's Assets/Prepaid Tuition, Value of Trusts, and Net Worth
for Parent's Contribution and Student's Contribution.


The system displays the calculations for Emergency Reserve Allowance, Cumulative Education Savings,
Low Income Asset Allowance, Discretionary Net Worth, Asset Protection Allowance, Conversion
Percentage, and Income Supplement for Parent's Contribution and Student's Contribution. The Total
Contribution - Assets amount is the sum of all the fields in the Assets section.


Non Custodial Parent Computation Summary Data
Education Saving Calculation Displays the non-custodial parents’ Annual Education Savings


Allowance (AESA) and Cumulative Education Savings
Allowance (CESA) calculations. These are PROFILE specific
calculated values used in INAS calculations for Institutional
Methodology.


IM Options Non–Custodial
Parents Contribution (institutional
methodology options non custodial
parents contribution)


Displays a logical grouping for the Non-Custodial Parent
Contribution results under the IM options computation.


Non Custodial Parent Base
Adjustment


Displays a logical grouping for the data elements for the
biological/adoptive parent base computation results.


Non-Custodial Parent Contribution
Summary


Bundle 52


Added link to NCP Cont Summary page to display interim
calculations for a non-custodial parent.


Click this link to view the Institutional NCP Cont Summary 
(institutional non custodial parent contribution summary) page
displaying calculations for non-custodial parents’ contribution.
 For descriptions of the fields in the Non-Custodial Parent
Contribution Summary, refer to the similar fields already
described in this Computation Summary sub-topic.
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